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Abstrrt,..  
The occurrence in Tasmania of seven of tho eiGht species 
previously recorded is confirmed. It is recognized that 
ArnadillWiurivulrare (Iatroille) has been recorded under a synonym. 
Sim: !mown species, Staloniscus thomsoni(Chilton), P..&& nhor:lianus 
(Chilton), notoniscus auntrails (Chilton), litgalLaxUa (Chilton), 
ActgeciAliallaa Mahone ad lines, and B]..ni eaelatan (Moro), are 
recorded from Tasuania for the firot tine. Additional inforoatlon oi 
the known species is Given. The position of Ultila anstralionoio Dana 
is clarified. - CfraltonollA lismas (Chilton) is tranoforred to genus 
Zotoniscils Chilton. Ten now species are established; one of these 
includes specimens which former147 have beon uronGly =Aped to 
Oniscus nunctatus Thonson. The position of the folloulnG Genera; 
Styloniscus Dana, Notoniscus Chilton, Chiltone114 Vaudois Plyronhlloscat; 
Uahrborg„ Cubario Droadt, s.str. attar Vorbooff, and bkagitagVortiooff9 
is reviewed. 
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4=Aggiga. 
The earliest record of the occurrence of Oniscoidea in 
Tasmania is given by Haswell (1882). He (p. 280) describes 
Porcellio /23Wgs liters 1876, and (p. 279) a new species, 
Arrndillidium subdentatun, and includes Tasnrtnia in the distribution 
of both. 
Budde-Lund (1685, p. 265) deecribes a new species, 
Uggs1 	misellus, from a specimen collected in Tasmania. 
Three previously established species are recorded from 
Tasmania for the first time by Thomson (1893). He describes two of 
these, ktagsga plasm Dana 1653, (see pp. 56-57, pl. 2, figs. 1,6), 
from specimens collected at Eaglehauk Heck, and Oniscus nunctatus 
Thomson 1879, (see pp. 54,55. pl. 1, figs. 6,13), ftvm specimens , 
collected on Mt.. Wellington. He (p. 55) records kali Australiensin  
Dana 1853 from the neighbourhood of Hobart. Thomson (pp. 72-73) 
also publishes an English translation of Dudde-Dundls (11385) description 
of .A22211 	mis'llus. 
Chilton (1901, pp. 134,135) realises that Thomsonls (1893) 
specimens of Chasms nunctatus from Ut, Wellington differ from those ' 
found in New Zealand, and suggests that the former should perhaps to 
placed in genus gmatala Latreille 1804. Ho (pp. 139, 140) recognizes 
,Porcellio imams Niers to beasynonym of Porcellioesgog Latreille 
1804, and notes that E. limber has thus been recorded from Tassania. 
Budde-Lund (1904, p. 93) transTersUggajavaisellus to genus 
8pak41l2 Dana 1852, and places it in his own section XIII of that genus. 
lie (p* 87) incLaesgshergUkLndsellus in a hey to sem of the epecies 
in this eoction. 
Chilton (1909, pp. 661, 6(32) mentions that he has an 
undescribed epecies of genus Fa..plosht4algos Schgbl 1660 from Tasrania. 
Chilton (2911# pp. 568-569) states that he has specimens fren 
Hobart which he considers to be azig.a.VLIWWW tiazzso 
Chilton (1915 At Po 424, p3., ry rig. 23) describes a new species, 
pot4oshthalmsligimgag, frame °peel= collected at Fern Tree Gull, 
Hobart, He notes, however that this species differs in some 
characters from the definition of genus aRambittaggs given by Sara (1699). 
Arcangeli (1923, p.314) coneiders that these differences are 
sufficient to distinguish j.  tcaomaniclal as the type of a new genus, which 
he names Chiltonia. He (PP, 314-315) gives an Pollen translation of 
Chiltonls (1915 gi) description of Mk kggignica. 
Jackson (1941, p. 3) proposes that 3422E2a2Vorhooff 1926 
(non Sshorillo Dana 1852) be retained as the generic name for the used.= 
included in Budds-londis (1904) gootiozt XXII ofhavEljaa; this loplies 
the transference ofibdrAdjamisellus to genus lablejajaVerhooff. 
Vandel (1945. p. 236) notes the occurrence in Tasmania of a 
species, Chkltonella 'kilsr:lanicuk (Chilton)* In a later paper, he (Vandel, 
1952, Po 96) states that Aresneeli (1923, po 314) establishes genus 
Chilton9144 forlitiduktheagalamagg Chilton 2915. vendea (1952, 
pp. 30636, figs. 2148) describes a now species, Misatimi44WW1, 
from specimens collected at Guide River Falls, nearDurnie. 
Guiler (1952, pp. 24-25), in a list of the Crustacea of Tasmania, 
includes the following species of Oniscoidea 8- pni.ggiazomkta, 
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Wjai aus1ola1logL2, Poreeil lio mat= (which. to niespelled as "mizake)„ 
stkbdentittup andAaSaggaa =ism. 
In th.e present per the occurrence in Tact" , of seven of 
the eight species previous3,y recorded is confirmed, Arradillidiun 
fflaftan tin Haswell 1862 being regarded. as a synonym of the cosmopolitan 
species Uati=1.12 yam= (latreille 1604). The one species not 
represented inny collection is labgazilk =Sao (Ludde-Lund 1805). 
Fifteen species are =corded from Ta5M111311 for the first tine. Five of 
these; =gam aaggals, (Chilton 1685), a • ohorotanus (Chilton 1901), 
P9tEdPono gilataaiiiii (Chilton 1909), big SIAM (Chilton 1884) and 
Wolsafat11i. IlichoLlo and Barnes 1927, have been =corded from the 
mainland of Australia, Vow Esialaml, or 8ubantarctic ioian.de, or from 120r0 
than one of these Anew. agga Ades Moro len) comae in western 
Europe and has probably been introduced into Tasmania. Ten species are 
'believed to be nev. One of thee, amoglagpsala thonspni  slop., includes 
the speciraens which Thomson (1893) wronaly aesigns to Alma nunctatuts 
Thomson 1879. 
The position of six of the Genera represented; *dont:sew 
Dana 1852, 9,111„Valat Vandal 1952 (= g ehlalatt Arca:la-ell 1923), 
liotoniscuti Chilton 1915, Zkanklagada Idahrberg 1922, Cubaris Broxit 
1833, st.str. after Verhoeff 1926, and akulaalla Verheaff 1926 (non 
Snherillo, Dana 1852), is inveetisated. The validity of Vanden) (1952) 
use of the namelor_Vj_mis is discussed. The confusion recanlinc, the 
nas p 	A.rcanGeli and Chilten414 /*andel is pointed out. 
Chi37tene3.34 Vandel in classed as a synonym of Notoniecus Chilton, and the 
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latter genus is rediagnosed accordingly. Verhoeffls (1926) limits of 
llagahLkagg are uidened slightly to include species which are closest 
to this genus. The statue of Plvnophilosgia in relation to PhiloscIA 
Latreille 1804 and eome of its subdivisions is considered. The position 
of =Ida fustr. is discussed, and an, attempt is made to determine which 
of the species placed SAM= e.lat. may remain in Oubasp sotro The 
limit's and synonym ofAliosillo Verhoefg are reviemed. Palags2112 
gragemayerhoeff 1926 is nominated as the type species of genus SphagriAl  
The position ofitzliagagts Dana, which is regarded as 
uncertain by ease authors, is clarified by a comparison of this opecies 
with Ullaeamasagadin Dana 1853. 
Detailed descriptions are given of all new species and of the 
following establiehed species s- Lajzioura.sagsDcula, ptvloniscus 
Ads= Venda, Botonisaus australisftiltonl fl. sWaamigua (Chilton), 
Actaeciq nags Dana, A. zsum ish Bicholls and Barnes. Briefer accounts 
are given of the remiining species. 
A list of the species of Oniscoidea notihnoun to bo repreoented 
in Tasmania is as follous s- 
Ljz.gapiaamaga tia Dana 1853. 
Styloniscus Vomsonk (Chilton 1885) Unica 1952. 
Styloascmwitasamm (Chilton 1901) Vandel 1952. 
Stvloniacup aragjad Vandel 1952. 
st72.0Pisou3 3:M1M glolu 
Styloniscrus pagawa 
Notoniecus australis (Chilton 1909) Chilton 1915. 
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Notonisow jaginatm (Chilton 1915). 
Djag ggaja (Chilton 1884) Budde.Lund 1906. 
Actaeol4 gram Dana 1853. 
Actaeoldi jailatishi Nicholls and Barnes 1927. 
pismooh41osci4 thomsouj, n.sp. 
.klinaltEerig 11. 613. 
Plvennhilosolis Dot1e3rensis n.sp. 
Plvmochilcscia ulveretonensis lump. 
Pore.llio 	TatraLle 1804. 
Armadillidiug yuliggfi (1.streille 1804) Milne-'Edwards 1840. 
Elsa saglaSag (Miers 1877) Collinge 1917. 
Cubans 	flop. 
Wadi taggsapnais 11•09• 
Cubans madam n.sp. 
Cubans Ignammilt flop. 
8nhaerillo amigo (Bud.de.Lund 1885) Jackson 1941. 
Zram2221,301. 
Holotype male and allotype female of all new species, together 
with paratype material, some of which is in the form of slides, are, at 
the time of writing, lodged in the Zoology Department of the University 
of Tasmania. 
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. Material and Methode. •
.„ _Specimene used in this study have been felled in a variety • 
.of habitats including mountain regions, rain forest, drier eucalypt 
•forest, grassland, gardens in populated. areas, situations immediately 
inland from the Sea shore, and the shore itself. Collection of 
specimens has been carried out mainly in the middle region of northern 
Tasmania, in the southopestern.part of the state, and in some areas of 
central Tasmania. 
Specimens are preserved in 80% alcohol. Structures exemined 
microscopically have been further dehydrated in absolute, alcohol and 
mounted in apparel. 
The descriptions of species are each based on a small number 
of specimens selected, for detailed examination from among examples of 
the species collected in one locality. The Dieters which have been 
taken into account in this selection are largest size, most common 
coloration, and absence of mutilation* 
Length of specimens is measured along the mid-line of the body 
from the anterior border of the cephalen to the posterior border of the 
terminal segment; breadth is measured across the 4th segment of the 
pereion. Measurements of the length of structures which bear terminal 
processes or tufts of setae, i.e. the terminal article of the flagellum 
of the 2nd 'antenna and the rami of the uropod, do not include the length 
of such processes or setae. 
In 411 cases where the sex of the antral is not specifically 
stated, drawings illustrate structures taken from male specimens. 
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Key, to fanilieo of Oniocoideaknown to be represented ill 
Tasmania. 
1. Flagellum of 2nd antenna composed of numerous articles, 
(more than 10); male organ double - - 	- 	Ligiidae. 
Flagellum of 2nd antenna composed of fever articles, (not 
core than 10); male organ single 2. 
2. NnilOible with a triturating molar process; inner lobe of 1st 
maxilla with 3 setose processes; cale organ expanded diotally ••• 
	 Stgloniscidas. 
Mandible with. molar process represented by a tuft of setae; 
inner lobe of let maxilla with 2 setose procesees; male organ 
not expanded distally 	 3. 
3. Littoral species; flagellum of 2nd antenna, in species known 
to occur in Tasmania, composed of 4 articles; endopodite of 
maxillipsd el1-developed, markedly larger than endite - 
	 Scypbacidae. 
Inland species; flagellum of 2nd. antenna composed of 3 or fewer 
articles; endopodite of maxilliped reduced, not mmeWer1147 
larger than endite 	 . 4. 
4. Flagellum of 2nd antenna composed of 3 articles; 
of all pleopods without pseudotracheae 	 
Flagellum of 2nd antenna composed of 2 articles; 
of at least Intend 2nd pairs of pleopods with 
psemdotracheae - - --- 	----- IND 
exopodites 
Onisoidae. 
exopodites 
- 5. 
Species knewn to occur in Tasmania not able to enroll; 
exopodite of uropod projecting far beyond posterior border' 
of terminal segment 	 Porcellionidae. 
Species able to enroll; exopodite of uropod not, or 
scarcely, projecting beyond posterior border of terminal 
Segment 	 - 6. 
6. Paeudotracheae present only in exopodites of let and 2nd 
pairs of pleopods; exopodite of uropod broad and 	 
occupying space between terminal segment and 5th pleurm of 
pleaa 	  
Pseudotracheae present in exopoditetof let to Maipairs or 
all pairs of pleopods; exopodite , of uropod reduced, space 
between terminal segment and 5th pleuron of pleon being 
occupied by protopodite of uropod — - Armadillidae. 
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middle three articles fused togethert with the sutures between them 
only partially indicated. He notes that in thew points 
L. auetra4ensis Dana 1853 closely resembles 1. agMbliagegalia0 
however he considers that these species are nevertheless true Adm. 
Wahtberg (1922, r4 67) states that sensory setae are present 
on the antennulae in the Liglidae, but they are so small that they 
are apparent only under strong magaification. 
Jackson (1927, p. 133) notes that, in the emus Ada, it is 
the most common condition for the second maxilla to lack the two setose 
bristles. 
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Genus jgas ratciciu.s 1798. 
Lyman, Livda Rafinesque 1814. 
The =mead& Fabrieiue 1798, given to a genus of Isopods, 
is predated ty Ada Weber 1795, which is used for a Deeapod genus, 
Consequently some authors, e.g. Richardson (1905), apply the name 
=al Rafinesque 2814 to the Isopod genus. However the generic 
name Mali Weber is suppressed and that of L.I.gja Fabrioitts validated 
according to Opinion 330 of the International Commissima on 
Zoological Nomenclature (see Hemming 2955). 
A part of the definition of genus, gala given 17 Sars (1899, 
pp. 155-156) is amended by Jackson (1927, p. 333) as follows:- 
"Body regular3„7 oval or oblong-oval, moderatily convex above, 
metasome confluent with mesosome or abruptly contracted. Head with 
occipital groove not obscured above by oeciput, surra-antennal and 
frontal lines both present. Eyes large and convex. Antennulae small, 
last segment small or vestigial. Antennae strong, elongated. Mandible 
with a petose plume behind the lacinia mobilis and usually numerous 
pencilli between it and the molar process. Maxillipedes comparatively 
short and stout, endopodite large, five distinct or indicated segments, 
endite large, epipodito rounded." 
The remainder of the definition as given by Sara is as 
follows:. 
"Legs gradually increasing in length posteriorly, dactylus 
distinct/7 bi-unguiculate. Opereular plate of uropoda wdb»branchial. 
Uropoda more or less elongated, basal part not produced inside, rami 
narrow, styliform• eub-equals each with a single apical. spine*" 
Presumably Sara , reference to the Nopercular plate of the 
uropodan is meant to apply to the pleopoda. 
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Lids australiensis Dana 1853. , 
(Pigs. 1-14). 
The original description of.agjagagtaligna given by 
Dana (1853. P. 740, Pl. 49, fig. 3) is brief and le based on a 
mutilated specimen, which was collected in Nov South, Wales. Deseriptions 
of South. Australian examples of the species given by Hale (1927, 
pp. 320.321, fig. 7). (1929, p. 340 0 fig. 341) are also brief. The 
following account of Taamanian material which I aesiga 	australiensis 
is therefore given. 
NS` 
Length of largest epecimens 19 mm., breadth' 8 mm. 
Colour. Live specimen is yellouishm-green, densely spotted 
with dark brown chromatophores. Overall colour of animal varies 
according to decree of expansion of chromatophores. 
Oephalon (fig. 1), Maxillipedal somite is marked off from 
rest of cephalon by an occipital groove. Antennary tubercles are small, 
not visible in dorsal view. Eyes are compound and sub-.quadrangular, 
with the inner border forming a right angle. Aa seen in dorsal view of 
cephalon, eyes are separated by more than twice width of each eye; 
distance between inner angles of eyes: 2.5 mm., transverse width of eye 
from inner angle to outer edge of cephalow 0.9 mm. Posterior to inner 
angles of eyes, vertex is indented by 2 post.orbital ;its. 
first antenna (fig. 2). Triarticulate, with 3rd article very 
small* On outer side, 2nd article projects beyond base of 3rd, and this 
protuberance bears 3 long, fine setae. On dorsal surface of 3rd article 
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there are 3 coarse sensory setae, together . with a long fine sate 
situated below and to inner side of coarse trete°. 
Second antenn% (fig. 1). When attached, antenna reaches back 
approximately to base of 2nd segment of pleon. Length of peduncle: 
9•3 me., length of flagellum: 7.5 mm. Peduncle and flagellum are set 
with short spines, each of which consists of an outer sheath, split at 
the top into 2 points, and a central seta, clubbed at its apex. 
Flagellum is composed of 20 articles; these vary slightly in length but 
are all longer than broad. Terminal article ends in a tuft of short 
setae. 
Mhadiklm. Left mandible*.- Incisor procese has 4 teeth. 
Lacinia mobilie ends in 3 teeth. Behind base of laeinia mobilis is a 
rounded lobe, apex of which is covered with fine setae, while its under 
surface bears about 9 slender pencils of setae. Molar process is well 
developed and densely sawn. Bight mandible (fig. 3):— Apical border 
of lacinia mobilis is serrated on ventral aide, while on dorsal side it 
is produced into a blunt point; there is a constriction in width of 
lacinia mobile behind its apical region. In other respects, right 
mandible is eimilarto left. 
First maxi14. Outer lobe (fig. 4) ends in 11 teeth and 2 
setose processes. The 5 outer teeth are large and simple. Of the 6 
smaller inner teeth, the outermost and innermost are eimple, the rest 
Waveocall lateral points. The outer setose process is slender and 
feathery, the inner one is broader and core tooth,-like. Near distal 
end, outer margin of lobe is fringed with setae. Apex of inner lobe is 
rounded and setose; apical region is not marked off Via suture from 
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Jr. 
remainder of lobe. On inner side of lobe there are 3 eetose processes, 
the distal one being short and the other, 2 progressively longer. 
1.192.4.1a (fig. 5). A division into 2 lobes is 
indicated V. an indentation in distal margin of maxilla and,suture line 
on ventral surface. Inner lobe is about 3 times as wide as outer lobe. 
Apex of outer lobe bears fine setae. Apex of inner lobe is densely 
covered with short setae; most of these are directed invards,but on 
dorsal surface there is a conspicuous oblique band of upright setae. 
On inner side of lobe there is a dense brush of long simple setae, but 
there are no setooe processes. There is a U-shaped band of chitin on 
dorsal surface of inner lobe. 
Ifaxilliped (fig, 6). Epipodite is small and sub-triangular. 
Two articles of endopodite, ischion and dactylos, are distinct; divisions 
.separating meros„ carpos and propodos are distinct on inner side, but 
towards outer side of endopodite these articles are delimited from each 
other by suture lines which are apparent only on ventral surface. Two 
spines occur on outer border of endopodite, one below each of these lines. 
Dactylos is small and rounded. Numerous short, spiny setae are present 
on inner marginal region of meros, carpos and propodos, and on apex of 
dactylos. Endite is sub-quadrangular with its outer margin curved 
outwards and its apical margin straight. Apical region and inner surface 
of ondite have a covering of fine setae. Two stout spines occur on 
dorsal surface near apical border; one is situated on inner corner, the 
other towards centre of endite. Near inner spine there is a small setose 
process. 
Pereion. First segment is slightly produced forwards on each 
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side to flank cephalon. Epimera of let and 2nd segments are nearly 
transverse with posterior angles right-angled, those of 3rd segment 
slope slightly backwards with angles sub-acute, those of 4th to 7th 
segments slope increasingly further backwards and have angles progressively 
more acute. Definite easel grooves are not present. Dorsal surface 
of pereion is finely granulate. Each granule bears a scale-seta (fig. 7) 
having a long, narrow scale portion and a seta clubbed at its apex. 
Several broad, strongly chitinized, overlapping scales cover base of 
scale-iota. Between granules, tergites have a covering of snR11, simple 
scales. Scattered scale-setae are present along lateral borders of 
segments. 
Fereionods. First leg:- Carpos is swollen and oval in shape; 
propodos and dactyl-cm are bent under it to forma subchelate hand (fig. 8). 
Opposing faces of carpos and propodos are finely striated. To outer 
side of striated region, under surface of these articles is indented. 
There is no distinctive process on propodos. Spines on leg each consist 
of an outer sheath, split at the end into 2 points, and a central seta, 
clubbed at the apex. Dactylos (fig. 9) ends in a large terminal clam, 
below which is a much narrower accessory claw. On outer side there are 
2 spines against base of terminal claw. "Dactylar sets" is long and 
narrow, almost uniform in width and not clubbed at the apex. 
Second leg is similar to 1st. Third leg is also eubchelate, 
but carpos is less swollen than in let leg. In 4th to 7th legs carpos 
is sub-cylindrical, and propodos and dactylos are not beat under to form 
a subchelste hand. Second to 5th legs each have single "dact7lar seta" 
as in 1st leg. On 6th and 7th legs there is a group of numerous such 
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long, narrow setae on upper surface of dactylos near base of terminal 
claw. (Daotylos of 7th leg is figured, fig, 10). 
Male organs (fig. 11). A pair of long, MMXTOUI structures which 
extend backwards almost to posterior angle of exopodite of 5th pleopod. 
The two male =Tans are fused at the base but their ducts remain separate, 
Organs are slightly Sinuous; their apices are bluntly rounded and curve 
inwards. Areas covered with fine setae occur near apex of each organ. 
On dorsal surface, towards base of organ, there is a We, curved band 
of chitin. Posteriorly this is continuous with a narrow ridge which 
extends down middle third of organ and which is ornamented along its 
outer side with small, oblique stripe of chitin. Tovards inner side, 
another ridge runs parallel to first ridge for most of its length and 
extends beyond it distally; this second ridge bears fine setae. A ridge 
down outer side of ventral surface of organ is not ornamented. 
nag. Not abruptly narrower than pereion. Pleura of 3r1 
to 5th segments are well developed, are directed backwards and have acute 
posterior angles. 
Terminal segment (fig, 12)s- Postero-lateral angles are short 
and sub-acute; they do not extend back as far as does centre of segment. 
Outer accessory processes are absent, inner accessory processes are 
bluntly roundel. Posterior border between inner accessory processes 
forms a very obtuse median angle. Jackson (1922, p. 686) recognises 
among species of gists two main types of terminal segment, "triangulate', 
in which this border has a median process, and "arcuate", in which it is 
evenly rounded. Because of its slight median angle the terminal segment 
of L. australiensis may be classed as triangulate; however the angle is 
so obtuse that it very nearly approaches the arcuate type. 
Dorsal surface of pleon is finely granulate. Arrangement of 
scales and scale-setae is similar to that on pereion. 
Pleovods. First pleopod:- Outer side of protopodite bears 
a lobe which is twisted and irregular in shape and lacks setae. Exopodite 
is sub-oval; its inner and posterior borders are fringed with plumose 
setae. Conspicuous large blood vessels ramigy through exopodite. 
Endopodite is sub-triangular but very short. It is branchial in nature, 
not sexually differentiated; it encloses blood lacunae instead of large 
blood vessels. 
Papppd,1lappq4 (fig. 13) .:a. Outer side of protopodite bears a 
narrow sub-triangular lobe whose free margins are fringed with setae. 
ftopodite is sub-quadrangular; plumose setae fringe its posterior and 
lateral margins. Conspicuous blood vessels ramify through erapodite, 
however, these are omitted from fig. 13 so that the underlying portion of 
the endopodite may be more clearly shcivn. Endopodite is blarticulate; 
length of articles: let 1.12 mm., 2nd 5.10 mm.' First article lies 
transversely, 2nd article is at right angles to let. Second article 
tapers to an acute apex which is permanently twisted; its apical region 
is ornamented with very fine setae. There is a wide groove down ventral 
surface of article. Outer wall of this groove, along its middle third, is 
set with blunt :vines. Beyond this spinose portion, article twists 
and groove opens on outer side of endopodite. . When in position on the 
animal, male organ fits into this ventral groove in 2nd article. Where 
groove opens outwarde, endopodite twists to inner side of male organ, across 
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its ventral surface, and finally its apical point curves round outer 
side of apex of male organ. 
Third pleopodt- Inner posterior warner of protopodite is 
produced to forma lobe fringed with plumose setae. EXopmdite (fig. 14) 
is sub quadrangular; its posterior and lateral margins are fringed with 
plumose setae. The pattern of blood vessels varies in small details in 
different exopodites, but that shown in fig. 14 respressimts their general 
arrangement in the 31d pleopod and is similar to that found in other 
pleopods. Endopodite is sub-quadrangular with its posterior margin 
indented. Fourth and 5th pleopode are 5im4lv• to 3rd except that their 
rami are more triangular. 
tir_supg. Protopmlite is subsoylindrical with its inner surface 
convex and bearing spines; its outer posterior corner is prolonged a 
little beyond base of exopodite. Rami are long and styliform. Endopodite 
has a long terminal spine; exopodite ends in a tuft of short setae. 
Length of artieles: protopodite 2.3 mm., endopodite 3.7 mm., exopodite 
3.4 rut. 14ctilmma width of protopoditet 140 mm. 
UMW 
Length of largest specimen: 18 mm., tasadths 8 mm. 
Female differs from male in the following structures:- 
Second antenna:- When attached, 2nd antenna reaches back 
approximately to base of 7th segment of pereion. Length of peduncle: 7.5 
mm.; length of flagellant 6.6 mm. 
Pereiopoda:- First to 3rd legs are not subchelate but are of 
the same form as remitting legs, which are sirdirtn to corresponding pairs 
in male. 
Second pleopods- Endopodite is sub-triangular and branchial. 
Uropods- Proportions of lengths of articles of uropod, 
relative to each other and to length of body, are slightly different to 
those in male. 
Lengths: protopodite 1.9 mn., endopodite 2.8 mm., 
exopodite 2.7 pm. 14Lximum width of protopodites 049 
liattiit• 
This description is based on specimens collected on 19th April, 
1956, from under stones and seaweed near high tide level on a rook shore 
at Pirates' Bay, Eaglehawk Neck; 72 males and 131 females were obtained. 
Otherspecimans were found under similar conditions at 
Ulverstone, Devonport, Hawley and low Head, East Tamar, in northern Tasmania, 
and at South Arms Tinderbox and Adventure Bay, Brum' Island, in the 
south-east. Examples were also found under stones and debris on the 
shore of the Tamar River at Sandy Beach and Gravelly Beach, and the 
Dement River at Hobart and East Riedon, However the animals were not 
as numerous along these estuaries as on the nearby sea coast at Law Head 
and Eaglehawk Neck respectively. 
australiensis is recorded from the neighbourhood of 
Hobart by Thomson (1893, p4 55) and Chilton (1911, pp. 568-569)41 
/wawa. 
The usual number of articles in the flagellum of the 2nd antenna 
appears to be 20, tut it is observed to vary from 18 to 22 in specimens 
collected at Eaglehavk Omsk. 
Remarks. 
As the Tasmanian specimens of gglii which I have collected agree 
with the original descritpion of Raja maggisigg& Dana 1853, I assign 
them to this species. (It is noted that Dana spells the generic name 
as lugs). However, Dana's description is brief and is based on a 
mutilated specimen. Consequently the position of 14 austrsjliensis is 
regarded by some authors as uncertain. Jackson (1922, p. 701) includes 
gatajaek , in a list of species of /Ads which are insufficiently 
described or of doubtful validity. Vandal (1945, 	229) precedes this 
species with a question mark. 
Reference to Jackson's (1922) descriptions of adequately known 
species in his reifision of genus laid& and to descriptions of species of 
Lt 	gtraa in the follswing: later works:- Verhoeff (1926), Edmondson (1931), 
Barnard (1932), Jackson (19331), Van Name (19361 Jackson (1938), 
Collinge (1946), Vandal (1948)1 indicates that 14 qustraliensis has the 
most characters in common with 1./. ionasejszagaslig& Duna 1853. Chilton (1911, 
pp. 568-569) states that he has specimens from Victoria and Hobart which 
he hae considered to be gagiraltagja and which differ from 
neaftsgajmitag in a few details in the appendaces. 
A comparison of characters of Ely Tasmanian specimens of 
asstraliensis with those of /I. ameadigasslis Dana, as described b7 
Chiltan (1901, pp. 107-114, pl. 11), shown that constant differences do 
occur between the two species. These differences are given in the 
following table:. 
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=La australiensie Dana, ask amt=afagangua Dana. 
Second maxilla with 
division into 2 lobes 
indicated V. a suture line. 
. 	Second maxilla with no 
indication of division into 
2 lobes. 
First to 5th pereiopods each 
with a single . "dactylar seta", 
i uniform in width; 	6th and 
i 7th pereiopode with many such 
setae on deetylos. 
First to 7th pipreiopods each 
with a single Meet:Aar 
seta", clubbed at the end. 
Male organs curved inwards at 
the end, with apices bluntly 
rounded. 
Male organs, (according to 
figs. I pip. 1 oar , I pipe 
1 cr 41:), curved outwards. 
at the end, with apices 
acute. 
Pleon not abruptly narrower 
. than pereion. 
I 
Pleon abruptly narrower 
than vereion. 
, 1 Posterior border of terminal i segment produced into Avery 
1 obtuse median angle. 
Posterior border of terminal 
segment evenly curved in 
the centre. 
1 Distal region of endopodite 
of 2nd wale pleopod 	• 
permanently twisted.. 
Endopodito of 2nd male 
pleopod„ (according to age. 
I pip. 2 e p I Alp, 2 ,81 1) 0 
not twisted. 
I therefore regard L. australiensis Dana as a distinct and 
valid species, 
plal. Chilton (1901 p. 113,/figo. I Alp. 1 ce; I pip. 1 e AK ) 
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describes and figures the male organs of L. novae-sealandiae as being 
adherent to the let we pleopods and grooved an the dorsal surface. 
If this is so, IA sasUalea.jaLns leo differs from it. ,?mermasiti 
in this regard, as the male organs of the former are not attached to 
the let pleopods, nor are they so grooved down the dorsal surface. 
However, Barnard (1932, pp. 185-186) queries these observations of 
Chilton's. Also when seen under vary low , magnification, the two ridges 
the on/dorsal surface of each male organ ink.u&111211EAU might appear to 
form the walls of a groove, although examination under higher magnification 
shave that surface of the organ between these ridges is not indented. 
Verhoeff (1926, pp. 347448) divides Meist !'abricins, 1798 into 
five genera, and denotes L.imeate-gbadlea, which he attributes to 
Chilton instead of Dana, as the type species of one of his new genera, 
Nesolieles 	Use of Verhoeffte key to these genera indicates that 
australiensis can also be included in fiesajdat. However, Verhoeffle 
sub-divisions are criticised by Jackson (1938, p. 175). Hes.liela is 
regarded as a sub-genus of kids Fabrioius by Van Name (1936) and Jackson 
(1941). In the present paper; L. australiensie is therefore retained in 
Adea Babricius. 
Tasmanian specimens of it. australiensots differ in the relative 
length of the 2nd antennae from the South Australian examples described 
by Hale (1927, 1929). In describing a male specimen, Hale(1927„ pp 320) 
states that the 2nd antennae are distinctkv longer than the body, 
exclusive of the uropods. In the Tasmanian specimens, the 2nd antennae 
of both sexes are shorter than the body. 
Barnard (1932, p. 186) refers to a South Australian species of 
gala which he states is distinct from L. mog&mgagmdlagl as ehOWn by the 
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stylet on 2nd pleopod. The male orGans of this species, which ho 
figures (fig. 1 c ) in outline, are the same shape as those of 
L. australiepsis0 which has been recorded from South Australis. Thus it 
is probable that this unidentified species *flask motioned by' Barnard 
is jq. australiensis. 
McNeill (194) publishes photographs of j. pxotraliensie and 
PorceLlio swim but the captions applied to them have been reversed. 
Specimens in his photograph on 1:4 261, the caption below which roads 
"Garden Woodlice 	ecaber)", belong to genus =is, whereas 
specimens in his photograph On p. 259 0 which are labelled as je. auetraligapp, 
appear to be belong to genus gorcellio latreille. 
Mg& natalltralit Alva* 
Fig. 1. 	Cephalon, 2n1 antennae and let °Gement of pereion of male, 
dorsal view. 
Fig. 2. 	Distal part of left let antenna, dorsal view. 
Fig. 3. 	Distal part of right mandible, ventral view. 
Fig. 44. 	Distal part of outer lobe of right let maxilla, ventral 
Fig. 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
Fig. U. 
Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. 
VieWo 
Metal part of left 2nd maxilla, ventral view. 
Distal part of left maxilliped, ventral view. 
Scale-seta on a granule on 5th tergite of pereion, dorsal 
view. 
Sub.chelate part of left let leg of male, anterior 
view. 
Dactylos of right let leg, anterior view. 
Dactylos of left 7th leg, anterior view. 
Male organs, dorsal view. 
Terminal segment, dorsal view. 
Left 2nd pleopod of male, ventral view. (Blood 
vessels in exopodite are not shown). 
Fig. 14. 	Exopodite of left 3rd pleopod of male, ventral view. 

Family  Stylonisciden. 
Synonymy. F'atagoniscidae, Verhoeff 1939, 
Verhoeff (1939, pp. 302-305) realizes that species found in 
South America, New Zealand and Australia which were formerly referred 
to genus Trichoniscus Brandt. 1833, namely Tr. NeeLlanicus (Dana), 
=l ama Dollfusar. ohoTmianus Chilton and U,s thossont iChilton) * 
do not even belong in the family Trichoniscidae. He erects a new 
family,Patagoniscidae, and new genus,,Patagoniscus,  in which he places 
these species, and on ;4 306 he notes the characters in which Pataaonjepus 
differs from the Trichoniscidae. Actually Verhoeff states (p. 305) that 
he has already erected Pataaoniscus in an essay on Oniscoidea from South 
America which is being publisher' in Stockholm, but this paper was not 
published until 1951. 
Vandal (1952, p. 14) considers Pataaoniscup Verhoeff to be a 
synonym of an earlier genus, Stvloniseus Dana 1852, and on p. 94 he 
states that the family which possesses as its type the genus Styloniscus. 
should tear the name Styloniscidae. Also (p. 15) he considers that the 
family Patagonisoida0 is not solidly established * and criticises 
Verhoeffits interpretation of the characters on which he diagnoses 
Patagoniscus. 
. In Chapter I of his paper, Vendel discusses in detail one of 
the characters, namely the musculature of the pleon, which distinguish 
the Styloniscidae from the Trichoniscidae. The following statement on 
p. 12 illustrates a feature of this distinction:- 
"Il eat legitime de consiaier comma inverses at en quelque sorte 
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complementsires, lea dispotifs musculaires propres an gee Tricboniscus 
d'une part, aux Trichoniscides de lth6misphere austral, dlautre part. 
Le premier pleflopode de Trichoniscus possede des muscles extenoeur et 
rachisseur de llappendice relatdvensentfaibles, mais La musculature du 
protopodite eat puissamment d4valopp4e. Chez lea Trichoniscides de 
lehimisphime austral, la , musculature gen4rale atteintun volume 
exceptionnel, tandis quo cello du protopodite eat Diable ou mime nulle.° 
Vandel (1952, pp. 94-95) defines family Styloniscidae as 
follows: - 
!Tette famine eat essentiellement caract4ristle par la 
structure du premier pl4opode mile et des dispotifs ensculaires qui en 
commandent lea mouvements. Ili ont 4t4 acrits en, dtitail dens le 
Dhapitre I de ce m4moire. 
Ajoutons comma crit4ree de moindre valeurs 'Lite de type 
trichoniscien. Yandibule droite avec in, mandibule gauche avec deux 
anicilless ti4o g4n4ralement, 	existe en plus unpenicilleamasire. 
Llapepkose genitale eat renflcle 4 oonextr4init4 et se terminal par un 
petit appendice conique 0 
The two genera of famikyStrloniscidae represented in Taemania 
may be distinguished as follows:- 
Pereion without tubercles or with tubercles not arranged in 
longitudinal UM; 3rd to 5th pleura of pleon small and adpressed . 
Ekkawagt Dana. 
Pereion with tubercles arranged in longitudinal rows; 
3rd to 5th, or 4th and 5th, pleura of plean large and expanded laterally 
--- - ...... . --- - 	Ebtoniscua Chilton. 
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Genus Stvloniscus Dana 1852. 
Agmosw ilegatrichoniscua Jackson 1938. 
latelgagsm Verhoeff 1939. 
Antarctoniscus Pauli= de Falco 1940. 
? Oligonie‘us  Dolatus 189012. 
Dana (1852, p. 302) defines a new genus, ligaoniecue, which he 
includes in his new sub-family, Scyphacinas, of family Oniscidae, but 
he makes no reference to its species. In another paper tDans 1853) he 
places in this genus two new species, Stvloniscus maglagaiggi (see pp. 
736437, pl. 48, fig.?) from Tierra del Fuego, and Al. longistvAs 
(see pp. 737438, pl. 48, fig. 8) from Tongatabu, Friendly Is. Dana 
(1854, 11, 176) later establishes a third species, du mama, from 
California. 
Sars (1899, 1:4 155) includes Stvloniscus in family Ligiidae. 
Stabbing (1900A, p• 564) realises that.P.,:at igagtUsatag and Lts longistvlis 
are generically distinct. On the evidence of Dana's description, he 
transfers at mamtlanica to genus Trichoniscus Brandt 1833 in fami34. 
Trichoniscidae, and he (p. 566) describes specinens from the Falkland Is. 
under the name Trichoniscus magellanicue (Dana). Stebbing retains 
ai listagatata and .t. =au in Stvloniscus, which be considers raw 
still belong in the Ligiidae, but he states that the genus remains 
obscure, covering tip species which are very doubtfully congeneric. 
Richardson (1905, p. 690) transfers AU Amnia to genus Licldium Brandt 
1833. Budde-Lund (1906, po 83) ranks Stvlonliacus as a sub-genus of 
Idchoniscue, and retains in it 21. WO jagellaglaig. Be (Pw. 84) 
considers thatilajongistylis is probably 433211maill,g. 
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Jackson (1938, pf 176) includes 2a, Ingsabasma in 
Merstrichoniscue% a new sub-genus of Trichoniscus• Verhoeff (1939) 
realises that four species from the southern hemisphere, which were 
formerly placed In Mglimiggag, do not even belong in the Trichoniecidae, 
and he erects a new family, Patagoniscidae, and new genus Zegkem,Ugag, 
in which he places zg. aggualidgm. 
Jackson (1941, p. 7), ina check-list of Isopoda of Oceania, 
designates it: lonaistyips9 the only species then remaining in the genus, 
as the type species of agradgegg, which he includes in family Ligiidae• 
In this paper he foLlaws his earlier procedure in placing Ira azglaW..= 
in Trichoniseus (Megstrichoniscus); he makes no reference to Verhoeff to 
paper. 
Vandel (1943, A, 116) states that Patasoniscus Verhoeff appears 
to be synonymous with fikagatmg Dana 21352. In another paper,' (Vandel 
1945, p• 234), he retains Fatjteontecue and includes in it additional 
species from the southern hemisphere which were formerly placed in 
Trichoniscusj however he refers to the Genus as °Patagoniscus Verhoeff, 
1939 (=  Styloniscus Dana, 1852 = Amakmatagium Paulin de F‘lice, 1940 )." 
Vandel (1952, p. 14) subsequently recognizes that Stvlonisclip Dana has 
priority over Patimonisqus. He includes kle t.ia_r.Lckagal Jackson and 
tea/gams Verhoeff in the synonym" of Styloniscus; in this eynonym 
he precedes Aatintagsgig Pauli= de Fates by a question mark. Vandal 
(P. 14) quotes St. asalkatsgi as the type species of Styloniscus, which 
he places in a new family, the Styloniscidae. He states that the position 
of us, lprodstYlie, remains /..bbscure. Vandel notes Jackson's (1941) 
reference to this species bat does not discuss his designation of 
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loryd.stalp as the type of Styloniscus.. 
On p. 12, Vandal states that the Isopods from the Fandand 
Islands described by StebbIng (1900 119 p. 566) under the name 
poichoripeus asia1migig correspond in fact to Dot 	(Chilton). 
I cannot support Vandel in this stateront. Stebbing deocribes his 
specimens as having eyes with three visual elements, flagellum of 2nd 
antennae with 74 articles, rundibles with a molar process, and inner 
lobe of let maxillae with 3 plumose setae. These characters dcr not 
agree tlith those of 21V jadigh but they are consistent with those of 
a species of Stvloniscus. As the %Wand Islands are situated in the 
vicinity of the type locality of Tierra del Fuego, it seems reasonable 
to assume that Stebbingss specimens do indeed belong to Eta saggitgag 
Dana. 
Jackson (1941) appears to be the first author to designate a 
type species for Stvloniscus. Therefore Vandal's later designation of 
it ....mmlagague as the type spectios iould appear to be a contravention 
of the Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, Article 30, II, g, (as reproduced 
in Schenk and *Masters, 1936, p. 35), which states that if an author, in 
.publishing a gemo with more than one valid species, fails to desimate 
or indicate its type, any subsequent author may select the type, o-nd ouch 
designation is not subject to change. It should be noted that 
Jackson's designation of Lha kiuUtlie as type is probahly due to the 
fact that in 1941 this was the only species of Stv4loniscus whicsh had not 
been placed.in another genuis. (fte by elimination; see Article 30, 
int k; Schenk and McMaster's, 1936, p. 35)• 
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But the identity of Ets 1.ontzistlis is very uncertain. The 
original description given by Dana indicates that this species probably 
belongs to the,Ligildaq t but it is not sufficiently detailed to confirm 
this. TO my knowledge, the species has not been recorded since, nor 
has the original raterial been redescribad. On the (Alin. hand, 
zegtWaRagt is recorded and described by several authors since 
Dana, including Dollfus (1891), Stetbing (1900 a), Gladhlagi de Calabrese 
(1939), and Vondel (2952). The material emamined byVandel vas collected 
from one locality in Argentina and four localities in Chile, one of which ) 
Natalee, is situated on the mainland adjacent to Tierra del Fuego. 
Vandal includes in &Wallow several species which were 
formerly placed in Trichoniscus. His study of mothers of the Trichonisoid 
group from the southern hemisphere is of value in clarifying the 
systematic position of these Isopods, and the genus Stv1o9iscus, as he 
defines it, includes= assemblage of closely related species. Thus, 
although it would appear correct to follow Jackson in rooaritag 
lonaistylp as the type of Styloniscus, and so to rename the genus 
based on as sagalsaima as type,  in my opinion this procedure would only 
cause further confusion. Therefore, in the present paper)  propose to 
follow Venda in using the name Stvloniocus for the genus whose type is 
Et. ma - 11artme Dana. 
Vandel (1952, p. 17) considers that Malaggigza.222na ktign 
(Dollfus 1890 a) Dollfte 1890 b probably belongs in Stmloniecus. If this 
is col  as O. monocellatus is the only species in its genus, OlifTeniscus 
DollfUs would become a synonym of Stmlonisous Dana. 
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Generic diagnosis. 
Vandel (1952) places Stvloniscup in his new sub-family, the 
Styloniscinae, the characters of idlich are therefore exhibited by the 
genus. His (p. 95) definition of this sub-family is as follows:- 
"Corps lie so on tdbercule, mats jamais giant de cites 
longitudinales. N‘opleurone 1,6 etroits, applique's, en aorta Tem 
hiatus s‘are le p4raon dm plion." 
The revised definition of genus St4oniscup gtpaa ty Vandal 
(1952, pp. 1546) is as follows:- 
"1) 	il3.e souvent male (jusquill14 ). mais quelques 
espoes dont de petit taille (par example pkaima Chilton, maktiage 
• Barnard, affimigs n4sp.). 
2) •Appareil oculaire formede trots ommatidies nettemeat 
s4parees (dlapAls==: =Ieff, certaines esp4ces possederaient ins mule 
ommatidie); 
3) Cecpbalon de type trtchoniscien normal, 
A) Manditule droite avec un,mandibule gauche avec deux 
La mandibule droite porte un pnici1ie molaire °hes toutes 
les espkes (etudilwas par moi),ia llexceptima de mauritiensis (sous-genre 
adoniscus). 
5) Apophyse g4nitale elargie eon minite, at termin46 par 
un petit appendice cosigns. 
P14opode 2. saes protopodite trils allongedans le sons 
transversal; exopodite simple, &I/Tour= de age; endopodite cyltadrique, 
termine par une longus,tige, non cilitile a immoUle (car depourvus de 
muscles). les muscles arbenseur et flichisseur de llappendice sont 
extramment longs et forts et slins;rent a la base de llendopodite; 
ils sent soutenus par un apothlice dkach‘ , du sternite." 
There appear to be two errors in paragraph 1) of this diagnosis. 
The name wasjAgati Barnard (1936) is misspelled as ismittgas. Also 
Vandel mentions affinis n.sp., but no species of this mare is described 
in his paper. This reference riAv be intended to apply to  anidus, a 
new sub-species of as amattispla, which he establishes on La o 61. 
Vandel (1952, p.16) places definitely in 8tz1oni8tclIte the 
following eight species of which he has examined specimens:- 
as atialigait Dana 1853* Ats. Itla2Mal (milt= 1885), nt ltionama 
(Chilton 1901), OA otakensis (Chilton 1901), gt. mum (Patience 1907), 
tikkagg (Barnard- 1932), as uturitiensis  (Barnard 1936) and 
gla gawk& Vandel 1952, 
He states that, due to insufficiency of descriptions, the 
assignment of numerous species to this germs is uncertain. However, he 
considers that, according to the descriptions and figures given lzr their 
authors, the following nineteen species very probably belong in g 
Trichoniscus.  =mu Budde-lamd 1906; 	hottentott; j natalensiq, 
At' mks& OaPanetelip =WM 
Feorce .ncies Xt.* kains &a Mkt* gr-WAgRatt 	riZerad4121, 
Barnard 19321 Pataganiaana norde#nakt4dlis ,E• AIWA/ 11* IMM140§, 
• eimrothi, Z. jkagg, Z. ssigeast, Verhoeff 19391 Tr , (Antaratnnicana) 
3eal121,34 Pattliall de Pfaice 1940. It should be noted that Verhoeff (1939) 
indicates that he has already established three of his species of 
Pataaonisc(us‘.Z. nordenskiO141, Z.jaglaitia and Z. jjgaggi, in an essay 
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on Oniscoidea from South America which is being published in Stockholm, 
but this merino not published until 1951. 
Vandal states that the following four species poseibly belong 
in styloniaaust. kat wiludat us maws Dolltas 3.690 it; Olivontsqus 
monocellatus (Dollfus 1890.0 DoLlfus 1890 t4 	kermadopensis 
Chilton 1911. He believes that,E6 mammal Chilton 19104 probably 
represents the type of a special genus. However I suggest that if 
ktmloggisie is to be considered as poseibly belonging in Ltzligus 
then Zra magglaiss, which hag characters in common with this species,e.g. 
pleon not abruptly narrower than pereion, should also be considered here. 
Aonelet*lis Dana 1853 probably does not belong in genus 
Stvlonisess as defined by Vandal (1952); its position has already been 
discussed. 
Theo altogether there are thirty-two established species which 
appear to belong in genus Stvloniscus. Reference to descriptions given 
by Vandal (1932) and by the original authors of the species indicates 
that two of the five species of Stvlonipaus which I have collected in 
Tasmania can not be identified with any of these. Due to the breviti 
of owe accounts, it is not possible to demonstrate the distinction of 
the two new species from all of the established species by means of a 
single key. Consequently the sic species described by Verhoeff (1939 1951) 
under the name Tjakirla are omitted from a key dealing with the 
majority of the species in Atdonisous. key 1, and are considered separately 
in key 2. 
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1. Eye composed of one ocellus 
Eye composed of 3 ocelli 	 
  
210 monocellatus (Dollfus). 
  
     
2. 
     
2. Pereion smooth 
      
3. 
      
Pereion tuberculate or uneven 6# 
3. 	Ocelli of eye contiguous, or arranged in a line, or both. 
as tabulae % aa mauritiensis, 
St. hottentoti„ gla natalensis1 16 austro-africanas, (Barnard). 
Ocelli of eye separated and arranged in a triangle 	4. 
Flagellifora process of endopodite of 1st male pleopod lacking 
setae 	ata, marellanious Dana, as Amami (Chilton). 
Flagelliform process of Zndopodite of lot male pleopod bearing 
setae  5. 
5. Ischion of 7th leg without serial differentiation 
	
	 
thomsont (Chilton). 
ISchion of 7th leg showing sexual differentiation 	 
	 LAtoculosuanspp. 
6. Pleon not abruptly narrower than pereion 
- BA? commensalls, Zra? Xermadecensis, (Chilton). 
Pleon abraptl,y narrower than pore/on 	 7. 
7. Pleon with dorsal surface of all or majorit' of its segments 
tuberculate or uneven 	 otakeneis (Chilton4 
soinosqp (Patience); S. nichollsi Vandel; §IA reorrensis, 
awelleadario aa riveradalei% (Barnard); St. leanneli; 
(Paulian de Felice); Stel Meng, 047 australia, (Dollfus). 
Pleon with dorsal surface of all serpents, or all but 3rd 
segment, smooth 	8. 
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8. Ocelli of eye contiguous, or arranged in a line, or both- - - 
ventosus, St. cawensie. St. morulicens, glahmag, 
St. cestus, (Barnard). 
Ocelli of eye separated and arranged in a triangle 	9. 
9. Dorsal surface of 3rd segment of pleon smooth --  
	 Lila yeamigeosus, (Dudde-Lund). 
Dorsal surface of 3rd segment of pleon with a rov of tubercles -- 
§..t• MUMMA n•GP• 
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1. 	Eye composed of one ocellus 
 
• 
	 Una araucanious, St.schwabei s 
(Vorhoeff). 
-OM ■•• NO 	 2 
 
Eye composed of 3 ooelli 
  
  
Terminal process of male organ in form of a blunt knob - - 
oalliduso St. iheringi, 	simrothi s (Verhoeff). 
Terminal process of male organ in form of a cone 	 
3. Exopodite of let male pieopod with its outer border not indented - 
	 §1, maculoous nop. 
Exopodite of let male pleopod with its outer bonier inaented 
4. 
4. Ischion of 7th leg of male with its under surface incurved; terminal 
process of male or provided with small teeth 	 
	 aa ,nordonski614(Verhoeff). 
Isohion of 7th leg of male with its under surface not incurved, so 
that its lower. border is straight; terminal process of male organ 
without teeth onuarrosus nop. 
Key to species of Styloniscuo represented in Tasmania. 
1. 	Second article of endopodite of 2nd male pleopod with inner 
side curved in abruptly at about 1/4 of its length from apex, 
so that its apical point is ca:!va..trical, continuous with 
outer half of endopodite 	St. nichollsi Vandel. 
Second article of endopodite of 2nd nolo pleopoduith inner 
side not curved in abruptly at a, diatom° from apex; apical 
point is almost =twm.ntrical With remainder of endopodite.. - -2. 
2, 	Cephalon and pereion with transverse rows of tubercles 	 
souarrosus flop. 
Cephslon and pereion not tuberculate  	3. 
3. Cephalon and pereion set with numerous large oetae; flagelliform 
process of endopaiite of lot male pleopad lacking setae 	 
jahpsAgaLink (Chilton). 
Cephalon and pereion with few or no setae; flagelliforn process 
of endopodite of lot male pleopod bearing setae 	4 • 
4. Ischion of 7th leg without sexUal differentiation; flagalitOorn 
process of endopodite of let male pleopod having oetae 
reotrioted to a tuft at apex and lacking setose pencils - 
thomooni (Chilton) 
Ischion of 7th leg showing sexual differentiation; flagelliform 
procepo of andopodite of lot male pleopod having its distal 
quarter setose and bearing 3 setose pencils at apex 	 
	Lta, rasualaa n.sp. 
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StvioniecusthomsonS (Chilton 1885) Vemdel 1952. 
SYnO1V11107,  
(Figs. 15-17). 
Ettgi.Narki amtvaa Chilton 1885. 
1a214 312LICSLChi1ton 3286. 
212tgatusw T 	(Chilton .1885) Chilton 1901. 
"pickoniccus (illerntrichoniecup) n.W.Itsta (Chilton 1885) 
Jackson 1936. - 
Ratartonispus .22mg, (Chilton 1885) Verhooff 1939. 
The Tas 
 
epecimons assigned to LU12A4ms ttionsoni are not "O. 
 
described in detail in the present paper, ao the species Jo characterized 
in previous literature:. Chilton (1886, pp. 159.161, pl. 5 # fir. 1.6), 
(1901, p. 128, pl. 13, fig. 1); Budde-Iund (19064 pa. 4, rice. 22-24); 
Jackson (1938, iu 176, fig. 3); Venda (1952 0 pp. 36-42, figs. 29-34). 
ats thonsppt may be distinguished from other species of 
Stvpni9cus represented in Taomania on the following combination of 
characters:- 
Length of largest male specimen: 6 cm.; Imeadthl 2.7 UU4 
Length of largest female specimens 6.4 2Z61 breadth $ 3.2 um. 
Background colour of live animals is variable; some °per:irons 
are light brown marked with patches of dark brown, some are orange with 
dark brown patches, others are red with the dark markings almost black. 
The unpigmented patches on cephalon and body are not conspicuous in 13.70 
ftnimft1 0, but in most opecimens there are numerous moll, opaque, white 
spots scattered on dorsal surface. 
Surface of body is smooth. Each eye is composed of 3 large 
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ocean which arc vary widely separated from one another and arrangod 
in a triangle. Teraina segment is trapezoida1 tath its posterior 
bonier strai ,kot. 
Firat rale ploopod (fit. 15)1- Emopodito is sub-triangular 
with its outer margin not indented. Endopodito terminates in 
flagellifinmaproc000 uhich bears at its apex (fig. 16) a wido tuft of 
setae; thore arc no other sotao on process apart glen thie apical tuft. 
Second male ploopod (fig. 17):- LenGth of articles of endopodito: 
let 0.25 cn. s 2nd 1.05 EC6 Second article tapers to a riarrOU paint 
which is ocarcoly bent =Wards. Onventral surface s an oblique 
chitinoun thichoning is situated at about 2/5 of length of article behind 
apex. Halfway batman this thienn5na and apex there in a conetriction 
in width of endopodite. On dorsal surface s a groove with (Axonal:7 
chitinized walls extends obliquely down length of article. Groove 
widens !suddenly in contro of Ito length s then narrows acain. In apical 
region there are several longitudinal ridges of chitin. A Lou groups 
of sotae occur on inner surface of article near its base. Fifth male 
pleopodt- Groove for reception of ondopodite of 2nd ploopod axtonde 
dotal wholo length of empodite. 
Second femalo pleopodt- Length of exopodite to approximate4 
2/3 that of endopodito; length (along inner border): excloodito 0.40 mm.s 
ondopodite 0.62 mi. 
Habitat. 
Thom observations are based on spocimens found under decaying 
wood and in debris lying on the ground at altitudes of 1900-3900 ft. an 
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Ht. Wellington, Examples were collected on the follouing dates:— 
15th My, 1956, 2 pales, 9 females; 22nd October, 2956, 3 males, 
9 females; 6th March, 1957, 8 males, 31 females; 28th 14v, 1957, 
12 males, 42 females. 
Specimens were also found in decaying wood and forest debris 
at Collinsvale and Tarraleah, and in Mb. Field National Park and the 
Florentine Vallw. 
Stvloniscus thom5on1 has not previously been recorded from 
Tasmania. 
Stvlesions thossont (Chilton). 
Pig. 15 	Daft let pleopod of sale* dorsal view. 
Pig. 16. 	Distal part of endopodite of left let pleopod of male * 
dorsal view. 
Pi 17. 	/aft 2nd pleopod of sale, dorsal view. 
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Stvloniscus shomigam (Ch.Uton 1901) Vandel 1952. 
(Pigs. 18-19). 
Synonym. Philoupria rosea Chilton 1883 (in part) - non 
(Koch 1835-44). 
= gjAlaria Dsla Thomson and Chilton 1886 (in part). 
Trichoniscuti nhormianus Chilton 1901. 
Zakkg2ame asmagnia (Chilton 1901) Verhoeff 1939. 
The Tasranian specimens assigned to St4.oniectut epirjaasm are 
not described in detail in the present paper s as the species is 
characterized in previous literature:- Chilton (1901 1 pp. 2.1.5.33.7, 
pl. 12, fig. 1); Vandal (1952, pp. 47-54 fuse. 40-44 
St. ohormianus may be distinguished from other species of 
iStv oniscia represented in Tasmania on the following combination of 
characters:- 
Length of largest male specimen collected at Coninavale): 
2.0 mm.; breadths 0.9 mm. 
Length of largest female specimen (collected at Collinavale): 
2.5 mm.; breadth: 1,2 rams 
Dorsal surface of live specimens is purplish-brown in colour 
with numerous conspicuous =pigmented patches. A pigmented band extends 
down centre of pereien. Surface of body is smooth. Cephalon and 
pereion bear large scattered setae (see fig. 18), which are visible under 
a binocular dissecting microscope (X20). Eyes are each composed of 3 
°cell/ which are separated from each other and arranged in a triangle. 
Terminal segment is trapezoidal with its posterior angles elightly muzzled. 
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First male.paeopods- Exopodite is sub-triangular with an 
indentation in its outer mania; its apex is slightly tent outwards. 
Endopodite terminates in a flagelliform process which is simply pointed 
at its apex, and lacks setae • Second male pleopod (fig. 19):- 
Length of articles of endopodite:: let 0.1 mm. * 2nd 0.33 mai, Width 
of arl article is almost uniform until Just before apex, where it 
narrows to a blunt point ittichis slightly bent outwards, On dorsal 
surfaces a groove with strongly chitinimed walls extends obliquely down 
length of article. In middle third the yells of this groove boar small * 
backmardly-sloping chitinous ridges. At base of article, inner loll 
of groove is set with a, row of blunt, setose processes. Fifth male 
pleopods- Groove for reception of endopodite of 2nd pleopod occupies 
apgroximately half length of exopodite. 
Second female pleopods- Length of exopodite is approximately 
3/5 that of endopodite; length (along inner border): exopodite 0.14 ma. • 
endopodite 0.23 sm. 
IMAM. 
These observations are based on specimens collected on 19th 
June* 19570 from among debris lying on the ground in a myrtle gully at 
Collinevalel 5 males and 13 females were obtained. 
Other specimens were found in forest debris at Fern Tree and 
also higher up on Mt. Wellington at an altitude of about 1,900 ft., and 
at Tarraleah. 
Stvlordscus ammdmag has not previously been recorded from 
Tasrania. 
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atEakas 
In one respect the speoimens from Collinsvale differ from the 
New Zealand specimens described tv- Chilton and Vandal. According to 
Chilton (1901, 14 116) the pereiopods of the male are not specia4y 
modified, and Vandal (1952, p. 51) states that the Istria() pereiopod 
lacks sezual differentiation. In the male specimens from Collinsvales 
the under surface of meros and carpos of the let and 2nd pereiopods 
bears hyaline scales, which are not present on the corresponding 
pereiopods in the female. 
On 7th Octobers 1957, 15 males and 19 females were collected
from debris lying on the ground in a forest of eucalypts and treeforne 
at Tarraleah. These specimens are considerably larger than those found 
at Collinsvale and on Nftm Wellingtons and 4 of the males and 11 of the 
females are more extensively pigmented. 
Length of largest male specimen“ from Tarraleah: 448 rm61 
breadth: 244 mm• 
length of largest female specimen from Tarraleah: 7.2 mm.; 
breadth: 3.6 mm. 
Chilton (1901, p. 116) gives the size of his specimens as "about 
4 me." Vandal (1952, pl. 49) states the length of his specimens to be 
2 mm. None of the female specimens from Collinsvale is carrying 
embryos, but among specimens from Ht. Wellington there are 3 ovigeraus 
females, of which one is 2.1=6 long, the other two are each 2 Mm. long. 
It is therefore likely that the specimens froniCollinsvale are at least 
matures even if not fully grown. 
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However, in spite of the difference in size between animals 
from the two localities, I cam find no morphological distinction between 
the large specimens from Tarraleah and the small specimens from 
Collinevale. Thus I assign the toner also to Stvlocisous 
Stvloniaous jibminag (Chilton). 
II& 18, 	Loft oplmora of lot and 2nd segments of pereion, 
dorsal view. 
Pig. 19. 	left 2nd pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
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Stcloniscus &aka= Vendel 1952. 
(Figs. 20-22). 
As the description of this species given tyVandel (1952, 
pp. 30-36, figs. 2148) is not readily available in Australia, the 
following de3cription4 based on further Tasmanian material assigned 
to the species, is given for the benefit of local students. 
agil• 
Length of largest specimens 3.1 mm.; breadth: 1.5 mm. 
Colour. In live specimen, dorsal surface is dark brown, with 
conspicuous unpigmanted patches on cephalon, pereionand pleon. These 
patches are especially large on 1st to 4th pereial targites and at 
bases of pereie epimera. 
Ceohalan. Dorsal surface of vertex is slightly roughened. 
Antennary tubercles are right-angled and prominent in dorsal view. 
Eyes are each composed of 3 ocelli which are separated from each other 
and arranged in a triangle. 
Firstimtsinns4, Apex of 3rd article bears 5 large sensory 
setae, which are of different lengths. 
Second antenn%. Length of peduncle: 1.23 mm.; length of 
flagellums WS mm. There are two long spines on distal border of 
4th article of peduncle and one spine on each of 3rd and 5th articles. 
Apex of outer sheath of each spine is divided into several fine points 
surrounding a coarser central seta. Oft anterior borler of 5th article 
are tubercle:1 arranged in 2 rows, 6 in ventral row, 2 in dorsal rev; 
each tubercle bears a large hyaline scale. Flagellum has 4 articles, 
and ends in awry long pencil of setae. 
tlandibles. Left . 'se. Was. Incisor process consists of one 
bind tooth and 2 pimple teeth. Iesinia mobilis ends in, teeth; 
behind its base there are 2 pencils of setae. Naar process has no 
pencil of setae. Right mandibles. Incisor ;diocese consists of 3 
simple teeth. Lacinia mobilie is club-shaped with a ring of tooth-.1.4n 
processes at its apex; there is ono pencil of setae behind its base. 
Nolar process has a pencil of setae. 
E.W.LEGW411. Outer lobe bears 11 simple teeth and 2 long, 
narrow paiocesses. The latter are set at an angle to long anis of lobe 
and their distal regions bear spinuleo l Groups of setae occur on 
dorsal surface of lobe near its outer border. Inner lobe bears 3 
conical setose processes; the two more distal ones are sub.eval in 
length, the third is longer. 
acastaiL=12a. Apical region is bibbed. Apex of outer 
lobo bears 3 coarse setae; outer margin of lobe is fringed with fine 
setae. Apex and inner uarginal region of inner lobe bear several coarse 
setae and numerous fine eetae. 
Epipodite tapers to an acute apex. Outer side of 
basis projects beyond base of endopedite as a rounded lobe fringed with 
long setae. In endepodite, iochion is the only article distinct; 
there are 2 short spines on its ventral surface. Remainder of 
endopodite is 	with its inner side near apex showing 
indications of division into 3 lobes. These lobes tear setae of 
approximately equal thickness. Inner sargin of endopcdite bears 
comb-like groups of setae; on outer margin are 2 large setae, with a 
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pencil of MS setae in the angle of the lower one. Endite is sub-conical 
with its inner and outer sides setose. It terminates in a conical 
setose process, below base of which are 3 spines. 
Pereion. First segment is produced forwards on each side fli 
flank cephalon. Posterior borders of 1st to 3rd segments are nearly 
straight, those of 4th to 7th segments are produced progressively 
further backwarde. Epimera are broad. Ocaral suture lines are 
evident on 2nd to 7th segments, but are inconspicuous. Dorsal. surface 
of tergites is slightly roughened but is not conspicuously tuberculate. 
Tergites have a covering of ovoid, striated scales (fig. 20). Scale-
setae are present on dorsal surface of all tergltesi scattered simple 
setae also occur, but these are not visible under a binocular dissecting 
microscope. lateral margins of segments are bordered with small, 
triangular scale-setae. 
perei000ds. First leg:- Spines on under surface of articles 
each have apex of outer sheath divided into several. fine points 
surrounding a coarser central seta. Dactylos terminates in a simple 
claw. "Dactylar seta" divides into 2 rami, one of which sub-divides 
dichotomously while the other has branches arising from a main axis. 
Large hyaline scales are present on under surface of carpos. 
Hyaline scales are also present on under surface of carpos of 
2nd leg but/raebsent from this position in remaining legs. Outer margin 
of igeopodos on 6th and 7th legs has a fringe of elongated scales. 
Seventh leg shows no sexual differentiation. 
Male °roan. Distal region is broadened and rounded, and is 
tearminated by a shall conical process with folded tolls. On ventral 
surface there is a V-shaped ridge at base of rounded portion. The two 
ducts which enter mile organ unite inside it to form one. 
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Elm. Abruptly narrower than pereion. Pleura of 3rd 
to 5th segments are small and adpreased but visible in dorsal view. 
Terminal segment is trapesoidal with its postero-lateral borders incurved 
and its posterior border straight. Dorsal surface of pleon is 
slightly roughened. Ornamentation of tergites is sinilar to that 
of pereion. , 	• 
Ple000ds. First pleopod (fig. 21):- Protopodite is broad; 
its outer marginal region bears 4raline scales. Exopodito is :sub-
triangular with an indentation in its outer border; its apex is 
slightly crenate. Endopodite is sub-cylindrical amd terminates in a 
long flagelliform process which is simgi pointed at its apex and lacks 
setae. Well-developed muscles are inserted at base of endopodite. 
Second pleopod (fig. 22):- Outer aide of prstopodite is 
produced into a sub-triangular lobe with its apex setose. Exopodite 
is sub-rectanglOWr and has a fringe of setae on its outer posterior 
angle. Endopodite is tdarticulate; length of articles: 1st 0.16 um., 
2nd 0.63 mm. Inner side of 2nd article durves inwards abruptly at 
about 1/4 of its length from apex, so that the apical point is 
asymmetrical, continuous with outer half of endopodits. A groove with 
strongly chitinised walla extends obliquely down dorsal surface of 2nd 
article. Near base of article, inner border of this groove is set 
with a row of blunt, toothlike processes. 
Third pleopods- Exopodite is cub-quadrangular, with posterior 
margin indented; its lateral margins are setose, there is a large 
plumose seta on apical angle, and a few long, simple setae on ventral 
surface near posterior margin. Endopodite is sub-triangular, much 
F 
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smaller than exopodite. Fourth pleopod is 0 ,141Ar to third. 
Fifth plaopoda- Exopodite is sub-triangular, with comb-like 
groups of setae on lateral borders * a large plumose seta at apex* and 
a few long* simple setae =ventral surface near outer border. A groove 
for reception of endopodite of 2nd pleopod extends down whole length 
of exopodite. Region in which this groove lies is heavily pigmented. 
Endopodite in lager in comparison to exopodite than in 3rd and 4th 
pleopods. 
tironod. Frotopodite is sub-triangular; its posterior border 
is level 4th that of terminal segment. Both rami are conical * 
covered with scales, and have a few long terminal setae. Length of rant: 
exopodite 0.47 mms * endopodite 0.3 mm. 
gagie 
Length of largest specimens 4.6 mm.; breadth:2.3 mm. 
Female differs from male in the following structures:- 
Pereiopodss. Large hyaline scales are not present on under 
surface of carpos of 1st and 2nd pereiopods. 
First pleopods. Faopodite is small and triangular * with its 
outer border nearly straight; endopodite is rounded and much smaller 
than exopodite. There are no well-developed muscles attached to 
endopodite. 
Second pleopods- Eaopodite is quadrangular; endopodite is 
elongated and conical; its distal half bears comb-like groups of setae. 
Length of exopodite is approximately* that of endopodite; length (along 
inner border): exopodite 0.22 mu * endopodite 0.43 um, 
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Fifth pleopodsm Inner side of exopodite beano groove and 
is not heavily pigmented. 
Hatj.tat.  
This description is based on specimens collected on 26th June, 
1957, from lee litter and dewing wood lying on the ground at an 
altitude of about 1,900 ft. on Mt. 1%!e11ington; 8 males and 11 females 
were obtained. 
Other specimens were found in grass tussocks on Queen's Domain, 
Hobart, under stones in the University Park, Sandy Dv, Hobart, in forest 
debate' in Mt. Field National Park and at Tarraleah, in damp eucalypt 
leaves at ProspectI near Launceston, and under pieces of wood lying on the 
graadd near a beach at West Ulverstone. 
Vandal (1952, ;4 30) states that his specimens were collected 
in mosses, along a stream, at Guide R. Falls, ten miles from Burnie, 
in the north-west of Tasmania. 
battalitaq • 
, The specimens from Sandy Day are a lighter and more reddieh 
brawn than those from Mt. Wellington. 
The small elevations on the dorsal surface of the cophaLma 
and pereiaa in the specimens from West Ulverstone are more pronounced 
than those of the specimens from Mt. Vellington; cophalon and pereian 
of the former thus appear finely granulate. 
Remarks.  
Vandel (p6 32, fig. 24, 0) describes and figures the outer lobe 
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of the 1st =cilia as having 10 teeth as well os/setose processes. In 
the specimens from Mt. Wellington this structure has 11 teeth, 10 
correspomling to those figured by Vandel, and one other small tooth 
situated towards the outer side of the lobe. 
Vandel (p. 30) states that the scales on the carapace of his 
specimens are not striated, and (p. 31) indicates that scale-setae are 
absent from the 3rd to 7th pereial tergites. In the specimens from 
Mt. Wellington, scale-setae ocour on all pereial Unites, and 
striations are apparent on the ovoid scales which cover the dorsal 
surface of the pereion. However, clue to the agreement of other 
characters, especially those of the lot and 2nd male pleopods, of the 
specimens from Mt. Wellington with %Wells description of specimens 
from Guide River Falls, I have no hesitation in assigning wy specimens 
to Stir1ootio1P124.9.0.2glia• 
Stvlouiscps garagad Vandel. 
Fig., 20. 	Scales on dorsal surface of 7th tergite of pereioup 
dorsal view. 
Fig, 21, 	Right let pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
Fig. 22. 	Right 2nd pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
20 
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ptsrlonlecrus mama n.sp. 
(Figs. 23-41), 
Dab. 
Length of largest specimen: 419 mm.; breadth: 2.25 mu 
Colour., Background colour of dorsal surface in live animal 
is dark brown. Conspicuous unpigmented patches are present on cephalon, 
pereion and 1st to 3rd segments of pleon. On all peralal tergltes 
there is a large unpigmented patch on each side near base of epimeron, 
with an area of smaller patches between this and centre of tergite. 
A. V.-Waved =pigmented patch occurs in mid-line of anterior region of 
id to 7th pereial tergites and let tergite of plena.. These patches 
together forma conspicuous row down mid-line, while the patches at 
base of epimera forma similar row on each side. Distribution of 
unpigmented areas on 4th and 5th pereial tergltes is figural (fig. 23). 
Cenhaplon4 Surface of vertex is smooth. Frontal line is not 
developed. Supred-antemal line curves downwards in centre. Antennary 
tubercles are obtuse-angled when seen in dorsal view of cephalon4 E00 
are each composed of 3 ocelli which are distinctly separated from each 
other and arranged in a triangle. 
First =term% (fig. 24). Triarticulate and unevenly tapering, 
with 2nd and 3r1 articles each abruptly narrower than preceding article. 
Third article is spatulates its apical border boars 6 long sensory setae 
and another such sets is set on its inner border. 
Second eptama (fig. 25). Length of peduncles 1478 mm.; 
length of flagella: 0.60 Elm. Lang spines occur on distal borders of 
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articles of peduncle; 2 each on 3rd and 4th articles, one each on 
2nd and 5th articles. Each spine is formed of an outer sheath, split 
at the apex into several fine points, which surrounds a coarser central 
seta. All articles of peduncle bear a covering of scales. Anterior 
surface of 5th article is undulating. It bears group of hyaline 
scale-setae which form 2 series, a dorsal row of 5 groups and a ventral 
row of 4. Flagella= is evenly tapering and compooed of 6 articles, all 
of which have a covering of scales. On anterior surface, one or 2 long 
sensory setae are present on distal borders of each of 2nd to 5th articles. 
Terr1na.1 article has an apical tuft of long setae. 
IMOLAI 	Left muxlible (fig. 26):- Incisor process consists 
of an outerrost bifid tooth and 2 simple teeth. looinia rnbilis ends 
in 3 teeth; at its base there is a tart of simple setae, behind which 
are 2 pencils of setae. Molar process has a ridged triturating surface 
bordered with a fringe of simple setae; there is no mlar pencil. 
Right =able (fig. 27)s.. Incisor process consists of 3 simple teeth. 
Iacinia mobilis is club-shaped vith a ring of tooth-like processes at 'its 
apex; one pencil of setaeoccurs behind the base of lacinia robins. 
There is a pencil of tsetse on molar process. 
Et olim&U,A. Outer lobe (fig. 28) ends in II ample teeth 
and 2 slender processes; the latter are inserted at an angle to long axis 
of lobe and their distal ends are set with short setae. Comb-like 
groups of setae, present down outer aisle of dorsal surface of lobe, 
project beyond outer border. Inner border bears 3 conical setose 
processes on its inner surface near apex; the 2 more distal processes 
are sub-equal in length, the 3rd is longer. 
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Ismazaialia (fig. 29). Apical region is divided into 2 
rounded lobes* outer lobe being about half width of inner lobe. .Three 
Spines occur= apex of outer lobe * and fine setae fringe its outer 
margin. Apex and inner marginal region of inner Isle bear several 
coarse setae and numerous fine setae. A suture line extends from 
angle between lobes for a short distance down ventral Surface of maxillae 
An area around termination of this line is covered with long setae. 
MIWog (fig. 30). Eplodite tapers to a sharply rounded 
apex; its outer margin at its base is curved outwards. Inner reel.= 
of basis is thicker than outer region* thicker part being delimited ly 
a ridge on dorsal surface. Comb-like groups of setae occur on lateral 
orders of basis. Outer side of basis is produced beyond base of 
ondopodite as a rounded lobe fringed with long setae. Ischioa is the 
only article of endopodite Which is distinct; there are 2 short Spines 
on its ventral surface. Remainder of endopodite is sub-conical in 
outline and lacks suture lines. Its inner side near apex shows 
indications of division into 3 lobes. Thetis laws bear long setae which 
differ in thickness. Inner margin of endopodite bears comb-like groups 
of setae. Two long setae occur on outer margin; there is a large pencil 
of fine setae in angle of the loiter one. Endite is sub-conical * 
continuous with thicker part of beets; its inner and outer surfaces are 
setose. Endite terminates in a conical * eetose proCess* below base 
of which are 3 spines. 
pereion. First segment is slightly producmdforeards on each 
side to flank 'cephalon. Posterior borders of let to 3rd segments are 
nearly transverse with posterior angles of epimera bluntayrounded. 
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Epimera of 4th segment are slightly produced backwards with posterior 
angles riett-angled, Epimera of 5th to 7th segments are more markedly 
produced backwards with angles sub-acute. Coxal suture lines are 
evident on 3rd to 7th segments but are inconspicuous. Dorsal surface 
of pereion is smooth. Tergites have a covering of pointed scales,vhich 
do not appear to be Striated, and also tear acale.setae (fig. 31) each 
of which has ansxrcmr, pointed scale portion. Large simple setae are 
not present. 
pereiorods. First leg:. Majority of spines= leg are each 
composed of an outer sheath, split at its apex into several fine points, 
and surromOng: a coarser central seta. A covering of hyaline scales 
is present on under surface of mares and under and inner surfaces of 
carpos. Propodos has short simple spines on under surface as yell as 
hyaline scales on inner surface. Eactylos tears long curved scales and 
a few long setae; it terminates in a. simple claw with a long seta set 
below it. The edactylar Sete,. bifurcates, and one raMsu continues to 
sub-divide dichotmnmudywhile the other has branches arising from a 
mein axis.. (Dactylos of 4th leg is figured, fig. 32). 
Simple spines are absent'frompropodos of 2nd to 7th legs. 
Distribution of hyaline scales we 2nd login similar to that on 1st. 
Such scales are present =under Ourface of meros and carpos Of 3rd leg 
and mores of 4th leg, but are absent from under surface of remaining 
legs. Outer surface of propodos in 6th and 7th legs has syTringe of 
elongated Seals*. 
Seventh leg shown sexual differentiation; lower region of 
ischion (fig. 33) forms a lobe which projects forwards below 	and 
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as a result, under surface of iechion is shallowly indented. Thus it 
differs from Lachlan of lot to 6th legs in which lower part of its 
distal border slopes back towardo boas and its under surface is not 
indented. 
pale ornmn. (fig. 34). Distal region is broadened and 
rounded; it terminates in a median conical process with folded walls. 
A alight ridge orcesee ventral surface at base of rounded portion. The 
two ducts which enter base of organ unite inside it to ferment). 
12g2g. Abruptly narrower than pereion. Pleura of 3rd to 5th 
segments are small, acute and adpreseed but visible in dorsal. view. 
Terminal segment is trapezoidal with postage-lit:mai:orders imramed 
and posterior border very slightly curved outwards. Surface of pleon 
is smooth. Tergites bear scales and scale-setae like those on pc:avian. 
magmas. First pleopod (4g. 	Protopodite is broad; 
its outer surface is rounded aid bears hyaline scales. Ezopodite is email 
and sub-triangular, with apex bluntly roimded and slightly crenate, and 
outer border not indented. There are a few comb-like groups of mall 
Data° down its inner margin. Endopodite is sub-cylindrical; it 
terminateo in a, long flageniformprocess. Distal quarter of this 
practice (fig. 36) in densely setosel its apex is sharply rounded and 
has 3 sparse/7 setose pencils projecting beyond it. Well-developed 
muscles, supported by a prolongation of let sternite of pleon t are 
inserted at base of endopodite. 
Second pleopod (fig. 37):- Outer side of protopodite is 
produced into a sub-triangular lobe with apex eetose. Ezopodito is 
sub-quadrangular; it bears setae along inner nargin and on outer 
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posterior angle. Endopodite is tdarticulate; length of articles; 
ist 0.27 sm., 2nd 1.24 =6 First article is sub-cylindrical and has 
well-developed longitudinal xuseles; there is atwoad chitinous 
thickening on its inner surface. Second article tapers to a narrow 
point, and is slight4r curved outwards. At base of 22/1 article, on 
inner surface, there is a broad chitinaus thickeningyhich is 
corrugated on margin. Groups of oetae occur on inner surface of 
article beyond this thickening. There is a narrow, oblique chitinous 
thickening =ventral surface of article at about 2/5 of its length 
behind apex. A groove with strmag4rchitinixed walsemtends obliqu4v 
down dorsal surface; groove widens sudden27 in centre of its length, 
then narrows again. Apical region of article is ornamented with 
several longitudinal ridges of chitin. 
Third pleopods. Inner posterior cornet of protopodite is 
produced into a sub-triangular setose lobe. Exopodits is pub-quadrangular 
with apex sharply rounded and posterior border silently indented. 
Comb-like groups of setae occur on and near inner margin and around outer 
posterior angle. There is a large pluMose seta on inner posterior 
angle and a few long, simple setae on ventral surface near posterior 
border. Endopodite is aub-triangu3ar, much miler than ekopodite. 
Fourth pleopod is similar to 3rd, except that its apex is more drawn 
mt. 
Fifth"pleopods. Setose lobe on protopodite is long and narrow. 
Exopodite (fig. 34 is sub-trtingular, with comb*lika groups of setae on 
lateral borders, a large plumoSe Seta at apex, and a few long, ample 
setae =ventral surface near outer border. Oa dorsal surface, a setose 
groove for reception of endopodite of 2nd pleopod extends down Irmr 
side of esopodita for alraost its whole length. Region occupied by groove 
is heavily pigmented. Endopodite is larger in comparison with exopodite 
than in 3rd and 4th pleopods. 
ffnial. Posterior border of protopedite is level with that of 
terminal segment. Both rami are conical, have a covering of scales, 
and terminate in a few long setae. Length of rants axopodite 0.88 mm., 
endopodita 0.70 ask 
Mailit 
Length of largest :specimen: 6.4 mm.; breadths 2.6 me. 
Female differs from male in the following structures:. 
Pereiopods:- Hyaline scales are not present= under surface of 
let to 4th legs. Uhler surface of ischion of 7th leg (fig. 30 is not 
indented, and lower part of its distal border slopes baCk towards basis. 
Ischion of 7th leg of female is therefore similar to those of lot to 
6th legs in both sexes and different to that of 7th leg of male. 
First pleopod (fig.. 40):- Exopodite is small and sub-triangular 
with outer border scarcely indented. Endopodite is sub-triangular, much 
smaller than exopodite. There are no well-developed muscles attached to 
endopodite. 
Second pleopod (fig. 	Exopodite is sub-quadrangular. 
Endopodite is narrow and conical; its distal half bears comb-like 
groups of setae. Length of exopedite is approximately 0 that of 
ondopodite; langt4(along inner border): exopodite 042 me, 
endopodite 0.61 mis* 
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Fifth pleopod:- ftopedite has no groove and is not heavily 
pigmented. 
Habitat. 
TYPE, locality:- This desdription is based on specimens found 
in debris collected on 7th October, 1957, from the ground under 
. eucalypts and treefernet in forest at Tarraleah; 19 nales and 26 females 
were obtained. 
Other localitieo:- Specimens were found in forest debris near 
the Lake Highway at Golden Valley, at Notlay Gorge (west of the Tamar 
River), on M. Barrow and in Mt. Field National Park, as well as in 
a decaying eucalypt log at Collinsvale. 
Variations. Background colour of some specimens from 
Tarraleah is purplish-brown instead of a true brown. 
The number of articles in the flagellum of the 2nd antenna is 
not constant tut appears to have some relation to the size of the 
animal. The following table shows a comparison between number of 
r, 
articles in flagellum and length of bet- (to nearest 0.1 inn.) in 18 
male specimens from tarraleah. 
No. of articlee 
in flagellum. 
Corresponding body lengths in 
mm.(with no. of specimens in 
parentheses) 
6 
5 
4 
4.9 (1), 4.8 (5), 4.7 (2). 
4.8 (1), 4.6 (2), 4.5 (1), 4.4 (3 
4.3 (1), 4.1 (1), 4.0 (1). 
el :.14 t of 
S0flis14 .pacenlomaa n.013. 
Fig. 23. 	Fourth and 5th tergites Of pension s shaving 
distribution of unpigmented areas. 
Fig. 24. 	Bight 1st antenna, ventral viev. 
Fig. 25. 	Left 2nd antenna, ventral view: 
Fig, 26. 	Distal part of left mandible, dorsal view. 
Fig: 27. 	Distal part of right mandible, dorsal view. 
Pig. 28. 	Distal part of outer lobe of left let maxilla, 
Fig. 29. 
Fig. 30. 
Fig, 31, 
ventral view. 
Distal part of right 2nd maxilla, ventral view. 
Distal part of right vrairmiped, ventral view. 
Seale-seta from lateral border of let se 
pereion, dorsal view. 
.0 
. 
Stvionisens ,ipaculosun31.0D.. 
Fig. 321 	Daotyloo of right Oh legs anterior view.. 
Fig. 33. 	Memo and Ischion of right 7th leg of male. anterior 
Fig. 349 
Fig* 35. 
Fig. 36. 
Fig. 37. 
Fig. 38. 
Fig. 39. 
view. • 
tble organs ventral view* 
Left lot pleopod of male* dorsal view. 
Distal part of endopodite of right lot pleopod of 
male, dorsal view. 
Left 2/1d pleopod of male s dorsal view. 
Bropodite of right 5th pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
Mom and isohion of right 7th leg of female * 
anterior view. 
Right lot pleopod of female s ventral view. 
left 2nd pleopod of female, dorsal view. 
Fig. 40. 
Fig. 41. 
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StvioniGeas aggamat nei3P0 
(no. 42-.51) 
(fig. 42). 
length of largest specimens 5.1 rim.; breadth: 2.4 m. 
gakz. Bachground colour of dorsal surface in live animl  
purplieb-brown. Conspicuous unpigmented patches are present on 
cephalon, pereion and let to 3=1 segeente of pleon. On pereion there 
is a large patch at base of each opt:orlon and other patches occur 
between this and mid-line; a pigmented band extends down centre of 
pereion. 
ambase. Vertex has 4 transverse rows of yrord  Tient rounded 
tubercles. Each tubercle is set with a large hwaline scale-seta, 
Antennary tatercsles are right-angled, prominent in dorsal view. Eyes 
are each composed of 3 ocelli which are separated from each other and 
aminged in a triangle. 
Pint antenna. , Appendage tapers unevenly* 2nd and 3rd 
articles each being abruptly narrower than the preceding article. 
Third article is spatulate; at its apex it bears 9 long =Dory setae. 
agsgstalatam. length of peduncles 2.1 mm.; length of 
flagellums 0.75 mm. Spines occur on distal borders of articles of 
peduncles 2 on 3rd article * one each on 2nd, 4th and 5th articles. 
These spines each have apex of outer sheath split into several fine 
points surrounding a coarser central seta. All articles of antenm 
have a dense covering of long oc.a.lea. Anterior surface of 5th article 
of peduncle is raised into 7 prominences which form tvo aeries, 3 in a 
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dorsal row, 2 in a ventral row. Each prominence is set with a group 
of large hyaline scale-setae. Flagealum is evenly tapering and 
composed of 7 articles; terminal articel has an apical tuft of long 
setae. 
Mandibles. Left mandible (fig. 43):- Incisor process complete 
of an outermost bifid tooth and 2 simple teeth. Lacinia mains ends in 
3 simple teeth. At its beim there is a tuft Of long, simple setae, 
behind which are 2 pencils of setae. Molar process is triturating; 
there is a slender, sparsely setose pencil on its inner side. Bight 
mandible (fig. 44)3- Incisor process consists of 3 simple teeth. 
Iacinia mclais is club-shaped; its apex is enoircled by a ring of 
small, tooth-like processes. Behind base of lacinia mobilis there is 
one pencil of setae; there in no tuft of simple setae. On inner side 
of molar process is a pencil of setae which is longer aid more densely 
setose than that on molar process of left mandible. 
flalUggilla. Outer lobe bears at its apex 11 simple teeth, 
and 2 long, narrow proceoses. These processes are inserted at an 
angle to long axis of lobe; their distal regions are set with spinales. 
Comb-like groups of setae, eituated Mar outer edge of dorsal surface 
of lobe, extend beyond its outer margin. On inner aide of apical region 
of inner lobe there are 3 Conical setose processes) the two mare distal 
ones are sub-equal in length, the third is longer. 
Lam_s”szill tlala. Apical region is divided into 2 lobes, outer 
lobe being about half width of inner lobe. Apex: of outer lobe is 
sharply rounded and bears 3 coarse setae; its outer margin in fringed 
with fine setae. Inner lobe is more bluntly rounded; its apex and 
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inner marginal region bear several coarse setae 'and numerous fine 
setae. Long fine setae occur on ventral surface of maxilla in an arca 
below base of lobes. 
141413timid. Epipodito . tapers to an acute apex; at its base 
the outer margin is produced into a rounded lobe. Inner side of basis 
is thicker than outer side, thicker region being 'delimited tly a ridge 
on dorsal surface, lateral margins of Inais bear conbilike groups of 
setae. Outer side of basis projects beyond lase of endopodite as a 
rounded lobe fringed 4th very long setae. In endopodite, ischion is 
the only article distinctly separated; on its ventral surface there are 
2 Overt spines. Remainder of endopodite is sub-conic41 in outline and 
without suture lines; its inner side near apex shove indications ' of 
division into 3 lobes which bear numerous long tsetse of differing 
thicknesees: Inner margin below lobes bears comb-like groups of fine 
setae. On outer margin there are 2 long setae* with a pencil of fine 
setae in the angle of the lower one. Endite is ,oub-couical * continuous 
With thicker half of basie. Its inner and outer surfaces are octane 
and it terminates in a conical setooe process, below *Leh are 3 spines. 
WAS& First segment IA markedly produced fortamla on each 
side to flank cephalon. Poaterior borders of let to 3rd segments are 
nearly straight, with posterior angle bluntly rounded. Epimera of 4th 
segment are slightly produced backwards, with posterior angles mare 
right-angled; epimera of 5th to 7th segeents are more markedly directed 
backwards 4th posterior angles subacute. Epimara of 2nd to '7th 
eegments are each marked off Iv an oblique tuberculate ridge extending 
fortardis and imiarde from posterior margin. Dorsal eurface of pereion 
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enter tees of organ unite inside it to form one. 
nma. Abrupt37 narrower than pereion. Flamm of 3rd to 
5th segments are small, acute and adpressed, but visible in dorsal view. 
Terminal segment is trapezoidal, with postero-latasultorders incurred 
and posterior border straight. There is a row of 4 tubercles across 
3rd tergite; each tubercle bears a large scale-seta. Remainder of 
pleon is smooth. Rim segments have a covering of pointed, striated 
scales. 
Zama. First pleopsi (fig. 48)s- Protopodite is 
broad; its outer side forms a roundel lobe covered with hyaline scales. 
Exopodite is sub-triangular with an indentation in outer border near 
apex. Endopodite is sub.cylindrical and is terminated by a long 
flagelliformipmocess which is gimp]; pointed at its apex and lacks setae. 
liell-developed muscles are inserted at base of emdlogdite. 
Second pleopol (fig. 49)s. Outer side of protopodite is 
produced into a sub-triangular lobe with its apex atetose. Exopodite is 
aubwauadrangalar with comb-like groups of setae an both of its posterior 
angles. Endopodite is tdarticulate; length of articles* let 0.30 mm., 
2nd 0.85 sm. First articlis is sub-cylindrical and has well-developed 
longitudinal muscles; comb-like groups of setae are present on distal 
regime of its outer surface. Second article tapers eves]; to a blunt]; 
pointed apex which is slightly bent outwards at the tip. On dorsal 
surface a groove with strong]; chitinized walls extends oblique]; down 
length of 2nd article. At base of article, inner wall of this groove 
is ornamented with blunt, tooth-like processes. In middle third, salls 
of groove are set with small, backwardly-sloping, chateaus ridges. 
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Third pleopods- Inner posterior corner of protopodite is 
produced into a rounded, setose lobe. Rxopodite is sub...quadrangular 
with its apex sharAvrounded and its posterior margin indented. Its 
inner margin is set with comb-like groups of setae; its outer angle 
is fringed with groups of setae. There is a large plumose sets on 
apical angle, and a few long simple setae are present on ventral surface, 
near posterior margin. Endopodite is sub-triangular, much smaller than 
exopodite. Fourth pleopod is similar to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopods- Labe on protopodite is narrow and acute. 
Exopodits (fig. 50) is sub-triangular. Both of its lateral margins 
tear comb-like groups of setae, and in apical region these setae extend 
onto dorsal surface. There is a large plumose seta at apex, and a few 
long, simple setae on ventral surface near outer margin. On inner side 
of dorsal surface there is a setose groove for reception of endopodite 
of 2nd pleopod. 	This groove occupies about 1/2 length of exopodite. 
Endopodite is larger in relation to exopodite than it is in rd .ard.,4th 
pleopode. 
Itatai. Posterior border of protopodite is level with that 
of terminal segment; inner !surface is indented and covered with long 
scales. Both rant are conical, covered with pointAxlscales, and each 
has a few long apical setae. Length of rand.: exopodite 1.00 mm., 
endopodite 0.70 mm. 
UMW 
Length of largest specimens 6.2 mm.; breadths 3.1 mak 
Female differs from male in the folloting structures 
Fereiopodet- There is no dense covering of hyaline. scales 
=under surface of moron and carpos of anterior pereiopods. 
First pleopode. Exopodite is sub-triaiNplar with its outer 
margin scarce1y indented. Eudopodite is sub-triangular with apez 
rounded, and is much smaller than exppodite. There are no woll.developed 
muscles attached to eadopoditee 
Second geopod (fig. 51): Exopodite is sab.oquedrangular. 
Endopodite is conical; its distal half bears comb-like groups of setae. 
Length of exopodito is awn:xi:Lately 4/5 that of endopodite; length 
(along inner border): exopodite 0.35 cm., endopodite 0.44 cm. 
Fifth pleopods. Exopodite in not grooved. 
ikatti41 
ZERsjaaalirks- This description is based on specimens found 
under decaying wood and in debris lying on the groumiat altitudes of 
1,500.3,000 ft. on Mt. Wellington. Examples were collected on the 
following dates:. 15th IV, 1956, 2 males, 8 females; 22nd October, 1956, 
6 males, 5 females; 6th Nam*, 1957, one male; 28th Nay, 2957,4 males, 
3 females. 
Abegamaktagep. Other specimens were food in a decaying 
eucalypt log at Collinsvale, and in forest debris in the A410 Forest, 
near Geeveston. 
Variations. 
Daokground colour of some specimens is a light reddish-brown. 
Some =eller specimens are da.rIttamml 4th unpigmented patches less 
conspicuous than in the larger speoimons. 
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The number of articles in the flagellum of the 22311 antenna 
is not constant but appears to have some relation to the else of the 
animal. The following table ehows a comparison of number of articles 
in flalgelltmland length of body (to nearest 0.1 mm.) in 10 male specimens 
from Mt. Wellington. 
No. of articles torresconding body lenetbs in mu. 
. . 
7 54, 4.8, 444, 443 4.0. 
6 3090 3.94 
5 3.6, 344. 
4 1.8. 
fikkalale MUMS nos P• 
Pig. 42. 
Fig. 43 
Fig. 44. 
Fig, 45. 
Fig. 460 
Fig. 47. 
48, 
Fig. 49. 
Fig. 50. 
Vigo . 51. 
Male specimen, dorsal view. 
Distal part of left mandible, dorsal view. 
Distal part of right mandible, dorsal view. 
Scale-seta on a tubercle on 5th tergite of pereion, 
dorsal view. 
Meros and ischion of right 7th leg of male, anterior 
view. 
t-Tale organ, ventral view. 
Left let pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
Right Zarl pleopad of male, dorsal view. 
Exopodite of right 5th pleopod or male, dorsal view, 
Left 2nd pleopod of female, dorsal view. 
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Genus Potonisqus Chilton 1915. 
_Emma. gjailtonU Arcangeli 19230 (non Stoning 1899). 
Chillkonella Vandal 1945, 
ChiltonoUa Vandol 1952. 
? Parpnotonisqus Barnani 1932. 
Chilton (1915g, p. 418) erects genus Rotonispus for two 
species, 2,  halrasiL (Chilton 1901) frora Lbw Zealiand and australis 
(Chilton 1909) from Campbell Islaxxl, which he previously places in 
genus Easapjathama Schtibl 1860. Re notes that atosaw. differs 
from ,Ilamlophthapp; In the character of the eyes, i.e. in Notoniscus 
each eye is composed of 3 ooelli instead of one as in aWaglibaupg, 
and in the fact that the first three instead of the first two segments 
of the pleou have the pleura very wan or absent. 
in this oame Paper, Chilton (191331. P• 1424, Pl. 37, fig. 23) 
erects a new species,Magaitha 	utagialage, frOti TtIOLWIla• This 
species differs from atgagsga and agrees with ;V 	Sn having 
1Fge pleural expansions on the 3rd pleon segment as well as on the 
i.th and 5th segments. However Chilton states that it dif fors from the 
description of Buloaagailag given Iv Sara (1899) in having the eyes 
not simple but composed of 3 ocel.0 and the segments of the pereion 
not discontiguous laterally. Arcangeli (1923, p. 314 considers that 
these characters are sufficient to sesparate jamagla from genus 
au1op14jag3tut, and he designates it as the type of a new genus which 
he 	941 alk;MAIS • 
Barnard (1932, p. 202) erects a new germ, yaranotonisyrus 
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which he distinguishes fronnOtoniesms on the fact that it has better 
developed pleura on the 3rd eegment of the pleon. Barnard's 
diagnosis ofycavinotAniseus does not dietinguish it from Chiltonia 
Arcanselij houcver he makes no reference to thie Genus. 
&ohm (19411 r4 6) nominates Z. ilm.,LOtailton as the 
type species of =alma. 
Vandel (1945$ p. 236) notes the oeourrence init:mania of a 
species,. fliatualia =age (Chilton). In a later paper, Vandal 
(1952, I). 94) places in his new sub-famiky ITotoniecinae of fanily 
Otylonisoidae, a genus which he lists as WilaglalaAreangolio. 
On p. 96 of this (1952) paper he states:. fugal (1923, p. 310 a 
or66 10 coare mAttga4.11% pour y rulcor Hanlophtheilres taemanicue 
Chilton, 1915, memo dent on no connatt juagulici qui= see examplaire. 
matmaki differ° de lloto4seqp. par la rr&somee dedopleurens bien 
am1opp4s an troisiemo pldonite.0 But the reference to Arcan„reli 
(1923) listed by %Wel (1952) in his bibliegraPk7 in that in which 
Arcangeli names his genus =Saga. 
Reference to Peeve (1939$ vol. 1, p. 694) show that the none 
Citakiati vas preoccupied in 1923, having been used for a gomus of 
Araphipodo by Stalling (16999 PP. 397, M). Etotevor, as Vandal gives 
no indication that his replacement of Areangelile nave is due to 
Lmotledge of its preoccupation, it woald appear that his crediting of 
the nano 045.1t04.1a to Arcangeli is done in error. gkiliwilla is not 
Included in the list of generic naneS cue" by Move (1939,40, 1950), nor 
does it appear in the Zoological Record for the years 1923-454. The 
earliest published reference to 9.11210213ii appears to be that Omen by 
Vandal in 1945, and as it is not accompanied by are7 diagaosis or 
description, this reference should be regarded as a lema atm. 
in 1952,. Vandel characterises gbataitUsi lor referring to it 
Haoloofitbalnas ,tawanicus Chilton and tv noting its distinction from 
Notor4s9us. ChiltQnia Arcangeli 40xl iglattaggija Vandal are absolute 
synonyms, as both have been given to the one genus which contains 
tasranicus as the trip and only species. As =AL% is 
unavailable, I propose to refer to this genus by the name fejatavalg, 
regardless of whether or not Vandal publishes this name in error. 
Vandel (1952, pi, 96) subsequently notes that, altiough the 
sexual characters of 	lammed% are not known, it is probable that 
gialatuab belongs in his sub.famil4, Notoniscinae. I have collected 
and examined specimens which agree with Chilton's (Ws) description of 
kimalags. The characters of these specimens, includtag mu 
sexual characters, agree with Vandal's (1952, pp. 94-95, 96) diagnoses 
of family Styloniacidae and sub-Dully Notonisciass. , His inclusion of 
gbatagat in these divisions is therefore confirrod. 
In addition, I have collected in Tasmania smarm= which I 
assign to Notoniscup oustralM, after a C011parition of their chazacters 
with Ohiltonss (19154) description of this species. On comparing the 
Tasmanian OXamplall Of E. austr9,lis and sji, kamica, I find, apart 
from the differing developnent of pleura an the 3xx1 accent of pleon, 
only two major differences between them, namely (1), the axranoment of 
tubercles on cephalon and pereion and (2), certain characters a those 
pleopode which show sexual differentiation. A cozparison of epeciments 
of gh& lusgags, with Chilton's (1915k) description of 2. iitgailti 
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indicates thatialiJAMINA21, differs from this, the type species of 
Notonpeut, in the same respects as it differ* fremill. Australis. 
I consider these differences in tuterculation and sexual characters of 
pleopods to be only of specific value. Such differences are regarded 
as specific within the allied genus Pt39.01140140 Dana 1852; alio 
reference to Chilton's (1911) description and figures (pl. 3 6, figs. 1.9) 
ofj.larlis andl. australis show that differences in arrangement of 
tubercles distinguish these two species. 
In comparing characters oil'. kgsattal with generic 
characters of aglaRlagaggai, Chilton (1915i, p. 424) claims that the 
segments of the pereion in this species are not discontiguous laterally, 
but in his actual description of the species he states that they am 
nearly eontigmoue. In my specimens of gbs kinagg the pereial 
•pimera are slightly discontiguous; therefore the species does not 
differ from Notonisous in this regard. 
There remains only the difference in the 3rd segment of ;aeon 
to distinguish MilaUfga,e from,Notonisectur on a generic level; i.e. in 
Zjatempilis the pleura of the 3r1 segment are as well developed as those 
of the Mend 5th segments, while injeggegia the 3rd pleura are 
smaller than the 4th and 5th pleura. As their species are tasimaAr 
similar in other rempecto, I do not consider that a separation of the 
monotypie genus Shijagslaa, due to this one distinctive character, is 
warranted. In support of this *bawl refer to Chilton's (1909) paper 
In which he (p. 662) considers erecting a new genus for the New Zealand 
species included in11220210elag, but prefers instead to widen the 
generic characters of the letter, stating that he has= undescribed 
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species from Tasmania (piesuzablyil. tasnanicum) vhich has only the 
first two segpents of the pleon without expansions, while 11. =traits 
is to some extent intermediate as regarde characters of the peon. 
Thus in this paper he considers the three species consented to be 
congeneric. 
I theatEore . propose to extend the limits ofpotoniscus to 
include species in Which the pleura of the 3rd Gement of pleon are 
well developed, and to transfer Q 	to this genus. An 
gh. Waal= is the type and only species of QUImalg Vandel, this 
name becomes a synonym of Potoniscup Chilton. Although Chilton uses 
the character of the pleon in distinguishing &tap.= froalhamthja2mat t 
with the limits of Potoni8on4 so extended these two genera still reoain 
cle3r1y distinct, as they are classified to Vandal (1952) in different 
families, the Styloniscidee and Trichoniscidee respectively, and are 
therefore distinguished by the characters which separate these familie0. 
In his diagnosis of Notonisc4g, Chilton (1915a) describes the 
eyes as hawing more than one visual element, but does not unit the 
number. However, eyes composed of 3 ocelli are exhibited by all three 
species novrincluded in Askisiggua. 
Chiltaa states that entennuleS, antennae, mouth parts and 
dactylar seta of pereiopods are as in'Auhalwas, It seems Lately 
that he. is coopering these structures in Dotoniscus with those of Dew 
Zealand species which he places in Tnishplisstap t and which are 
transferred by Vandel (1952) to Stypniocus Dana 1852. In the species 
of fraWlags and =Acme represented in Taman:tat the so structures 
are very alike. Therefore, as Ziekopiscus and Uotcmiscus are now 
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placed in different Dv -Alien, in diagnosing rIotoniecuo I propose to note 
its einilarities with Stalonism rather than with Triepaie2us 0 As 
well as the struettuvo listed by Chilton, the male organ and pale and 
female pleopods in ITotonikeute are of a s5t-4*6v kind to those found in 
ItC121211MA• 
I therefore propose the following diagnosis of potmatsplup, 
which is amended from that given by Chilton (19151, p. 410 in the 
points just discussed. 
fdtaldtdigiagggig. 
Body oblong, central portion raderately comae, clonal surface 
sculptured and bearing ridges or tuberclee. Cephalon with the front 
triangularly produced, =Unwary tubercles directed downwards, rather 
with extremity subacute. Bpimera lArallarly expanded, projecting 
almost horizontally, discontiguous. Pleon not abraptay contracted; 
pleura of 3rd clement either mall or well developed, those of 4th 
and 5th eel:mats well developed, xllarJ torainal ackpent trapezoidal 
with truncate poeterior vargin. Byes each composed of 3 ocelli. 
Ante=les, antennae and mouth ports as in Stempel)," Dana 1852. 
Lego rather short, not increasing riuch in length posteriorly; dactyl= 
eeta as in Ptvloniscus. Male °roan and Acevedo of both scums of the 
Oat* kind as in Steonispuo. Uropoda with rear& rather widely 
separated, subequal. 
gog=f22. ligtaggag jgazdji (Chilton 1901) Chilton 1915. 
According to the gmeric diagnosis given by Barnard (1932, P•202), 
his (plus ,,iiazWitesgais dietincruished rzon llotonitecuo, as defined by 
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Chilton, only on the fact that the pleura of the 3rd oegzent of the 
pie= are expanded. Consequently, his diagnosis does not dififerentiats 
Weagtatimg from Notonisoue  an I define it. Barnard's diagrosis 
does not even distinguish bawl:tam from Wa slamitne; Vandel (1952, 
p. 96) 0 in inoluding both ChiItem).* and Ameingigaigna as separate 
• genera in the Notaniscinse, tubas no comparison between them. his species 
Barnard's (1932, fig. 6, a, e) figures of/R. auglaig and Z. =Aug 
show that although the pleura of the 3rd segment of pleon are 
expanded, they are narrower and tore acute) than those of the 4th and 
5th segments. Hence the 3rd pleura of the pleon in these opecies are 
intermediate between those of .A. Wadi and E. Nagai& on one hand 
and those of I. /magma on the other. Thus it appears likely that 
famaidoketa Barnard should also be regarded as a synonym of 
Botoniscus Chilton. However, as BarnardIs descriptions of four of his 
five species are brief, I should hesitate to consider this synonymy as 
definite without having had the opportunity to examine specimens 
assigned to tisamleatosse• 
The two species of genus gp.=aggi represented in Tasmstnia 
may be distinguished as follows :— 
Tubercles on pereion forming 4 rows in male, 5 rola in 
foralei 3rd pleura of Oxon oral compared with 4th 
and 5th pleura 	jj. australia (Chilton), 
Tubercles on pereion forming 6 rows in both sexes; 3rd 
plena* of pleon as large an 4th and 5th Pleura 
OW • NO JIM OM alb ONO 
	
-- E. liamiaa (Chilton). 
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siedatfoi australis (Chilton 1909) Chilton 1915. 
(Pig.. 52-56). 
IMEME• alaStRiallaWaa ittatillUa Chilton 1909. 
The descriptions of examples of this species from Campbell 
Island, given by Chilton (1909, pp. 662.664, fig. 17), (1915s, pp. 421444, 
pi. 36, figs. 946, pl. 37, figs. 17.22), are based on fettle specimens. 
As Chilton (191%, p. 423) himseLf pinta out, the appaniage which he 
(1909, I). 664, fig. 17e) describes and figures as the 2nd pleopod of a 
male is aotually that of a female; Chilton then states that he has 
not found • sale specimen. The following description of both male and 
female• specimens of Tasmanian material assigned to I. attagaitg is 
therefore given. 
Ito  (fig. 52). 
length of largest specimens 3.0 rim.; breadths 1.5 mm. 
Colour. Dorsal surface of live specimen is dark brown in 
colour. 
qv:talon. Centre of vertex is occupied r a large pyramidal 
tubercle; small tubercles occur on remainder of vertex. Anterior 
region of cephalon is produced forwards as an acute triangular procese. 
Antennary tubercles are acute-Angled 4uld prominent in dorsal vier. 
Eyes are each composed of 3 Willi set on a roundel prordnence; the 
ooelli of each eye era clearly ;separated from one another and arranged 
in. a triangle. 
I 'lap jam,. Unevenly tapering and composed of 3 articles. 
Apex of 3rd article is oblique, with one side prctbced to a sharp point; 
this oblique edge bears 3 large sensory setae. 
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Second siltennA* Length of peduncle: 0.71 mm•;* length 
of flagellums 0.22 mmo Spinets, eaoh of which has apex of its outer 
sheath divided into 133=0160‘113 fine points snrrounding a coarser central 
seta, occur on distsl. border e of articles of peduncle, 2 each on 3rd and 
4th articles, one each on 2nd. and 5th. All articles. of antemna. have 
a covering of scales, but prominent groupa of large hyaline scales do 
not occur on anterior borders of 4th and 5th articles of peduncle, 
Flagellum is composed of 4 articles; terminal article has an apical 
tuft of Ions setae• 
limiljaksa ieft mallet-- Incisor process is composed 
Of an outerrost bifid tooth and 2 simple teeth. Ieeinia, antd.lis ends 
in 3 teeth; behind its base there are 2 pencil° of setae* Molar 
process has no anlar puma) Right sandibleta. Incisor promos 
• consists ce silage teeth* Lacinia mob s is elib.shaped and has a 
ring of tooth...like processeti at its apex; behind its Use there  
one penisil of setae. A slender pencil of setae is present on molar 
mceati. 
First msocilla. Apex of outer lobe has 11 simple teeth and 
2 long, narrow p.rocessest distal regions of these processes are set 
with spinulese: • Comtwaike groupS of setae, preeent on outer side of 
dorsal surface of lobe s project beyond its outer margin. Apical 
region of inner lobe has 3 conical, aetosse processes; the tin more 
distal ones are• sub-equal in length, the third is longer. 
boat jeaslibi Apical region is clivided into 2 rounded lobes; 
width of outer lobe is about half that of inner lobe. Apex of outer 
lobe bears 3 coarse setae, and outer margin of lobe is fringed with fine 
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Setae. Apex and inner marginal region of inner lobe bear several 
coarse setae and =emus finer setae. long, fine setae are 
present on ventral surface of tlaxiLla below taw of lobes. 
Vad314sga. Epipodite is widest at its base and tapers to 
a sub-acute apex. lateral borders of basis are fringed with setae. 
On outer side, basis projects beyond base of endopodite as a rounded 
lobe with very long 1119,rginal setae. Ischion is the only article of 
eniopodite which is distinct; there are 2 short spines on its ventral 
surface. Remainder of endopodite is sub-conical in outline; its 
-inner margin near apex shows indications of division into 3 lobes. 
These lobes bear =emus setae which are of differing thicknesses. 
Inner margin below base of lobes bears coml -e-like groups of setae. On 
outer margin of endopodite are 2 large setae, with a pencil of fine 
seta in the angle of the lower one. Ls , . to is sub-conical and setose. 
It terminates in a conical, setose process, below base of which are 
3 spines. 
Perpion. Dorsal surface between epimera is strongly convex. 
Epimera are large, sub-rectangular and slightly discontigaous laterally. 
Anterior border of let segment is produced forwards on each aide to 
flank cephalon. Epimarn of let segment are nearly transverse, those 
of 2nd segment slope slightly tackwards, those of 3rd to 7th segments 
slope increasingly further backwards. Dorsal surface of each tergite 
bears 4 rounded tubercles which together form 4 longitudinal rows down 
pereion. 	The 2 inner rows are rade up of large tubercles, while 
those forcing the 2 outer rows are smaller and less conspicuous. There 
of 
is no row/imminent tubercles dolga mid-line of pereion. Dorsal surface 
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of tergites bears scattered scale-setae and a covering of rounied 
scales. lateral borders of segments are bordered with triangular scales. 
Pewi000ds. First leg: .- Majority of spinets on under surface 
of leg each have apex of outer sheath divided into numerous fine points 
surrounding a (Warmer central seta. There is no covering of kyaline 
scales on under surface of meros and °arms. An area on inner surface 
of propodos is covered with simple spines. Dactylos bears several 
long setae and elongated scales; it terminates in a staple claw. 
The sdactylar seta* bifurcates, and one anus continues to sub-divide 
dichotomously while the other has branches arising from a amin axis. 
There is no spinosa area on inner surface of propodos of 2nd 
to 7th legs. Distal half of outer surface of propodos on 6th and 7th 
legs has a fringe of long setae. Seventh leg shows no sexual 
differentiation. 
Nalsr.ges. Apical region is broadened and rounded, and is 
terminated by a median conical process with folded walls. Ventral 
surface behind rounded portion is crossed ty a V-shaped ridge. The 
two duets which enter organ at its base unite inside it to form one. 
Not abruptly narrower than pareion and not 
tuberoulatai Flours are developed on 3rd segment, but they are narrow 
and acute, and do not extend outwards as far as the general outline of 
the WY'. Pleura of 4th and 5th segments are large, semi-crescentic 
and sharply directed backwards; they form a part of general outline of 
body* Termin' al segment is trapezoidal with its postero-atstteral borders 
incurred, and its posterior border straight. 
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\ 
	 Tergites of pleon bear :mattered scale-eetae and 
a covering of rounded scales; their lateral margins are bordered 
with triangular scales. 
nimadji. First pleopod (fig. 53)s- Protopodite is broad; 
its outer side is rounded and bears hyaline scales. Ezopodite is 
sub-triangular with an indentation in its outer margin; its apex is 
not crenate. Endopodite is sub-cylindrical; it terminates in a 
long flageLliform process which is simply pointed at its apex and lacks 
setae. WelLideveloped muscles, which are supported tra prolongation 
of let sternite of peon, are inserted at base of ondopodite. 
Second pleopod (fig. 54)s- Outer side of protopodite is 
produced into a sub-triangular lobe with its apex setose. Faropodite 
is sub-rectangular and has a fringe of setts on its outer posterior 
angle. Endopodite is biarticulates length of articles: let 0.16 rm., 
2nd 0.58 ram. First article is sub-cylindrical. Inner side of 2nd 
article curves inwmis abruptly at about 2/7 or its length from apex, 
so that the latter is asymmetrical, continuous with outer side of 
endopordite; 	apical region tapers to a sharp point. Just behind 
this point there is a rounded chitinuous prorinelace on its outer side. 
A groove with strongly chitinised walls extends obliquely down 
dorsal aurface of article. Near its basal end, inner wall of this 
groove is eat with blunt, tooth-Inv processed:. 
Third pleopods- Inner posterior =GU of protopodite is 
produced into a lobe, apex of which is rounded ma seen. Exopodite 
is Bab -quadrangular with its postc.rior border indented. There is a 
large plumose seta on apical ancile and a few long, simple setae occur on 
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ventral surface near posterior margin. Outer margin is fringed with 
fine setae; inner marginal region bears comb-like groups of setae. 
Endopodite is sub-triangular, =oh smaller than exopodite. 
Fourth pleopod is sirdler to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopods- Lobe on protopodite is long and narrow. 
Exopodite (fig. 55) is sub-triangular. Its lateral borders bear 
comb-like groups of setae, there is a large plumose seta at apex and 
a few long, simple setae on ventral surface near outer. margin. On 
inner side of its dorsal surface, a azioove for reception of endopodita 
of 2xii pleopod extends down whole length of exopodite; inner border of 
this groove is setose. Area occupied by groove is heavily pit:panted. 
Endopodite is larger in relation to exopodite than it is in 3rd and 4th 
pleopods. 
Wald. Protopodite is sub-triangular; its outer border 
is fringed with long scales, its posterior border is level with that 
of terminal segment. Ezopodite is 'terminal in position on protopodite. 
Outer region of protopodite forms a narrow, flattened expansion which is 
delimited on dorsal surface by a ridge in line with outer edge of 
exopodite. Endopodite is inserted on ventral surface of protopodite, 
near its posterior margin. Both rami are conical, covered in elongated 
scales, and have a terminal tuft of long setae. length of remit 
cexcnodite 0.35 ram.,endespodite 0419 mina 
Female (fig. 56). 
Length of largest specirms 4.6 mm. 10 breadths 2.3 nu 
Female differs from male in the follouing struoturess. 
ea 
Tubercles on pereions— Dorsal surface of each pereial 
targite tears 5 rounded tdhertles which together form 5 longitudinal 
rows down perelon. Tubercles forming the outermost row on each side 
arc more conspicuous than in the male. The median row of tdberoles 
is not present in male specimens. 
First pleopods. Exopodite is small and sub-triangular with 
its outer margin not indented. Endopodite is rounded, such smaller 
than exopodite. Well .developed muscles are not present. 
Second pleopods. Esopodite is sub-rectangular. Endopodita 
is conical and elongateds its distal region tears combiaike groups of 
setae. Length of exopodite is approximately 1/3 that of endopodites 
length (along inner border): exopodite 0.13 nu., endopodite 048 mm. 
Fifth raeopods. Exopodite is not grooved. 
Wad* 
This description is based on specimens found in debris lying 
on the ground in a ayrtle gully at Collinsvale. Sixty males and 114 
females were obtained from samples of debris collected on 12th June, 
1957, alai 19th June, 1957, and another 60 males and 84 females were 
obtained from a sample collected on 13th November, 195'7. 
Only two female specimens were found elsewhere; one la 
forest debris at Tarraleah, the other in debris in the Arm Forest near 
Geeveston. 
Notoscutmerajja has not previously been recorded from 
Tasmania. 
In small female specimens, approximately less than 2.3 mm. long, 

potonisowo sintalla (Chilton). 
Fig, 52.: 
Fig. 53. 
Fig. 54. 
Fig. 55. 
Fig. 56. 
Male specimen, dorsal view. 
left let pleopod of sale, dorsal view. 
left 2nd pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
Sxopodite of left 5th a pleopod of rale, dorsal view. 
Female specimen, dorsal view. 
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articles. Third article is narrow and at its apex bears 3 long sensory 
setae. 
Secoasi Antenna (fig. 59). Iangth of peduncles 1.43 mm.; 
length of flagellums 047 mm, Slender spines, each with apex of its 
outer sheath split into raw fine points surrounding a coarser central 
seta, are present on distal borders of 2nd to 5th articles of peduncle; 
2 each on 3rd and 4th articles, and one each on 2nd and 5th articles* 
Peduncle has a covering Of scales. Groups of larger hyaline &sales aro 
present on 4th and 5th articles, bit these are not raised on tubercles. 
Flagellum has 4 articles which are covered with elonisted scales. 
Fourth article bears a teraimal pencil of long setae* 
Mali. Daft mandible (fig* 60)s. Incisor process consists 
of 3 teeth of which outermost is bind, inner 2 WO simple, lacinia 
mobilis eixis in 3 teeth; behimi its base there are 2 pencils of setae* 
Mo35r process has a ridged triturating surface; it has no molar pencil. 
• Right mandible (fig. 61)s- Incisor process is eomposed of 3 simple teeth* 
lacinia mobilia is club.shaped with & ring of tooth-like processes at 
its apex; there is one pencil of seta behind its base. Mobir process 
bears a slender pencil of setae. 
Iret sautilja. Outer lobe (fig* 62) terminates in II simple 
teeth. Tim slender processes, differing in length, are inserted on 
ventral surface behind teeth at an angle to long axis of lobe. Distal 
regions of these processes bear spimules• Comb-like groups of eetse, 
arising on outer side of dorsal surface of lobe, project beyond its 
outer margin* Inner lobe at its apex bears 3 conical Gatos* procsaassi 
the two more distal ones are sub-equal in length, the third is 
considerably longer. 
on,22., 	(fig. 63). Apical region is bilobedo 4th 
outer lobe about half width of inner lobe; apd.cos of both lobes are 
rounded. Outer lobo bears 3 large apical setae and its outer amgin 
is fringed with fine setae. Apex and inner mrginal region of inner 
lobe 'bear several coarse sensory setae and tumorous finer setae* 
Scattered setae occur on ventral surface below 'base of lobee• 
&Magni (fig. 64). Epipodite tapers tio an acute apex. 
Inner side of basis is thicker than outer side, thicker region being 
delimited by a ridge on dorsal surface* lateral borders of beide are 
fringed 4th groups of setae. Dietally, outer side of basis projects 
beyond base of endopodite as a rounded lobe with very long marginal. 
• seta.. Isobion is the only article of endopodite which IA distinctly 
sepirated; there are 2 stall spinet; on its ventral surface. Reminder 
of ondopoclite is sub..conical, with its inner margin near apex showing 
slight indications of division Into 3 lobes. There lobes bear long 
setae which are of differing thicknesses. Inner margin below lobes 
bears comb-Me groups of setae. Oa outer margin are 2 large setae, 
with a pencil of fine setae in ang3.0 of lower one. Ratite is sub-conical, 
continuous with thicker part or taste. Its inner and outer surfaces 
are Betas. and it terminates In a conical sotose process. Delow lase 
of this proceee are 3 spines. 
holm. Dorsal surface between opine=is strongly convex. 
lipimera are large, sub-rectfulgular• very slightly diacontioious 
Anterior border of 1st segment is rounded on each side and produced 
forwards to flank cephalon, Epimera of lot Segment are nearly 
transverse, those of 2nd segment are slightly directed backwards, those 
of 3rd to 7th segments elope increasingly farther backwards. Dorsal 
surface of each segment is set with 6 prominent oval tubercles, which 
together form 6 longitudinal rows down pereion, The 4 inner rote are 
made up of large tubercles which occupy' greater part of length of 
tergitas. Tubercles forming outermost rouroneach side are slightly 
oblique and smaller than those forming inner. rows, Small tubercles 
are present between those of the meta rows. Dorsal surface of tergites 
bears scattered scale-setae and a covering of small rounded scales. 
Lateral borders of tergites have a dense fringe of long pointed scales. 
&sagged& First legs- Majority of spines, which are 
present on under surface of leg, each have apex of outer sheath split 
into many fine points surrounding a coarser central seta. Large hyaline 
scales occur on under surface of meros and carpos. Antares on inner 
surface of propodos is set with simple spines. Outer margin of propodos 
bears groups of hyaline scales, and at distal end, a few long tatetae. 
Dactylos is covered with long, flattened setae, and it terminates in a 
simple claw. The ndeetylar seta", bifurcates and one ramus eubodivtles 
dichotomeasly, while the other has branches arising from one main axis. 
(Dactylos of 7th pereiopod is figured, fig. 65). 
A few hyaline scales occur on under surface of memo and carpos 
on Zed leg, but they are absent from this position =remaining legs. 
Simple spines are not found on inner surface of propodos on 2nd to 7th 
legs. Long setae on distal part of propodos are more numerous on 6th 
and 7th legs than on preceding legs. Seventh leg shows no sexual 
differentiation. 
magma (fig. 66). Apical region is broadened and 
rounded, and terminates in a small conical process with folded walls. 
On ventral surface, apical region is crossed tv a ridge. The two 
ducts which enter base of organ unite inside it to form one. 
1122BA Not abruptly narrower than pereicm4 and not tuberculate. 
Pleura of 3rd to 5th segments are large, laterally contiguous, and stand 
out almost horizontal-Ivo They are similar to each other in shape, 
being 0.mi-crescentic and sharply directed'backuarde, and all three 
form part of outline of body. Terminal segment IS trapessbidal with 
pooterc.lateral borders incurved and posterior border straight. Dorsal 
surface of pleon tergites bears scattered scale-setae and a covering of 
small rounded scales:. Lateral borders of Segments have a dense fringe 
of long pointed scales: 
• 1.412WRA First pleopod (fig. 67)s- Protopodite is very 
broad; ite outer marginal region bears hyaline scales. Exopodite is 
sub-triangular with an indentation in its outer margin; its apex is 
slightly crenate. Endopodite is sub-cylindrical and terminates in a 
long flagelli*mm process which is simplr pointed at its apex and lacks 
setae. 74811,4eveloped muscles, which are supported by a prolongation of 
lst sternite of pleon, are inserted at base of emdopodite. 
Second pleopod (fig. 68):- Outer side of pretopodite 1.0 
produced into a trUngular lobe with its apex setose. •Exopodite is 
sub-rectangular, with setae on margin at outer posterior 
Endopodite is biarticuLate; length of articles: let 0.25 MM41 2nd 
0.75 =6 First article is aub-cylindrical and has well-developed 
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loncitudirisal muscles. A few comb-like groups of setae are present 
on inner surface at distal end of article. Seconl article tapers 
evenly to a bluntly pointed apex which is slightly bent outwards. On 
dorsal surface* a groove with strongly chitinised lolls extends obliquely 
dosta its whole length. Near basal end of article, inner border of this 
groove io pet with a row of tooth-like procestkis. In middle third * 
both walls of gt.00ve bear small,backwardly.sloping, chitinous ridges. 
Third pleopodt.* Inner posterior angle of protopodite 
produced into a lobe* apex of which is rounded and setose. Rxopodite 
is sub-quadrangular with an indentatiOn in posterior margin. /ta 
inner marginal region bears corn 1J  groups of tWase. There is a 
large plumose seta on apical angle. I few long, simple setae occur on 
ventral surface near posterior =On, which is fringed with finer oietae. 
Endopodite is sub-traangulart smaller than exopodite. Fourth pleopod 
ie itimilitiv to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopodt. Apex a lobe protopodite is very acute. 
Exopodite (fig. 69) ie sub-triangular. Both of its latorel borders 
bear comb-like groups of setae* and on dorsal surface such setae extend 
across apical region of exopodite. There is a large plumose seta at 
apex ant a few long simple setae *re present on ventral surface near 
apex. On dorsal surface* tosards inner side of t000podite, there is 
a 'otos° groove for reception of endopodite of and pleopod$ this groove 
occupies approximately *length of exopodite. Eudora:lite is larger 
in comparison to exopodite than in 3rd and 4th pleopods. 
&saga (fig. '70). Protopodite is sub-triangular; its 
posterior border is level with that of terminal segment. Exopodite is 
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inserted terminal3,y on protopodite. Outer region of protopodite forms 
a flattened expansion which is delimited on dorsal sumface by a ridge 
in line with outer edgs of exopodite. Outer border of protopodite has 
a dense fringe of pointed scalep. Endopodite is inserbad on ventral 
surface of protopodite near its posterior margin. Both rani are conical, 
have a covering of scales, and terminate in a few long setae. length 
of ram': .repodite 0.F3 mm4; endopodite 0.32 tam. 
Length of largest specimen: 447 mm.1 breadth* 2.4 mm. 
Female differs from Mae in the following atructures:— 
Pereiopodem- Urge hyaline scales are not present= under 
surface of meros and oarpos on lot and 2nd perelopods. 
First pleopod (fig. 71)1- Exopodite is sub-triangular with 
no indentation in its outer margin. Emdopodite is rounded, much smaller 
than exopodites. Wellpdeveloped muscles are not present. 
Second pleopod (fig. 72)1... Endopodite is conical and elongated; 
its distal regiaa bears oomboaike groups of setae. length of exopodite 
is approximately 1/2 that of endopodite: length (along inner border): 
dxopodite 0.27 mm., endopodite 0.55 MO4 
WthI5leop6dtampodite3is.not.groovW. 
• 4abitat.  
This description is based on specimens found among debris 
lying on the ground in a myrtle gully at Oollinsvale. Samples of debris 
were collected on 12th ane, l957, and 19th June, 1957; 16 males and 
26 females were obtained. 
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Three female specimens were collected by Professor Hicksan 
on lot December, 1955, from moss in the Arve forest, near Geevestons 
The specimen described by Chilton (1915A) rap found "tinder 
rotten logs, Fern Tree Cully, Eiobart, Tasmania." 
The bodies of sorae specir.ens exhibit =pigmented areas, Vaich 
are particularly frequent on and near the 5th segment of the poreion. 
BMWS 
Chilton (1909, pp. 661, 662) mentions an =described species 
of MauWake from Taomania# thiti species is gresumbly 
B. 11411211ang• 
The synceyry of this species, and its position in yfot9niscus„ 
is discussed in the section on the genus. 
Maims land= (Chilton). 
Fig. 57. 
Fig. 58, 
Fig. 59. 
Fig. 60. 
Fig. 61. 
Fig. 62. 
Fig. 63. 
Fig. 64. 
Fig. 65. 
Ehle specimen, dorsal view. 
Left lit antenna, ventral Irleir. 
Left 2nd antenna, ventral view. 
Distal part of left mandible, dorsal view. 
Distal part of right mandible, dorsal view. 
Distal part of outer lobe of left 1st =Ma t ventral 
view. 
Distal part of right 2nd maxilla, ventral view. 
Distal part of right maxilliped s ventral view. 
Daetylos of left 7th leg ,anterior view., 
INV 
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Notonisous law Chilton). 
	
Fig. 66. 	Male organ, ventral view. 
Fig. 67. 	left let pleopod of rale, dorsal view. 
Fig. 68. 	Left 2nd p3.eopod of male, dorsal view. 
Fig. 69. 	Exopodite of left 5th pleopod of sale, dorsal view. 
70. 	Left uropod, dorsal view. 
Fig, 71. 	left let p3sopod of female, ventral view. 
Fig. 72. 	left 2nd pleopod of female, dorsal view. 
"I 
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Family Anplapigs, 
= Scythacinae, Dana 1852 (in Part). 
=Armadilloniscinae, Scyphacinae and Detonimae, Dadde-Lund 1904. 
The characters of the familrare defined by Chilton (1901, p. 
121) as followst. 
*Mandibles without paler tubercle, its place being taken by a 
tuft of long stiff setae or bristles; inner lobe of first maxilla with 
two plumose bristles; maxillipedes with the terminal joints fairly well 
developed, lamellar, longer than the masticatoi) . lobe; external male 
organ single." 
The following additional distinctions also apply to members of 
family Sayphacidaet. 
Littoral species. Flagellum of 2nd antenna composed of 3 or 
4 articles. Exopodites of pleopods without pseudotracheae. 
The two genera' of family Seyphacidae represented in Tasmania 
nay be distinguished as followst. 
Ardsals not able to enroll; dorsal surface of body 
shallowly convex 	ada Guorin. 
Animals able to enroll; dorsal surface of body strongly 
convex — 	 Actaeciii Dam. 
Genus Zak Gu‘rin 1836. 
The characters of the genus are defined by Chilton (1911D, 
P6 438) as follows:— 
• “General shape of body oblong-oval, somewhat depressed; 
animal not capable of rolling itself into a ball; ()Amara Umellarky 
expanded; dorsal surface usually with opines or tubercles which are 
better developed in the male than in the reptile; peon not abruptly 
narrower than peraeon; epdmera of third, fourth and fifth segments 
veil developed. Head vith lateral processes formilvtmoad lobes. 
Ayes of moierate size, 4th many oce.1.1L 
Antennae with flagellinnfolo.jointed. 
Mbndibles with one pencil behind the cutting-edge. 
&millipedes with palp longer than vasticatery lobe, and 
showing indications of being formed of three or four joints. 
Exopoda of the pleopoda opercular, and containing no special 
branchial organ. 
Uropoda produced* reachingcceeddeaublzrbernd the terminal 
segcent.* 
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at =la (Chilton 1884) Budde.Lund 1906. 
(rigs. 73-74). 
&MM. =Malt =WM Chilton 1884. 
a Dalokfladt Magi Chilton 1886* 
The Teem:ten specimens of atl =kik are not described in 
detail in the present paper as the species is characterized in 
previous Literatures.- Chilton (1884. PP* 4 64466* Pl. II) Buddo-laux1 
(1906, p. 85, pl. 4 0 figs. 39-41)S Chilton (191*. PP. 444445, pl. 39, 
figs. 19.23)0 (1917,11, Pp. 401-03, figs. 15-21)# Wahrberg (1922, pp. 114.2„ 
25 44045, 540 81.86, fig.. 4, 6.24, 6015, 10, 19.2, 33, 34). 
The following description of characters which ray be observe' 
without diesecting the anima, is given here to enable adslasit:ak to be 
distinguished from other Oniscoidea found on the sea shore in Tasmania. 
Reference to descriptions given Iv Chiltan(19151)Olows that on these 
obaractere, swam my also be distinguished from other species in the 
gonna lea* 
Length of largest male specimens 11 ma.; breadth: 5.5 mm. 
Length of largest female specimens 10 ms.; breadth: 5 MO6 
lave specimen is greenish-yellow, densely spotted with black 
chrometophoree. On dorsal surface, conspicuous yellow patches occur 
down mid-line of body and at bases of pereial eptaera. Anima is 
not able to enroll. 
Vertex of cephalon (fig. 73) is covered with scale-bearing 
tdbercles. Antennary lobes are large, square in outline, dorsaaventrally 
flattened, and stand out obliquely fres cephalon. Ryes are compound. 
Flagellum of rd antenna (fig. 73) has 4 articles. 
96 
trivet *spent of pereion (fig. 73) is txtrkedly produced 
forwards on each side. Posterior borders of epimora on all perolol 
segmentsslope backwards at an angle to border of central part of 
see:anti posterior angles of °pima are sharply minded. An oblique, 
tuberculate tidos orb:axle 1476411:111 and forwards from above postorior 
angle of each 'Aswan. Dorsal surface of pereion exhibits numerous 
Urge senle-bearing tamales, but no long spines are present. 
Pleon is not abruptly narrousr than perbion. Pleura of 32+1 
to 5th seccents are large and directed backyards, with their posterior 
angles sub-acute. Terminal segment (fig. 74) is trissildar with its 
*idea *lightly indented and its apex acute. Dorsal surface of pleats 
is granulate. Eloopodites of pleopods have no conspicuous blood vessels 
and no pseedotracheae• 
Protepodite uropod (fig. 74) is quadrangular, flattened on 
outer eide, and marked by a longitudinal. ridge down dorsal surface. 
Inn.er borders of the two protopodites do not meet in the WI-lines 
Exopodite is broad ant lanceolate, terminal iu position on protopodite. 
Endopodite is narrow and conical, shorter than empoditei it is 
inserted anteriorly on ventral surface of protopodite, near its inner 
margin. In female, oxopodite of uroi:od is ehorter in relation to 
protopodite and endorodite than In male, lengths in a rale opecimSns 
protopodite 1.2 ssas, exopodite la mi., endopaaite 0.60 rzo, lengths 
in a female specimens protopodite 0.9 cau, coropodite 0.63 
endopodite 0.45 au 
These observations are based on specimens found under stones 
near high tide level on a =04 sh.ore at Roaring Beach, South Arne 
Examples were collected on the relieving dates:- 28th Februarys 1957, 
7 males* 11 females; 8th Marchy 1957, 12 males, 16 females; 22nd 12=4 
1957, 14 males. 9 females. 
Other specimens were found under similar conditions at 
Tinderbox and on the southern shore or Ralph's Bay in south-eastern 
%amnia, and at Rawley and law Read* East Tamar in the north of 
the state. 
,At maw has not previously boon recoried from %mania. 
AU maim (Chilton). 
Fig. 73. 	Cephaloni 2nd antennae and let segment of pereion t 
dorsal view. 
Fig. 74. 	Fifth and terminal Segments of pleon and uropods of 
males dorsal view. 
'1 
Genus Lig.Usjak Mara 1853, 
Flamm. galas Budde-Imnd 1885, 
The characters of the gentle are defined by Chilton (1901, 
12. 130) as fellows:I- 
s/lady convex, capable of rolling into a tall, surface spirty. 
Netasome not abruptly contracted, terminal segment very short. 
Flagellum of antennae lv-jointed. Eyes very large and prominent, on 
oval. elevations along the sides of the heed. *millipedes with the 
terminal portion large, lamellar. Legs rather short, not increasing 
mush in length posteriorly. Nom of the opercular plates of the 
pleopoda with air-cavities. Ilropeda short, not projecting mush 
beyond the outline of the body; be broad and flattened, outer 
portion produced, outer =RIM short, inserted at the end of the base near 
the inner attrginj inner mum slender. 
Chilton considers gyllat Budde.lund 1885 to be 
with #eteeela. 
Thomson's (1893, pi, 57) suggestion that Mt° , Gus Barger 
1878 must evidently be releiated to Wawa Dana is not supported, as 
Astoniscus is classed as • synonym of AsEstilkategia Vijanin 1875 ty 
other authors, e.g. BuddeAund (1885), Van Isms (1936). 
98 
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The two epeoiel of genus &Wale represented in Tasnania 
row be distinguished as follow:- 
Fourth and 5th pleura of pleon with postero-lateral borden: 
rounded; protopodite of uropod, to outer side of exopodite, 
rounded posteriorly 	 A. Jamb= Dana. 
Fourth awl 5th pleura of pleon with postero.lateral 
borders straight; protopodite of uropod, to outer side of 
exowdite, straight posteriorly 	— A. ;Wilda Nicholls 
and Barnes. 
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Each spine consists of an outer sheath, split near the end into 
several short points, and surrounding a central seta, clubbed at ite 
apex; there is a large scale against base of spine. Flagellum 
(fig. 76) is composed of 4 articles. Second and 3rd articles each 
have an indentation in outer aurface in which is set a group of simple 
spines. Fourth article is latch smeller than the others; it ends in 
a tuft of short gets% length of 4th article is less than twice its 
greatest breadth; length (excluding apical eetae): 0,065 mm.; 
breadths 0.036 min. 
isjaWa, Left mandible:- Incisor process consists of one 
bifid tooth and 2 simple teeth. Lacinia mobilis ends in 3 teeth. 
Below lacinia mobiLts is a lobe bearing coarse, simple setae. At base 
of lobe there are 2 pencils of finer setae, and a third pencil, is set 
further back on rainevible. Molar process is represented by a short 
prominence bearing a large tuft of plumose setae. Bight mandible 
(fig. 77):. Incisor process consists of 4 simple teeth. Lactate mobilis 
divides into 2 processes which bear smaLl, toothlike projections. 
Setose lobe below lacinia mobilis has One pencil. of setae at its base, 
and there is another pencil further back on vendible. Maar portion is 
similar to that of left mandible. 
Mautagallas. Outer lobe (fig. 78) ends in 11 teeth of which 
the outer 5 and the second innermost one are simple, the other 5 are 
bifid. There is also a long, slender process set asx3ng the teeth, and a 
short spine on ventral surface near bases of bifid teeth. Outer region 
of dorsal surface of lobe bears groups of fine setae which project beyond 
its outer margin. Outer apical corner of inner lobe ends in a sharp 
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Terminal segment is eub-tallisagalar 4th apex 'vent OttarAr rounded; 
it lacks marginal spines. Dorsal sureace of tergites be 	scales 
sad ocale.setwa ;similar to those on pereion. 
12221220,14 First PleoPod 	86)1.- Protopodite is a 
narrow bar; on outer side it is produced into a titan lobe. Exopodite 
is sub-oval. 4th anterior margin indented towards its outer side and 
posterior margin less deeply indented towards its inner side. Outer 
region of exopodite articulates with outer side of protopodite. Oc 
dorsal surface this outer region of ezopodite is thickened and has 2 
bends of thickening extending from it; a curved twid following part 
of anterior margin and a horizontal, teund across ndddle of exopodite. 
Endopodite is atyliform and is suspenled, from inner region of protopodite. 
It is grooved along its length, with groove beginning on inner surface 
at base of endopodite and twisting onto its dOnta1 surface nearer apex; 
edges of distal half of groove are ornmsented with Short eetae. 
Second pleopod (fig. 87): Protopodite is a narrow bar with 
its outer aide produce& into a small lobe. Poropodits is irregu.larly 
four-sided, with anterior border nearky straight, lateral borders curved 
outwards, and posterior border indented on inner side tittle towards outer 
aide it forme an outward curve continuous with outer border; inner 
posterior angle is bluntly rounded. There is a prominent meta on 
indented part of posterior margin. An oblique band of thickening on 
dorsal surface begins at outer anterior angle where exopodite articulates 
4th outer side of protopodite. Endopodite is suspended from inner 
region of protopodite; it is styliform and curved outwards, much 
narrower than let endopodite; there is a chitinous thickening down the 
greater part of its inner surface. Endopodite is not divided into 2 
106 
articles, although such a division is indicated by a faint,inoomplete 
suture line at a point where there is a sudden decrease in width of 
endopodite. Ventral surface of basal region is raised into a cursed 
ridge, area to inner side of this ridge being indented. 
Third pleopod (fig. Wt.. Inner region of protopodite forms 
a broad, rounded lobe, inner surface of which, bears comb-like groups 
of setae. Shape of exopodite is sinlum to that of 2nd pleopod, in 
particular its inner posterior angle is bluntkr rounded. Band of 
thickening on dorsal surface of exopodite is curved. Short setae occur 
dowa inner margin of exopodite; there is a larger seta on its inner 
posterior angle and another on indented part of posterior margin,. 
Endopodite is sub-triangular and is attached along most of length of 
protopodite. Fourth pleopod is similar to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopods- ft:pi:edits differs a little in shape from 
those of 2nd to 4th pleopods; its lateral margins are almost straight 
and its inner posteriarangle is sub-acute. Band of thickening on its 
dorsal surface extends to posterior margin which is indented, at this 
point. 
11V.R2g (ago. 85,89). Protopodite projects beyond terminal 
segment; its inner margin lies adjacent to that of opposite uropod. 
Outer region of protopodite is produced backwards into& broad lobe which 
forms part of General outline of body. Margin of this lobe is rounded, 
•light147 crenate, and Wars spines similar to those =lateral. borders 
of pereion; such spines are also scattered over both surfaces of lobe. 
Inner margin of protopodite is incised near its base. Exopodite is 
inserted on dorsal surface of protopodite, near its posterior margin, to 
inner aide of lobe, beyond which it projects for a short distance. It 
is eub-cylindricalo bears several Opines, and ends ill an acentric tuft 
consisting of 3 long setae and several shorter setae. Endopodite is 
inserted on ventral surface of protopodite at its inner boa corner. 
It is narrowly conical* bears several spines and a covering of pointed 
scales* and has a long terminal seta. On ventral memo s region of 
protopodite to inner side of insertion of exopodite is deeply indented 
down its whole length to form a groove to receive endopodite. 
Protopodite is longer than it is broad. thxicon length of protopoditet 
0662 ara.$ breadth of protopoditei 0.49 tra.; lenGth of mil 
insopodite 0.21 1818. endopodite 0.48 
bail° 
Length of largest specimen: 5.6 mm.s breadths 24 rx3. 
Female differs from male in the following structures:. 
First pleopod:- Protapodite and exopodite are ail ? to 
those of 1st pleopod of rale, erdopodite is not developed. 
Second pleopod (fig. 90)s. Protopodito and emspodite are 
similar to those of 2nd pleopod of male; endopodite in conical 4th 
apex bluntly rounded and Le almost the same length as exopodite. 
Maid* 
This description is basal on epecimens found on 3rd 1-11y, 1957, 
enrolled in small burrows in the sand, under pieces of seaweed lying 
on the beach, or walking on the open beach near the edge of the 
incoming tide. at Pirates 13g., Eaglehalik Neck; 33 tales and 38 females 
were collected. 
Specimens were also found under eimilar coalitions in other 
108 
localities; maw avimples being collected at Clifton Dew& (23 Wass 
66 females) while a few specimens wme found elsewhere; at Marion Bay 
(1 male) * Seven Nile Beach (1 female) and Roaring Beach, South Arm 
( 1 female) * all in south-easte= Tasmania* and at Hawley (1 male * 1 
female) in northern Tasmania. 
Acteecig salmi is recorded from Baglehawk Neck by Thomson 
(1893. P. 56). 
7.111=21111* 
Some specimens from Clifton Beach have reached a 2.ar 
 
raise A 
 
than the maxima noted from Be.glehauk Neck, length of largest male 
specimen from Clifton Beach: 7 mm.; length of largest fatra103; 7.3 na. 
In these large specimens the 7th log is still slightly shorter than the 
6th leg. 
in one male opecimen from Baglehawk Neck the outer lobe of 
each let ravt411A has only one bifi4 tooth* this being the second 
innermost tooth on the left appendage and the fifth innermost teoth on 
the right appendage. 
atMeal# 
Ram (18530 p. 735) states that the flagella of the 2nd 
antenna Of A. mks indistinctly five or eix.ioluted (he figures) 
(pl. 480 rig. 6 e) ittth 6 articles)* whereas later authors (Thomson 
1893,44 56). (Chilton 1901, pl. 131) recognize that it has on4r4 articles. 
This may be explained W the fact that there is an indentation in the 
outer surface of both the 2nd and the 3n1 article of ttuD'-fitmotIma which 
cuperficially might appear to indicate a division botteen articles. 
The deScription of specimens of A. subagi.frma Ba,glehawk Neck 
given by  Tho130021 (184930 Pp* 5647, ig-• 2,figts. 1-8), containes some 
minor errors. His drawing of the whole animal in dorsal view (fig. 1) 
omits 1st, 2nd and terminal segments of pleon. He describes and 
figures (fig. 3) the let antenna as having 2 articles instead of 3, 
however the distal articulation in this appendage might easily be 
overlooked. His description and figure (fig. 5) of "the =Mlles" 
applies only to the loft mandible. As is nothd by Chilton (1901, p. 131), 
the structure which. Thomson describes and figures (fig. 6) as the inner 
lobe of the lit maxilla is actually the Zod =Ma e Thomson Oates 
that the lateral portions of the 3rd, 4th and 5th segrents of the pleon 
have their margins =aided; this is true of the 4th and 5th sepaents, 
but the pleura of the 3rd segment are acute. The apex of, the terminal 
segment is more sharply rounded than Thomson figures it (fig. 8). 
Chilton (1901* p* 132) states that the endopodite of the 2a1 
male pleopod of A. euchroa is 2.jointed, whereas in Iry specimens it is 
not distinctly divided into 2 articles * but from his drawing (pl. 15, 
fig. 3 plp. 2 o'r ) of this struotare it appears that he considers the 
protopodite as one article. 
The mall of the eye in wy specimens are not *very numerous" 
as is noted by Chilton (p. 131) in his description of New Zealand 
examples of A * mime Also the eyes themselves are miller and core 
rounded than those figured for A. miss by Chat= (pl. 15, fig. 3) 
and Jackson (1924 fig. 10). However the eyes are conFlasble in size 
and shape to those of a Specimen from Eaglehawk Heck figured. by 
Thomson (1893* pl. 2, fig. 1). Chilton (p. 330) ram use of such a 
difference in the size of the eyes in dietinguishing oothensis 
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Chilton 1901 from A. moms, from the it might a,ppear that the 
Tasmanian specimens in question should also be considayed as specifically 
distinct hum the New Zealand examples of A. Adm. Hoverer Chilton 
(p• 101) notes that A. seam Dana occurs in Tao:miss and be (p. 330) 
irmandes a reference to Thomson's (3893) description in his abliograDb7 
of this species; hence it is evident that he accepts mson's 
identification of his specimens from Eaglehawk Neck as k. mans. As 
Chilton (p. 99) states that he has the whole of Hr. 0.11•Thensonts 
collection it is passible that he has had the opportunity to actually 
mane these specimens. My Tasmanian specimens agree vith those from 
New Zealand described by Chilton in characters other than those of the 
eyes. In this piper I therefore follow Thomson (1893) in identifying 
specimens of Agidegis from Eaglet** Neck as A. maim AIWItio but note 
that the Tasmanian representatives of this species probabl.y constitute 
a distinct variant of the New Zsaiand form. 
Aclaza& Jolla Dana, 
Fig, 75. 	Copialon• dorso-aateral views showing right aye. 
Fig. 76. 	Flagellum of right ayi antennas dorsal view. 
Fig. 77. 	Distal part at right mandible, dorsal view. 
Pig. 78. 	Distal part of outer lobe of right 1st maxilla, 
Fig. 79. 
Fig. SO. 
Fig. Sl. 
ventral %IOW 
Distal part of right 2nd neadals, ventral view. 
Distal part of left maxilliped. ventral view, 
loft epimera of let to 5th segments of pereion s 
ventral view* showing ridges on 1st to 3=1 epimera. 
4: 
Fig. 82. 	Spine on lateral border of let segment of pereion • 
dorsal view. 
• • 

Actseciq jvagjga Deus. 
FIE. 83. 	Dactyl°s of left 2nd leg, anterior view. 
Fig. 84. 	!i.e organy ventral VigNr. 
Fig. 85. 	Seventh segment of pereion, pleon and uropods, 
Fig. 86. 
Fig. 87. 
Fig. 88. 
Fig. 69. 
Fig. 90. 
dorsal view. 
Right let pleopod of male, dorm]. view. 
Left 2nd pleopod of male, ventral view. 
Right 3rd pleopod of male, ventral view. 
Let uropodi dorsal view. 
Left 2nd pleopod of female, dormil view., 
90 
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Acteacia 2a1ai Nicholls and Barnes 1927. 
(Figs. 910.100). 
Nicholls and Bevies (1927, pp. 1540458, text fig. 24 pl 23) 
give a comprehensive account of West Australian male examples of 
na1114. However Tasmanian specimens which I consider my be 
assigned to this 'species differ in a, fear details from the description 
of Nicholls and Barnes. The following description of Tasmanian 
material, is therefore given for comparison, 
Mg* 
Length of largest specimens 464 mm.; breadths 2.2 mm, 
gaga. Dorsal surface of live animal is white, marked with 
Croups of Weekend orange-brown chromatolkores. 
Cenahl.n. Ehmillipedal somite is marked off from rest of 
cephalon. Vertex bears scattered simple spines. Pivotal line forms 
a sharp ridge, slightly depressed in certre, and edged with spines. A 
Vrshaped ridge on trona possibly represents supra-entemzeil line. 
Amtennary tubercles are not developed. Eyes are oval, compound,and 
raised above surface of cephOxnall each is composed 'of 14-18 malt. 
Etzeetetam, Triarticulatel 3rd article bears 2 apical 
spines. 
length of peduncle; 1.10 mm.; length of 
flagellums 0.33 mm. Peduncle and flagellum are set with spines. 
Each spine consists of an outer sheath, split near the end into 
several points, and surrounding a seta, clubbed at its areal there is 
a large scale against base of spine. flagellum is composed of 4 articles. 
In outer surface of both 2nd and 3rd articles there is an indentation 
in 'which is met a group of simple spines. First three articles are 
nub-equal in length. Fourth artd.cle (fig. 91) la shorter and 
tapering; it ends in a tuft of setae. length of 4th article is not 
more than twice its greatest breadth; length* 0.0525 ultut breadth, 
0.030 neg. 
ebalaute Left mandibles Incisor groom consists of 2 
simple teeth and one bifid tooth. lacinia mobilis ends in 3 teeth. 
Behind lacinia mobilis is a lobe which bears coarse eimple setae wx1 has 
2 pencils of finer setae at its base. A third such pencil occurs 
further back on mandible. Molar portion is represented by a . nub-cylindrical 
process ibich bears a, large tuft of plumose setae. Right isexlible 
(fig. 92)t- Incisor process consists of 4 simple teeth. lanizda irobilis 
ends in a mushroone.shaped structure bearing =memo small tooth4ike 
processes. Betase lobe behind lacizda mobilis has one pencil of setae 
at its base and there is another pencil further back on mandible. Molar 
portion is similar to that of left mandible. 
• 	Lizajeagaja. Gator lobe ends in 11 tooth of which the outer 
5 and the second innermost one are simple, the remaining 5 are Mad. 
There is a long, slender process Set among outer teeth and a short spine 
on ventral surface near bases of inner teeth. Groups of setae on 
outer side of dorsal surface of lobe project beyond' its outer margin: 
Outer distal corner of inner lobe ends in a stotp spine; to inner aide of 
thin apex of inner lobe bears 2 large vetoes processes. 
glatamalik. Division into 2 lobes is indicated ter a 
suture line extoxiing obliquely inwarie and backwazde from an 
indentation in outer margin of maxilla* Apex of outer lobe bears 
unreal setae. 'There is a group of long setae on ventral surface 
of maxilla below base of outer lobs. Apex end inner marginal region 
of inner lobe bear several coarse setae and a dense fringe of finer 
setae, fine setae are also present on dorsal surface of inner lobe * 
&allot (fig* 93). Epipadite is elongated, reaching 
almost to distal border of basis; it has an acute apex* I:1011ton is 
the only article of endopodite which is distinct; there are 2 short 
opines on its ventral surface and its outer !Orem has a fringe of long 
setae* Reminder of endopodite is sub-triangular in outline, with 
divisions between its 4 articles indicated by lobes on its inner margin 
and by oblique suture lines between these* Each lobe bears a tuft of 
*earn setae* On ventral surface of soros near its inner taargin, and 
belAv the coarse setae, there is a dews tuft of tine setae * There 
are 2 epturs on outer setrgia of •eadepodite* Its We suture lines 
separating carve, pet:pada* and daety'le. 04004 *OW IWO of ventral 
surfaee, each directed towards one of these spines; suture line between 
meros and carp* is shorter in comparison* Endite is sub.conical with a 
bluntly tapered apex, on which is set a sub-conical Won process; 
there is a curved spine on endite to outer side of this process. Inner 
surface of endite bears long setae* With Beton process excluded, 
its scarcely extends beyond tasal lobe of endopodite* 
?ereinn* Sides of let segment are sharply produced forward* 
to flank eephalon. Posterior borders of let to 4th segment* are 
nearly straight with posterior angles sharply rounded. Epinra of 5th 
segment are slightly produted backwards with their posterior borders 
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curved outwards and angles sharply rounded. Epimera of 6th and 7th 
segmento are more markedly produced backwards with their posterior 
angles subacute. Bpimera of let to 3rd segments each have a thick 
ridge on ventral surface. Such ridges are absent from remaining 
segments. lateral sargins of segments are bordered with short spines, 
each of which consists of an outer sheath, split near the end into 
several short points, and surroundings seta, clubbed at its apex. 
Narrower simple spines are scattered over the whole of dorsal surface 
of pereion, which also has a covering of rounded scales. 
Fereionode. First legs. Outer surface of =mos is convex. 
Portion of leg distal to mores is curved downwards. Majority of spines 
on leg each consist of a partially split outer sheath and a central 
clubbed seta. These spines are of two types (see fig. 94); large spines 
in which distal half of the outer sheath is split into several pieces, 
and sraller spines in which sheath is split only near its apex. Small 
simple spines are present on under surface of propodoo. Dactylos 
• (fig. 94) tears numerous long, flattened setae and ends in a simple claw. 
Basal third of "dactylar seta" lacks secondary setae. Its distal 
two-thirde are broader than basal third and slightly flattened, and have 
a dense covering of short setae; a long, fine seta is set on anterior 
side at base of broader oetose portion. Apex of "dactylar seta" is 
sharply rounded. 
In 2nd to 7th legs, outer surface of mores is progressivoly 
less convex, and distal region of leg is less curved. Simple spines are 
absent from propodos of 2nd to 7th legs. Spines on these legs are similar 
to other spines on let leg. Seventh leg is well developed but slightly 
US 
shorter than 6th leg; length: let leg 1.80 mm.; 6th leg 1.93 an; 
7th leg 1.78 mm. 
yalt oresn.‘ Basal three-quarters of male organ form a broad 
oval expansion, beyond which projects a narrower distal quarter Laving 
straight sides and a truncate apex. On dorsal surface, centre of oval 
region is raised above its sides, limits of this thicker portion being 
continuous with lateral margins of distal quarter. The two ducts 
which enter base of organ remain distinct and open separately into a 
hollow in its apex. 
naga (fig. 95). Pleon is semicircular with its lateral 
borders continuous with those of pereion. Epimera of 7th segment of 
pereion are sharply curved backwards to cover sides of let and 2nd 
segments, and lie to outer side of 3rd segment. Pleura of 3rd to 5th 
segments are sha arl4v curved backwards, those of 3rd segment are narrow 
and acute, those of 4th and 5th segments are sub-rectangular with 
pootero-latoral margins straight. Terminal segarmAls triangulsr with 
its apex sharAy rounded. Compound spines, like those on lateral 
borders of pereion, are present on apices of 3rd pleura and along 
postero-lateral borders of 4th and 5th pleura. Dorsal surface of 
segments tears scales and simple spines similar to those on pereion. 
ple000ds. First pleopod (fig. 96)es.- Frotopodite is a 
narrow bar; an its outer side it is produced to forma small lobe. 
Exopodite is sub-oval, with an indentation in its anterior margin towards 
outer side, and another in its posterior margin towards inner side. It 
articulates at its outer angle with outer side of protopodite. On its 
dorsal surface a thickened band begins near this point of articulation 
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and extends across centre of exopodito. Endopodito is styliform, and 
suspended from inner region of protopodite. It is grooved along its 
length, with groove beginning on its inner surface and twisting onto 
its dorsal surface. Near apex, outer edge of this groove is bordered 
with setae. 
Second ploopod (fig. 97)1- Frotopodite is a narrow bar; its 
outer side is produced into a small lobe. ExopOdite is sub-rectangular 
with its posterior margin indented; its inner postericr angle forms a 
rounded right angle. An oblique band of thickening on dorsal surface 
of oxopodite begins at its outer anterior angle, where it articulates 
, with outer side of protopodite., . A long seta is set on indented portion 
of posterior margin of exopodite. Endopodite is suspended from inner 
region of protopodite; it is styliform, much narrower , than that of let 
pleopod; there is a chitinous thickening down greater part of its inner 
surface. Endopodite is not divided into 2 articlee, but there is a 
sudden decrease in its width near its base which probably indicates that 
2 articles are represented. Ventral surface of basal region le raised 
into a curved ridge. 
Third ploopod (fig. 90:- Inner region of protopodito forms 
a broad lobe fringed with groups of setae. Esopodite is sub-rectangular 
with posterior border indented; its inner posterior angle is sub-acute 
and boars a long seta, and there is another such sota an indented part 
of posterbxrrargin. Inner margin is fringed with short setae. Band 
of thickening on dorsal surface of exopodite is curved. Endopodite is 
sub-triangular. Fourth pleopod is similar to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopod:- Thickened band on dorsal surface of exopolite 
UI 
extends to its posterior margin: 
•21221M (fiE. 95s 99). Protopodite projects beyond terminal 
segment aid force part of general outline of body. It is sub-rectangular; 
its posterior border, to outer side of aropodite, is nearly straight 
except for slight orenulations, and forms a. distinct angle with outer 
skuvin. Its inner margin is incised. Its posteriormarginis 
bordered with compound spines, and afew simple spines are scattered on 
both surfaces of protopodite. Bropodite is inmyrbal on dorsal anew, 
of protopodite, near its inner posterior angles it projects a little 
beyond protopodite. It is sub.cylindrical and ends in a tuft composed 
of 3 long setae and oeveral shorter setae. Errlopodite is inserted on 
ventral surface of protopodite at its inner anterior corner. It is 
narrowly conical, bears several compound spines ant e covering of pointed 
scales, and has a long, terminal seta. To inner side of insertional 
exopodite, ventral surface of protopodite is deep/y indented 
lOngitud4nal3y to form a groove to receive endopodite. Protopodite 
is a little broader than it. 1.5 long. Maximum length of protopodites 
0.30 mm.$ breadth of protopodite; 0.32 mm.; length of remit 
exopodite 0.12 ta., endopodite 0.23 sm. 
Eiaide 
Length of largest specimens - 408 ma.; breadths 24 
Female differs trammels in the following structures:I. 
First pleopodp. Protopodite and azopodite are similar to 
those of let pleopod of males endopodite is not developed. 
Second pleopod (fig. 1CO3.. Protopodite is similar to that 
of 2nd pleopod of sale. Exopodite is snb-rectangular with posterior 
border indented, bearing& long seta and inner posterior angle sub-saute, 
also bearing a seta. andopodite is conical with its apex eharply 
rounded; it is a little longer than ezopodite. 
j/t., te 
This description is te.sed on specimens collected on 19th 
February, 1958, from under pieces of seaweed Iving on the beach at Hawley, 
near Port Sorell in the north of %caudal 69 males and 67 females were 
obtained. 
Specimens were also found on beaches in south-eastern Tasmania. 
PAny examples were collected at dgets Ferry (30 males, 22 females), 
Roaring Beach, South Arm (7 males, 48 females), and Adventure Bay, 
Bratty Wand (31 males, 44 females), and a few were found at Baglehavk 
Neck (6 tales, I female) Seven Nile Beach (4 females), and Clifton Beach 
(2 females). 
Actaecia,  pallida has not pravicualay been reeorded from Tasmania. 
Aeu,AP. 
Nicholls and Dames (p. 155, pl. 20, fig. 2) describe and 
draw the terAnal article of the flagellum of the 2nd antenna in 
.mu id as being moro than twice as long as it is broad, In my 
specimens, if the apical tuft of setae in not included in the measurement, 
the length of this article is just twin its grattesttmeadth, orlon. 
The ratio of length to breadth or the terminal article is subject to 
slight variation • in the left 2nd antennae of 10 male specimens from 
Hawley this ratio was found to vary from 1.75 (length 0.0525 moo 
breadth 04300 me ) to 240 (length 04550 me; tcoadth 040275 =4), 
meastueements being made using a 3.02t microrneter eyepiece and a 65Z objective 
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lens. 
The nolar portion of the mandible le deeeribNi (p. 155) cud 
figured (pl. M. figs, 13 14) as coneiating at a wry long bus47 eau 
In my specimen the distal ena of the molar tubercle is prolonged to 
form an axis an which plumose eats° axe set atdifftrarblemels, but the 
pencil so formed la lose compact than them figured Va01 10313  and 
Barnes. 
Nicholls and Baraos (pl. 20. fig. 1) al= the pleura of the 
3rd sent of Aetna as being sub-rectangular„ like those of the 4th and 
5th segaenta, whereas in my apecimens the 3rd pleura are triangular and 
acute. 
The endopeclite of the 2nd pleopod in ry male apecimena is not 
clearly divided into 2 articles; hemever it would appear from the 
description (p. 157) and figure (text fig. 2 b) of the 2ad rule pleopoa 
given ty Nicholls aid Barnes that they consider the protopodite as one 
article. They etat, that there are no octet) preeent on margins or 
exopolitee of pleopods. In my specimens the 2324 to 5th exopodites 
exhibit detae although these might be easily overlooked. 
nowever, as in other respects* particularly with re ioard to the 
shape of the nropods, the characters of ry epecimene from Ltauley aro in 
Close agreemnt with those deocribed ter!. As mut& ty Nicholls and 
Darned, I am satisfied that the 	specimens ahould be &mimed 
to this species. 
Nicholls and Barnes compare A. RaUgia with the other two 
Species in aut400/411 a• SWIM Awe 1853 and A. otalh9nsis Chilton 1901. 
On p, 155 they state that A. P&LUda is readily distinguished fro-a thee° 
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Act,egia salat Moholin and Barnes. #2.114214 MIES DE= • 
Fourth and 5th pleura of pleon (fig. 95) Fourth and 5th ploura of 
with postero-lateral borders straight. pleon (fig. 85) 4th 
postero-lateral borders 
roun-inl. 
Protopodite of uropod (fig. 99) , Protopodite of uropod 
, 	slightly broader than long. 	Posterior (fig. 89) longer than 
border of protop:xlite, to outer aide broad. 	Reg2.on of 
of exopodito, straight, forraing a protopodits to outer side 
definite angle with outer border, 
, s 
of exopodite produced 
posteriorly into a 
muted lobe with its , 
posterior border forming 
a continuous curve with 
outer baa:der. 
Reference to Chilton's (1901, p. 134 pl. 15 fig. 4, pl. 16 
rig. 1) acOount of Aa,$)nihensiii shows that A. ,platits differs from this 
species in the shape of the 4th and 5th pleura and terminad. set of 
pleon, and in the form of the endopodite of the let silo pleoped. 
&Mazda mat& Nicholls and Barnes.. 
Fig. 91 
	Terminal article of flagellum of left 2nd antenna, 
ventral view. 
Fig. 92. 	Distal part of right mandible, dorsal view. 
Pig. 93. 	Distal part of left mazilliped, ventral view. 
Fig. 94. 	Daotrlos of left let leg, anterior view. 
Fig. 95. 	Seventh segment of persion, plant and uropods, 
dorsal ViAMN 
Fig. 96. 	Daft let pleopod of male, dorsal. view. 
Fig. 97. 	Right 2nd pleopod of males ventral view. 
Fig. 98. 	Right 3rd pleopod of male, ventral view. 
Fig. 99. 	Left uropod dorsal view. 
Fig.100. 	Left 2nd pleopod of female, dorsal view. 
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Family Maas. , 
Nienbers of faniky Onisoidao orbibit the following 
obaraotoros. 
Frontal lino of cophalma present s even if incomplete. 
Ey** usually oonpound o Flagellum of 2nd antenna oosposod of 3 
artiolso. Endopodito of naxillipod poor4 developed) fornod of 
not more than 3 artioles. Xxopoditso of ploopodswithout paoudotraohnne. 
Gaulle azistaastesla Wahrbe2g1922. 
Vahrbarg (1922) establishes  Fismonhiloscia  as a tro.b.genus 
of PhiIonia Latreine 1804 Ho places in it two now species * 
as (U.) maga and Da WI) pattata, both collected in Quonnelend. 
Wahrbergte (p. 101) 'provisional definition of /287421gaggraU0 whicb 
is based aattre3,y on olraracters of the month parts, is as follows- 
olkuldibelns Link andibals Fentoina 3- + 
Hecht° tbsdibels Fontaine 1 + 1. - Seta inferior nit kurger Radix 
und vielen Hauptlisten, robust. 
Bastes Ilazinenraars Zahn° 4+ 6. Die -s 	zithso 
and 2 - Opitsigi nit Ausnahne dos 5., der einspitzig rd kik= ale 
die iibrigen Let. Laetrile interiors 2 lenge PiaciIle. 
• 	Zweite' tSazillonpaart Der inners hippie von husseren wohl 
abeesetzt und etas Iób.er, jedoch schriilor. Innoror lappen dicht 
nit sionUch groben Borst= 'besetst. 'sunbelt° dos &Ignores Lemons 
nit besonders fain= Haarborsten, die in Gruppen stollen. 
Pedes razineress Endit nit tenger Spina urd 2 kleines 
Zibnen en &more% oberen Band. In dor innoren Eoke °in Idoines 
Oberer Ten doEnditen dieht nit feinon Borst= benotst) 
die in Gruppen su 2 odor 3 etches. Endopodit lanaor al Edit. Liur 
dee Dasalc,lied tat deutlich abgesetzt nod nit 2 laiiftigen Loral= 
beraffnet. Dar arice il nit 3 vornprincenilen Dor:item:vac:lunge% 
die s verschralzene Glieder eadouten. In dor Spitzentscuppe dieser 
13orstenansaao1valges we don era a:ichstaa darustok gitssulea end die 
Borstes der Anzahl nach viols. In dor witersten Gruppo &Geo= find= 
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sich mar 2, eine Ice6:ftic,ore Anud eine acktaiohere• Matelor Tell des 
Dasipoditen ebgentadet, nit lenges, foil= licartoreten, die in 
Gruppen stollen." 
This deflation eeparates ,Elmaeohi,topAil from l'hilosstia 
Latreille 1E04, Verhooft 1908, a.str., in which the waite or the 
carilliped has no setae or astern) conical lusocese (Npenicillumw)• 
Itahrberg (1922) does not definitoly cloolepate a type for 
his sub.genus thgaphlagegjia• liozwer in descrng ?Lig  (P1.,) al=40 
he cakes use of oeveral comparative. references to characters of 
au at) gel*, which has page precedence, otivi ttt therefore sefms 
likelr that he retgaris as, MO reotimm as 'pica l of the sub.genus. 
Verhoeft (1926) classes Zizmatgagfigla as a genna• lie 
(pp, 323-325) distinguishes it frtm other genera of (biocide° from 
the Australian reiAon ttsr teens of a 107 in which he introduces other 
characters beside those of the mouth parts. The characters lach 
Verhoeff attributes to Einsphilospie an this key are as followas- 
Frontal 1ix or cephaion is abeent. 16er teeth on outer 
lobo of let maxilla are curved inciards and mostav (usuallo 5 of 6) 
split at the end so that an additional point is formals theree.-t-e no 
middle teeth on outer lobe of let je 134,Endite Of rnstillipedis 
eetose and hue a cons at its apex =I 2 smal3. teeth on its outer angle. 
First to 3rd Unites huve their poster border's rolusled or toansverse, 
with posterior angles tuot draw out into lobes, or, e a alight 
indication of lateral excavations dope °cam* it is shallow and is 
confined to posterior borders of epimera• Fosterlor border of 4th 
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tergite is bent out an each side, with posterior angles projecting as 
short triangles. Epimeral glands open in a row along lateral borders 
of spin:era. Dorsal surface is not tuberculate and lacks elate-scales 
(norstenschappee); it may exhibit scale structure ("Schuppenstrukturn) 
but this is absent from lateral borders of segments. If scale-setae 
' (ISehappenborsten") occur they do not take the fox; of oval Unbolt or 
short stalks.. Pleura of 3rd to 5th segments of pleon are well developed, 
not or only slightly bent downwards, and thus completely visible in 
dorsal elev. 
Verhoeff (1926. p. 334) places inrampillagegja a new species, 
na, alba& from New Caledonia. 
I have collected in Tasmania examples of four epeciee which 
belong in Zbnatgli Latreille according to the diagnosis given larSars 
(1899. pp. 272.173). These my be further placed inPlvmophiloscla 
according to the definition of the mouth parts given byWahrberg. However 
they do not conform in all respects to Verhoeffss (1926) characterisation 
of Plv9ophi3escia. 
Verhoeff states that the frontal line of the cephalon is 
absent. In all of my species this line is indeed absent in the middle 
region of the cephalon but it is represented on each Side by ridge in 
front of the 0Y0. 
Verboeff indicates that there are no middle teeth on the outer 
lobe of the let maxilla, whereas in all of my species this structure 
does exhibit 2 tooth-like spines near the base of the 4th large tooth. 
However these spines are not very conspicuous and might easily be 
overlooked. The posterior angles of the 4th segment of the pereion are 
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angular and very slightly drawn backwards in one of the Tasmanian species 
potlevensjp)„ but in the other three they form rounded right angles 
and the posterior border of the 4th segment is nore nearly transverse. 
In sections G and II of his key, Verhoeff uses the characters 
of the 4th segment of the pereion, and also those of the 3rd to 5th 
pleura of the pleon, as a contrast between Wahrprga Verhoeff 1926 
and Plvmonhiloppla on one hand and laevophil9spaliabrberg 1922 end 
&num Verhoeff 1926 on the other hand. In jeavonhiloaeia and 
&WM' the posterior border of the 4th segment is transverse with the 
posterior angles rounded, and the 3rd to 5th pleura of the pleon are 
poorly developed and more or less strongly bentdownerds, so that they 
are either not visible from above or onk* their terminal points are still 
visible. Thus, while all of my Km/ea agree withibahLezda aid 
nambilaga in harIng the 3rd to 5th pleura of the aeon completely 
visible, throe of the four species agree lathiagnakgsta and argiale 
in the form of the 4th °Gement of the pereion. 
Within section 0 the Tasmanian opsoies are excluded from 
Alikaugu and agree withilvisophi30914k as they have a non-tuberculate 
dorsal surface, exhibit epimeral gland pores, and have 2 small teeth 
on the outer angle of the endite of the mexilliped. Within section 
II they are excluded from LaevonhposAg and agree ttithavjaki as 
the endite of the maxilliped is eetose, indented at the apex, and has 
a small Woes cone on the inner sides also the endopodite of the 
maxilliped has a pancil.like group of setae ("Nebengiffe10) instead 
of a fey individual motile on its inner border. Verhoeff (1924g, ;10 218) 
later identifies bignalikawja as a eponym of gbalkalakjgdg Verhoeff 
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1904 to which the same distinction applies. MO* according to 
Verhoeff is (1926) key, one of Iry species belongs in Plygoohilgepilt 
while the other three occupy a position between Plvmohli itloscia and 
19,Eggili• 
But the difference in the form of the 4th segment in the one 
species (. waszet ig) from that in the other three species is only 
one of degree. Also the former species iS closer to two of the others 
(no themsonds aid 	taamaniensie) on other characters, such as the 
number of °Amoral gland pores, the ornamentation of the 1st to 32,c1 legs 
of the male, and the shape of the endopodite of the lst pleopod of the 
male, than is the remaining species in which the angles of the 4th 
segment are rounded (nto plverotoneitsie).. I therefore assign all four 
•pecies to avabilesaa, regardless of Verhoeff Is restriction on the 
4th 'segment of the perelon. With this character excluded from the 
Unite of the genus, anal' is still nay:Indy separated from 
angtjjagai,according to Verhoeff Is (1926) key, on the form of the 
pima, The Tasmanian Specie' are also distinguished from the six 
established species of &EMU on individual specific characters, in 
addition to the relative difference in the 3rd to 5th pleura. 
askaagelamegglegsda, 
Van Name (1936, p• 112) considers that, in many casco, the 
treatment of sections of Rpiloscia latzreille as full genera 'involves 
losing sight of important resemblances and relationships in the effort 
to emphasize small differences** He therefore regards such sections 
as sub-genera of y12,Qegig east., Jackson (1941, p. 2) agrees with 
Van Name. He (p. 12) returns parstaeileja to the status of a sub-genus 
• 
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of Waal& tatreiLle and likewise classes Chsetonhiloselik, =MA 
and Wahrber4a as subi.genera of itailaidge 
• 	 I consider that the limits of zany of the sub-divisions of 
Philoscia s. lat. are too narrow; the position of the Tasmanian epeoies 
is an example of this. However, as is noted tr Van Name (1936, ;4 131), 
Maud§ s.le.t. is one of the largest genera of terrestrial Isopods, 
and I feel that some division into scalier genera is desirable. I 
therefore do not propoeo to follow Jackson in regarding naggliastais 
as a sub-genus at ,Philosolg 
Verhoeff (1926, p. 333) suggests that rivuonhilasgia and 
Isbaugaa should perhape be combined as sub-temera of one genus. The 
position of the Tasmanian species indicates that 112Easlia stead probably 
be whited with Lliaingglialtifi Vetiver (1928k, pp. 218-219) recognixo 
jaevonhiloscia as a synonym of Chaetonhilkscia and suggests that 
lielsagam should perhaps be regarded so a sub-genus of 9haetoohi1osopk. 
According to Herold (1931, pp. 374-373), kapkak.a igt Herold 1931 
belongs between INIWabilaida. and 
It seems likel,y that the present systems of classification 
of species in the  Philoscia group might be improved if some of these, 
and perhaps other related sections, were to be combined to form well.. 
defined genera intermediate in else between figcbgai '.lat. and its 
present sub-divisions. However I am not prepared to undertake such 
a step without having the opportunity to statty examples of the seetions 
ooncerned. In the present per I therefore accept the limits Of 
Zigaeabljaseja imposed by Vahrberg and Verhoeff except as regards those 
characters of the eephalon, let ta 4t1 ani 4th segment of the pereion 
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which have already been discussed.. 
My species are distinct from the three established species 
already placed in 19-vmophi1oscia. A, check on opecies from the Pacific( 
region which are simply placed in atkagok; ts.lat. shows that these 
are either excluded from amotisljazda on characters of the routh parts, 
or are too inadequately described to be assigned to a sub-division of the 
Philoacji group. The Tasmanian species are tiorefore regarded as new. 
Their distinction from the established species of Plarrorthiloscie is 
demnstrated in the following key*.. 
1. 	Body narrow, ratio of its lengths breadth at least las 2.., 
no, *Watt% (Wahrberg 1922). 
Body broader* ratio of its lengths breadth less than 
2.5s 1. 
 
Olima . 	.. 0. 4.. or Sr ear ma vie 	2. 
 
Outer lobe of 1st 	with 9 teeth; pereion with scales 
restricted to Wiser*. - 	 montane Verhoeff 192 
Outer lobe of let maxilla with 10 teeth; peroion with scales 
over its entire dorsal surface 	 
Padopcxlite 'and exopadite of uropod articulated at about the 
same level on protopodite 	 Pl. mains (Wahrberg 
1922). 
Endopodite of uropod articulated on protopodite distinctly 
anterior to exopodite 	OPP 	 thoesiortil 	tasmanienele 
4ot1eve1si3  Q.  u3iverstonens4s, n.spp. 
Key to species of naegliaizadia repreoented in Taezania •  
1. tiutaber of glan1 pores on each wirer= of poreion 
(34); endopolite of lot pleopod of Dale styliforn and 
evenly taperins to a straight* pointed apect - 
ulverotoaensis n.sp. 
Minter of Gland pores on each epineron of poroion larger 
(23 or nore)i ondopodite of lot pleopaci of male club-shaped 
and not evenly taporing, vith its apical region not 
forming a straight point , 	- 	 2. 
2. Posterior ansle of 4th segr-ont of pereion forcing a definite 
richt angle; lot leg of rale 4th propoeos sub-cylindrical, 
not broadened dorso-ventrallyi endopodite of lot peeped 
of male vith its apical region forcing an outwardly-directed, 
triongialar lobe 	magnatas nop. 
Posterior =Oa of 4th Bement of poreion gorming a rounded 
right ancles let les of alio with grope= tiroadened doroo-
ventm3.3y and oval in outlizej endorodite of lot pleopod of 
male with its apical region not forced of such a lobo 4- 
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3. 
  
Exopodite of 1st p3.eopod of male with its outer border 
curved outwards; erdopodite of let pleopod of male 
exhibiting on its outer side a protuberance covered 
with elongated conical processes; exopodite of let 
pleopod of female with its outer bordor scarcely 
incurred and its apex bluntly rounded 	41. IMP MO 
0. 	 06 O. OM OW SW OW 41. 	 0. 
-.
taseeniertsis n•ep• 
Exopodite of let pleopod of misle with its outer border 
curved Rotel; apical region of endopodite of let 
pisopod/exhibiting short papillate processes; 
exopodite of let pleopod of female with its outer 
Wrier distinctly incurved and its apex sharply rounded — 
	 fl tiEVAL4 u*sP• 
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Z1YW-3=261111 2161ha1.lual).• 
(Figs. 101.118). 
8immE2 gam punqtatsg Thomson 1893, (non Thomson 1879). 
bk. 
Length of largest specimens 6.5 on., teleadtht 3.1 cr. 
Mot. In live specimen, background colour of dorsal 
surface is a medium brown except for 3 longitudinal bands of dark 
brown on pereion, one in ad-line and one on each side above lases of 
•pissera• and for 'a land of dark hrown do= each ace of pleon. 
Each dark band on pereion is marked t a row of =pigmented patches. 
large unrd,gmented patches on opium together form another row of 
spots down each side of pereiono Cephalon and areas between dark 
bands on pereion are mottled with irregular =pigmented patches. . There 
is a line of man =pigmented patches down mid.line of pleoni with 
other spots on each side of it. 
Coobaloia. SurZac.e of vertex is smooth. Frontal line is 
not developed across middle of cepha-lant tot at the sides it is 
evident as a ridge in front of each eye. Supra-antennal line is 
present. Antennary tubercles are small, not visible in dorsal view. 
Eyes are oval compotuzlo each composed of 20.23 ocelli. 
bazglaataia. Triarticulatei 3r1 article is conical and 
has a group of coarse setae on its inner surface and 2 long s coarse 
setae on its apex. 
tinajgatgana, length of peduncle' 3.20 mr2.1 length of 
5th article of peduncles 1.27 mm., length of articles of flagellums 
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lot 0.40 rm.." 2nd 042 ma's 3rd 0447 gm. On posterior Surface of 
antenna a groove extends along length of 3rd to 5th article* of peduncle 
and all articles of flagellum. On distal Wrier of each of 2z4 to 5th 
articles of peduncle there is a large spine formed of a central seta 
and am out sheath, which is divided towards the end into several points. 
All articlee of antenna bear revs of shorter spines. Third article of 
flagellum ends in a long process formed of partly fused setae. 
BasaMst. Left mandible (fig. 101):. Incisor process 
consists of a large bifid tooth and a smaller simple tooth; the 
latter is situated above the former and connected to it 14 , a ridge. 
mobilis ends in 3 teeth. Behind lacinia mobilis is a lobe 
densely covered 4th simple setae and bearing 2 pencils of setae. Ono 
other pencil °cc= behind lobe. Kolar portion is represented by a 
tuft of plumose setae set on a comon basal precast). Bight mendible 
(fig. 102)i— Incisor process consists of a large bifid tooth and 2 
simple teeth situated above it. Apex of lacinia mobilis has a pointed 
process on each side and uneven ridges between the two processes. There 
is one pencil of (setae on setae° lObe and another behind lobe. Molar 
portion is like that of left . mandible. 
Matagaja. Outer lobe (fig. 103) elide in 10 tooth. 
forting an outer group of 4 simple teeth and an inner group of 6 teeth, 
of which the 5th is ample and the reminder are bifid. On ventral 
surface there are 2 spines near base of 4th simple tooth. Outer bonier 
of lobe is bent out in a cw:ve; apex of curve and margin distal to it 
bear groups of setae. Inner lobe Ware 2 thick setose processes. 
Apex of lobe is rounded; there is a small spine on its outer side. 
4 
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gagsmd_mak (fig. 104). Apex of sexilla io dividal into 
2 sub-rectangular lobes. Base of inner lobe is defined tor a suture 
Diatal region of inner lots has a dense covering of setae; that 
Of outer lobe, 4th the exception of a clear area In its inner apical 
angle, is covered with finer setae. Four long )coarse setae project 
into notch between lobes. 
tigillined (fig. 105). Epipodite is long and narrow but 
shorter than buds; its apex is nub-acute. Ventral surface of lards 
bears short scattered Opine!). Outer aide of basis is produced World 
base of endopadite as a rounded lobe which has coxxb-like groups of 
setae on its mrgin. lechion is only article of endopcdite which is 
distinct; there are 2 very long spines on its ventral surface. A 
division of reminder of endopodite into 2 articles is indicated tv a 
faint suture line. There are 2 groupri of iota° on inner butler of 
first of these articles, basal set Consists of one large and one 
smiler sett, distal set of one large seta, and 54 oraYler aotae. 
Three setes occur singly on outer bonier of endopodites one on let 
article, set near tale of pencil which itself lacks setae, and 2 on ana 
article. Endopodite ends in a tuft of setae. Endite is sub-quadzungular 
and has a transverse indentation in ventral surface near its apex. 
There is a spine on inner side of endite, behind this indentation. Two 
small teeth occur on cater apical corner. A Oran conical process, 
bearing a tee coarse aetae, is set in on indentation in dorsal surface 
near inner apical corner. Apical region of °Wit() tears very short* 
scattered setae. 
Yereion. First epicera are rounded anteriorly and scarcely 
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produced forwards. Posterior borders of lit to 4th segments are 
almost straight; posterior angles of let to 3rd segments are bluntly 
rounded, those of 4th segment are right-angled ard rounded. (Spine= 
of 3rd to 3th segnento are figured, fig. 106). Epizera of 5th to 7th 
segments are directed backwards and their posterior angles wee sub-acute. 
Seventh pereial spine= do not extend back beyord 4th segment of pleon. 
Dorsal surface of pereion is smooth, except for a 
longittdinal groove near lateral boiler of each °pit:won. Number of 
gland pores opening into each groove lies between 20 and 29. These 
pores are sore numerous  in anterior thirds fever in middle thirds euid 
absent from posterior third of groove. There is a row of spines above 
low edge of groove. (Spimeron of 4th segment is figured, fig. 107). 
On dorsal surface, tergites have a covering of scales and also bear longs 
scattered spines. Ose such spine (fig. 108) consiste of a contra seta, 
Surrounied by a sheaths basal part or which is expanded on each side. 
Scale...setae are present on lover edge of lateral borders of segments. 
Scale portion of one of these scale-setae (fig. 109) is broad and 
sub-triguagular 4th its ;Wes curved out ani its apex sharply pointed. 
badoza. First leg (fig. 110)*. Oarpos and propodos are 
broadened dorsosoventzallyi as a result, lover border of carpos is 
curved outeards and propodos is oval in outline. Most of opines on leg 
consist of a sheath containing a central seta. in all bat one of the 
large opines on under surface, apex of sheath is divided into 3 or 4 
points. The spine situated neareot diotal end of carpool (fig. 111) 
differs in having its sheath divided into a greater number of points, at 
least 12 altogether' these are placed eyrmetrioally on each side of its 
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central oeta. Spines on under surface of trIros and carps are too 
scattered to appear as a brush. Spatulate scales occur on under 
surface of carpool, near its distal end* and an area on anterior Surface 
above them is covered with long setae. Short simple 0Pdaes are 
present along proximal part of under surface of propodes. Anterior 
surface of carps* (with exception of setooe area) * end that of propodos 
exhibit a covering of large, projecting, backwardly-sloping scales. A 
smaller area of such ecales occurs on under surface of meros. Dawkylos 
bean several long setae, and ends in a broad terminal claw * below which 
is a much narrower accessory claw. 
Carpos and propodos of 2nd lee are less markedi,y broadened 
than those of let leg. In 3rd to 7th legs these articles are 
narrower, aid their upper and lower borders are not curved. The 
aulti.pointed spine, spatulate scales and area of etae at distal end of 
tarpon, and the simple spines on under aurface of propodos o are not 
repeated on 2nd to 7th legs. Areas covered by lame tecialardly-oloping 
Owlets occur on twos * =rpm' and propodoo of 2nd leg and on carpos of 
3rd lego but are absent from 4th to 7th legs. 
ligwarge. Conical in outline with its apex sub-acute. 
Its two ducts remain °operate and open =ler a flap on its dorsal surface. 
nitga. Length (along atdpaine), 1.50 mri.; breadth (across 
3rd clement)* L65 mo• Pleon is abruptly 13CaUrtier than pereion. 
Pleura of 3rd to 5th Dements are very ema,L1., acute, and produced 
backwards; they are visible in dorsal view (see fig. 112). Terminal 
segsent (fig. 114 is triangular with its lateral borders not incurved 
and its apex bluntly rounded. Surface of pleon La smooth. Tergites 
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bear melee and spines like those on pereiony bit do not have scale-setae 
on their lateral borders. 
Monk. First pleopod (fig. 113)Prn Outer side or 
protopodite is produced to forma large oval lobe. Exopodite is 
sub-triangular with its apex sharpky rounded and its outer border 
shallowly indenteds its anterior border exhibits a fold near outer 
angle. Endopodite is olub.shaped with its distal third bent outwards. 
Its basal half is broad and provided with conspicious oblique muscles. 
Dorsal surfamof endopodite exhibits irregular ridges, some of which are 
oreamented with scales and oetae. A broad, oval,obitinous thietmntne 
is formed on both inner and outer border of distal third. Apex of 
endopodite (fig. 114) is folded and irregular in shape, with its inner 
angle rounded and its outer angle acute. Its 'dorsal (surface is raised 
into papillate procesees. Ckt ventral surface, inner side of apex is 
rounded and papillate, while its eater side forms a trapezoidal lobe which, 
due to folding of endopodite, lies ventral to the rounded inner part. 
Ventral surfece of this outer lobe exhibits ridges bit lacks papillae; 
posterior border of lobe bears a row of spines. 
Second pleopod (fig. 115)s- Exopodite is triangular with its 
apex sharply rounded and its outer border almoet straight. Comb.like 
groups of setae are present down its inner border and on ric2ces near 
border. A few spines occurLon outer border near -apex. Endes:edit° is 
biarticulate; length of articles* 1st 0.43 um., 2114043 mm. First 
article is quadrangular in outline and has a rounded triangular lobe on 
its vintral surface, Second article is styliforms there is a broad 
chitinous thickening= inner border of its basal 3/4, beyond which 
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endopodite becomes very narrow and flagelliform. length of flagelliform 
portions 0.25 an. 
Third pleopods- Inner posterior corner of protopodite is 
produced backlairds as a long, narrow lobe. Exopodite•is sub-quadrangular 
with its apical angle sharply rounded and its posterior border almost 
straight. Comb-like groups of setae occur on, and near, inner border 
and there are a few spines on posterior border. 
Fourth pleopodt- lobe on protopodite is mob shorter than 
in 3rd pleopod. Exopodite is sub-vadrangular. 
Fifth pleopods- lobe on protopodite is very small. 
Exopodito is sub-triangular with its apex sharply rounded. Comb-like 
groups of setae ve present along both lateral borders and also occur 
in a 	across dorsal surface near apex. There are a few spines on 
outer border. 
alga (fig. 112). Protropodite extends beyond apex of 
terminal segment for about I/5 of its own length; there is a 
longitudinal groove down its outer surface. Insertion of endopodite 
is anterior to that of exopodite; distance separating insertions of 
exopodite and endopodites 0.15 on. Both rani are conical, both bear 
scattered spines and have a terminal tuft of long setae. There is a 
and 
longitudinal groove down outer surface of exopodite/another down inner 
surface of eniopodite. Greatest length of protopodites 0.55 ima.; 
length of rants exopodite 0.98 MI4 endopodite 0.52 ses. 
h3112. 
length of largest specimens 8.4 em., breadths 3.7 rsa. 
Female differs from male in the following structurees- 
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Pereiopodss. Carps and propodos of let end 2nd legs are 
not broadened dorso-ventrelly.. On let leg (fig. 116) the matt-
pointed spine, spatulate scales and area of setae at distal end of 
carpost and the simple spares on under surface of propodos, are present 
as in let leg of melee but there are no areas of large projecting scales 
on moos, carpos and propodos. Such cales are also absent from 2nd 
and 3rd legs. 
First PleoPod (fig. 117):. rompodite is sub-t 	with 
its outer border shallowly indented* although indentation is more 
pronounced than in let exopodite of mile, and its *wpm sharply rounded; 
its anterior border exhibits a fold near outer angle. Endopodite is 
not developed. 
Second pleopod (fig. 1348)r. Exopodite is triangular with 
its outer border straight and its apex stire bluntly rounded than that 
of 2nd atopodite of rale. There are comb-like groups of setae on 
its inner margin, and a few spines on its outer luargin. A. rounded, 
sub/triangular lobe, projecting back from inner posterior corner of 
protopodite, possibly represents an endopodite. 
Third and fourth pleopodss. Apices of exopoditee axe 
more bluntly rounded than in corresponding pleopods of ga1041 
thiktisgo 
Type locality:- This description is based on specimens found 
among plant debris awl under logs and stones lying on the ground between 
altitudes of approximately 2,700 4,100 feet on tit. Wellington. 
Examples were collected on the following detest. 15th IV, 1956, 
specimens; 17th October, 1956, 6 specimens; 22nd October, 1956, 8 specimen 
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28th Hey, 1957, 20 specimens* A total of 23 males and 42 females 
was present in the collection* 
Other localities:. Other :specimens were found in debris 
and under logs Ina forest of eucalypts and treeferns at Tarraleah• 
rAWLARDI• 
The intensitv of brown pigmentation varies, so that in some 
specimen: the background colour of the dorsal surface is alzost 
uniformly dark. 
• 
	 Some specimens exhibit orange-brown, ragmentation which 
replace's the true brown on to dorsal surface completely, or everywhere 
except for the dark brown bands on pereion and *on, or only on the 
epitsera of pereion and pleura of goon* 
.19211gas 
Thomsen (1899, pp. 5445, plo 1, fig. 643) describes 
specimens collected on the elopes of Mt * Wellington aid assigns them 
to Masnalestaig Thomson 1e79, a species established on. material 
from Dunedin, New Zealand* Chilton (1901, pp. 334.435) notes that 
these Tasmanian Specimens differ from New Zealand OPeoimme of 2. DunoWum 
in baying the 3rd to 5th pleura of the pleon much smaller, and suggests 
tbat the former should perhaps be placed inWallialatroille 1804* 
Thomson (1893, p* 55, pl. 1, fig* 9) describes and figures 
the inner lobe of the lot 	1112* mate an ending in 5 teeth. 
I think he mast be mistaken here ao_it Is usual in the Oniscoidea for 
this struoture to bear eetose processes instead* With this character 
excluded, Thomson** (1893) description itself might be basedva examples 
of any one of the four species belonging to rivmonhilos91A which 
have collected in Tasmania. However his epecimens can be identified 
by the locality. as one of these species is cam= on Mt. Wellington 
while none of the other three has been found there at all. 
&dd.-12mA (1908. p. 296) places O. wnotatufit Thomson in a 
new genus, ibigkam. IV specimens from Mt. Wellington are 
excluded even from this genus, according to the generic diagnosis given 
by flowley (1935, p. 49), in having the pleat abruptly narrower than the 
pereion. Their distinction from Tbomsonis New Zealand specimens of 
.9. „maga (s= WawatEg.a.ul (Thomson)) is therefore confirmed. 
As the name WA= maga Thomson 1893 is a homonym of 
Ominous jaga.4stse Thomson 31379. the specific name maga can not be 
retaisied UT the TaSmanian, specimns. I therefore establish a new 
species, based on uv specimens fr om Mb. Wellington which replaces 
9. tiunctatv Thomson 1893, and name this species Ziainlasgat angst 
after the author of the latter. 
illamjaiagggis thwasord si•sp• 
Fig. 101. 	Distal part of left amndible, dorsal view. 
Fig. 102. 	Distal part of right mandi'ble, dorsal view. 
Fig. 103. 	Distal part of outer lobe of left let maxilla s 
Fig. 204. 
Fig. 105. 
Fig. 106. 
ventral view. 
Distal part of left 2nd maxilla, ventral view. 
Distal part of 	maxilliped, ventral view: 
Left opimera of 3rd to 5th segments of pereions 
dorapiaateral view: 
Fig. 107. 	Bight epiamron of 4th segment of pereion s dorsal 
v1614 showing gland pores. 
Fig. 108. 	Spine on posterior border of 1st segment of pereion, 
dorsal view. 
Fig. 109. 	Seale-seta on lateral border of let segment of 
pereions dorsal view. 
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lInaggkattbiliagads nolu 
ng. 110. 	Distal part of left 1st leg of male, anterior view. 
Fig. 111. 	Distal part of spine on under surface, nearest distal 
end of carpos, of left let leg of male, anterior view. 
Fig. 112. 	Fourth, 5th and terminal segments of pleon and uropods, 
dorsal view. 
Fig. 113. 	Right let pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
Fig. 114. 
Fig. 115. 
Fig. 116. 
Fig. 117. 
Fig. 118. 
Distal part of endopodite of right let pleopod of male, 
ventral view. (Position of papillae on dorsal surface 
is indicated hy- dots). 
Right 2nd pleopod of male, ventral view. 
Distal part of left let leg of female, anterior view. 
Right let pleopod of female, ventral view. 
Bight 2nd pleopod of female, ventral V14114 
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clear area in inner apiokl corner, is covered with finer setae. Three 
coarse setae project into notch tetueem lobes* 
baltaing (fig. 119). Xpipodite is long and narrow but 
shorter than basis; its apex is subacute. Scattered spines occur 
=ventral surface of basis. Outer side of basis is produced beyond 
base of endopodite to forma roundel lobe bearing oolbilike groups of 
setae on its margin. Isehion is only article of endopodite which is 
distinct; there are 2 very long spines on its ventral surface. Division 
of remainder of endopodite into 2 articles is indicated ty an indistinct 
suture line. There are 2 groups of setae on inner border of first of 
these articles; basal set consists of one large and one smaller seta, 
distal set of one large seta and 6 or 7 smaller setae. Three setae 
occur singly on outer border of endolvdite, one on let article, situated 
near base of a pencil which itself lacks setae, and 2 on 2nd article* 
Apex of endopcdits ends in a tuft of oetae. Endite is sub-quadrangular 
and has a transverse indentation in ventral surface near its apex* 
There is a spine on inner side of endite behind this indentation* Two 
. teeth are present on outer apical corner. A small conical 
process, bearing a few coarse setae, is set in an indentation in dorsal 
surface, near inner apical corner. Apical region of endite bears very 
short, scattered setae. 
P•reion First epimera are rounded anteriorly and iscarcely 
produced forwards. Posterior borders of lit toUhsegments are almost 
Weight; posterior angles of lit to 3rd segments are bluntly rounded, 
those of 4th segment are right-angled and rounded. Epimere of 5th to 
7th segments are directed backwards and their posterior angles are 
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sub-acute. Seventh pereial eptmera do not extend tack beyond 4th 
segment of pima. 
Demi surface of pereion is smooth mept for a longitudinal 
groove near lateral border of each epimeron. Number of gland pores 
opening into each groove lies between 13 and 23. Poxes are tare 
MMUS in anterior third, fewer in middle third, and absent teem 
posterior third of groove. There is a row of spines alcove inner edge 
of groove. (Epimeron of 4th segment is figurad, fig. 120). On dorsal 
surface, tergites have a covering of scales and also bear scattered spines. 
One such spine consists of a central cote eurrounded by a sheath, basal 
part of which is expanded on each side. Scale-setae are present on 
lower edge of lateral borders of segments. Scale part of one of these 
scale-setae is broad and sub-triangular with its sides curved out and 
its apex sharply pointed. 
Samisisla. Fiat leg (fig. 321)s. Carps and propodos are 
broadened dorso-ventrally; as a result, lower border of °expos is 
curved outwards and prop:dos is oval in outline. licst of spines on 
leg are each formed of an outer sheath surrounding a central seta. In 
all but one of the large spines on under surface of leg, apex of sheath 
is divided into 3 or 4 points. The spine situated nearest distal end 
of carps differs in having its sheath divided into a greater number of 
pointer at least 12 altogether, which are arranged symmentrinally on 
each side of its central seta. Spines on under surface of Evros and 
canoe are too scattered to appear as a ixeculho Sratulate scales occur 
on under surface of carpos, near its distal end; an area on anterior 
surface above them is covered with long setae. Staple spines are 
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present along proximal part of under surface ofpropodos. Anterior 
surface of carpos, (with exception of setose area), and that of propodos 
possess a covering of large, projecting, backmardly.al.opirg scales. A 
smaller area of :mph scales occurs =under surface of meroe. Daotylos 
bears several long setae and ends ins broad terminal claw, below which 
is a =oh narrower accessory claw. 
of 
Carpels and propodos/24 leg are broadened, but to a lesser 
degree than those of let leg. In 3rd to 7th legs these articles are 
narrower and their upper and lower borders are not curved. The 
multi-pointed spine, spatulate :wales and area of setae at distal end 
of carpos, and the simple spines (launder surface of propodes, are not 
• repeated on 2nd to 7th legs. •Large, backwardkv-aloping scales are 
present on mem, carpos and propodos of 2nd leg and on carpos of 3rd 
leg but are absent from 4th to 7th. le. 
Male organ. Ooncial outline with its apes sub-acute. Its 
two ducti remain separate and open under a flap on its dorsal surface. 
am. Length (along mid-line): WO ma0 breadth (=moss 
3rd segment) 1.65 UMh Pleon is abruptly narrower than pereion. Pleura 
of 3rd to 5th segments are very email, acute, and produced backwards; 
they are visible indorsed. view. Terminal Segment is triangular with 
its lateral borders not incurved and its apex bluntly rounded. Dorsal 
surface of pleon is smooth. Tergites bear scales and spines like those 
on pereion, but do not have scale-setae along their lateral borders. 
Meal. First pleopod (fig. 122):. Outer side of 
protopodite is produced taform a large oval lobe. gsopodite is 
eut..quadrangular. its outer border being bent outwards in a blunt. 
curve; its apical angle is bluntly riourded; its anterior border exhibits 
a fold near outer angle. Inner anterior angle of exopodite is markedly 
produced forwards to form a bluntly rounded lobe. Entiopodite is 
club.ehaped with its distal third bent outwards. Its basal half Ix 
broad and provided with conspicuous oblique muscles. Dorsal surface of 
endopodite exhibits irregular ridges, some of which are ornamented with 
setae. There is a broad. Maly chitinous thickening on both inner and 
outer border of distal third. Apex of endopodite (fig. 123) ends in 
la sharp, curved point which is ridged on its ventral surface, and 
ornamented with conical processes on its dorsal surface; there is 
row of *lender spines along its incurred inner margin. On outer side 
of dorsal surface, below base of the chaired apical point. there is an 
outuardly..directed protuberance which is densely and completely covered 
with conical rrocessee of varying lengths. 
Second pl.eopodl. Exopodite in sub-triangular with its outer 
border straight and its apex sharply rounded. Oomb-like groups of setae 
are present down its inner border and on ridges near border. There are 
a few spines on outer border near apex. F.rndopodite is biarticulate; 
length of articles: let 0.40 =I 214 1*30 MO First article ii 
quadrangular in outline and has a rounded 'triangular lobe on its 
ventral surface. Second article is sty•liformj there is a broad 
chitinous thickening on inner border or its tacal 3/41 biriond which 
endopodite becomes yew narrow and flagelliform. Length of riagelliform 
portion: 0.28 um. 
Third pleopodt.. Inner posterior corner of protopodite is 
produced Incloaards as a long, narrow lobe. Exopodito is ;sub -quadrangular 
with its apical angle sharplyrounded and its posterior border 
straight. Comb-like groups of setae are present on and near inner 
border. There are a few spines on posterior border. 
Fourth pleopode. Lobe on protopodite is much shorter than in 
,r1 pleopod. Ixopodite is sub-quadrangular. 
Fifth pleopods. Lobe on protopodite is very small. 
Bxopodite is sub-triangular with its apex shargy rounded. Ccab-like 
groups of note* are present on both lateral borders and there is a 
band of such setae across dorsal surface near apex. A few spines occur 
on outer border. 
Oroliod. Frotorodite extends beyond apex of terminal 
segment for about 1/5 of its own length; there is &longitudinal groove 
down its outer surface. Insertion of endopodite is anterior to that 
of exopodites, distance separating insertions of exopodite and andopodites 
0.16 maw Both rami are conical, both tear opines and have a terminal 
tuft of long setae. There is a longitudinal groove down outer surface 
of exopodite and another down inner surface of endopodits. Greatest 
length of protoToditel 0.55 sm.; length of remit exopodite 048 In., 
endopodite 0.51 mm. 
UM' 
Length of largest specimen: 7.8 mm.; breadths 3.5 UM6 
Female differs from male in the following structures:- 
Pereiopodst. Carpos and propodos of let and 2nd legs axenot 
broadened dorm-mantra1. On let leg, multi,pointed spine, spatulato 
scales and area of setae at distal end of carpos, and simple spines on 
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under surface of propodos, are present as in 1st leg of mal.e, bat there 
are no areas of large backwardly-sloping scales on Devoe, carpos and 
propodos. Such scales are also absent from 2r4 and 3rd legs. 
First pleoixxl (fig. 124)o. Exopodite to sub-triangular with 
its outer border very slightly incurved and its apex rather bluntly 
rounded; its anterior border exhibits a fold near outer angle. 
Endopodite is not developed. 
Second rileopods- Eiopoditeis sub-trd*ngular with its outer 
border straight and its apex more bluntly rounded than that of 2r4 
exopodite of male. There are comb-like groups of Setae on its inner 
border and a few spines on its outer border. A rounded, sub-triangular 
lobe, projecting back from inner posterior corner of. protopodite,Poesiba7 
represents an erdopodite. 
Third and fourth pleopodss- Apices of exopodites are more 
bluntly rounded than in corresponding pleopods of vale. 
Habitat. 
Izegaggellars- This description is based on specimens 
Collected on 25th Merck, 1957, from armng debria lying on ledges of a 
cliff above high tide level on the shore at Tinderbox; 24 males and 
24 females were obtained. 
Other local5ftiees- Specimens were also found under stones on 
a damp hillside densely covered with dogwood, on Mt: Dromedary. 
Variations. 
In some specimens from Tinderbox, the true brow) pigmentation 
on the dorsal surface is replaced ter orange-brown on the epimera of 
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pereion,ani ovor all of the pleon except for the 'band of dark broua 
on each side. In other speciams, the backgraand colour of the dorsal 
surface is comploto3ly orange-broua except for a broad lxml of dark 
brown doua midLlle of body. 
In one mule specimen fron Tinderbox, carpos and propodos of 
let ad 2nd loge are broadened as in other mile specimens, but there 
are no areas of large, backwardly-sloping scales on let to 3rd legs. 
P1rzothi.1.02014 kfzuldsuat 
Fig. 119. 	Distal part of left ctlxilliped• ventral view. 
Fig. 120. 
Fig. 121. 
Fig. 122. 
Fig. 123. 
Right epimeron of 4th segment of pereion, dorsal 
view, showing gland pores. 
Distal part of left 1st leg of male, anterior view. 
Right lst.pleopod of rale, dorsal view. 
Distal part of endopodite of left let pleopod 
of msle, ventral view. 
Fig. 124. 	Right 1st pleopod of female, ventral view. 
• 
• 
• 
ig 
.. • 
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• Flysouktlepoia notlevensie n.sp. 
(Figs. 125431). 
length of largest specimens 7.1 Ere.; breadths 3.5 mm. 
Colour. In live Op0012011, 'background colour of coital= 
and pereion is a medium brown with 3 longitudinal bands of dark Um= 
on peroion1 one in taid.line and one on each aide above bases of epineras 
background colour of pleon is dark brown,. Each dark tend on pereion 
is marked by a row of large. =pigmented patches, and other patches on 
epiriera together form another row of spots dova each side of pereion. 
Cephalon and areas between dark bands on pereion are mottled with 
irregular =pigmented patches. There is a row of small =pigmented 
patches down mid.line of pleon with a few other spots on each aide of 
it. 
°echelon. Surface of vertex is smooth. Frontal lino is 
not developed across middle of captain% hat it is evident at the sides 
as a ridge in front of each eye. Supra.antennal line is present. 
Antonvary tubercles are opal, not vieible in dorsal view. Byes are 
oval, compound, each composed of 19..21 ocelli• 
First antenna: Triarticulatej 3rd article is conical and 
has several coarse setae on its inner surface and 2 long, coarse setae 
on its apex. 
Sesaljaftaa. length of peduncles 3.0 mo lam% of 
5th article of peduncles 147 EC. j length of articles of flagellums 
lot 0.38 =4., 2141 0.30 W., 3rd 0.49 tra. On posterior surface of 
antenna a gsvove extends along length of 3rd to 5th articles of peduncle 
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and all. articles of flagellum. On distal border of each of 2nd to 
5th articles of peduncle there is a large spine formed of a central seta 
and an outer sheath, split at the end into several points. All articles 
of antenna bear roue of shorter spines. Third article of fie. genus 
ends in a long process formed of partly fused setae. 
ifigaMia. Left vandible;- Incisor process consists of a 
large bifid tooth with a smaller simple tooth situated above it. lacinia 
rao'bilis his a dense covering of simple setae and also bears 2 pencils 
of setae; one other pencil occurs behind lobe. 14olsr portion is 
represented 1.47 &tuft of plumes setae set on a COMIC0/1 basal process. 
Bight msndiblet.. Initisor process consists of a large bifid tooth with 
2 smaller simple teeth situated above it. Apex of lacinia mobilie has 
a pointed process on each side, and uneven ridges between the two 
processes. getoee lobe bears one pencil of eetae and there is one other 
pencil behini lobe. Molar portion is like that of left mandible.- 
First aaic(*j. Outer lobe ends in 10 teeth forising an outer 
group of 4 large bifid teeth and au inner group of 6 teeth, of which the 
5th is simple and rest are bifid. On ventral surface there are 2 spines 
near base of 4th simple tooth. Outer margin of lobe is bent out in a 
curve; curved portion, together with margin distal to it, is fringed 
with grove of setae. Inner lobe bears 2 thick setose processes; there 
is a spine on outer apical emir of lobe. 
Secondi msszpia.  Apex of maxilla is divided into 2 tub. 
rectangular lobes. Base of inner lobe is defined by a suture lime. 
Distal region of inner lobe has a dense covering of Setae; that of outer 
lobe1 with exception of a clear area in inner apical angle, has a sparser 
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covoring of ehorter setae. Tire° comma setae piroject into notch 
betveon lobes. 
Lbw 	(fig. 325). Epipedite in long and narrou but 
'shorter than tasis$ its apex is aub-aoute. Scattered spines occur on 
ventral =face of blaie• Outer side of basis lo produced teFuld tame 
of endop#odite to fora a minded lobe tibia bears comb-1110 groups of 
setae on its =gin, 'whim is only article of ends/mato uhtich is 
distinct; there aae 2 very long spirals on its ventral surface. 
Division of remainder of ondopodite into 2 artiolos is indicated 
faint suture line. There are 2 amps of 'Iota° on Innor borler of 
first or theoe =Mao; basal set conoists of one largo and one 'molter 
seta distal sot of one largo seta and 6 or 7 smaller sotae• Throe 
setae ()COW singly on outer border of endopodito, one on let article * 
placed near Uwe of a pencil srhich itself lacks setae, aid 2 on all 
article: Apex of onlopedito ends in a tuft of setae. Endito is 
sub-quadrangular and has a trausvorso indentation across its ventral 
surface near apes. There is a spine on tuner side of =lite behind. 
this indentation. Ts ) oral teeth occur on otitor apical comer. A 
snail conical process, bearing a fey coarse setae, is set in an indentation 
in dorsal Surface near inner apical. corners Apical rejicti of =lite 
bears very short* scattered setae. 
&alga. 'irat optima's aro rounded antoriorly and only 
slightly produced forvards. Posterior borders of lot to 3rd sop:lents 
are alcost straight and thar pootorlar ancleo are tanatarroundoi. 
Epimora of 4th segt3ent are wry sliEht347 produced bachwards, thoir 
posterior angles are diotinctly right,-ontled, (Epinara of 3rd to 5th 
00, .atsare figerol, fij. 126), Epinora of 5th to 7th pocnonts are 
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more 'markedly directed tackwards with their posterior angles sub-acute. 
Seventh peroial epimera do not extend back beyond4tb eegment of goon. 
Dorsal surface of poreion is smooth except for a longitudinal 
groove near lateral border of each epimeron. Number of gland pores 
opening into each groove lies between 23 and 32. Pores are rare 
=prow in anterior half, fever in third quarter, and absent from 
posterior quarter of 	There is a row of spines above inner 
edge of groove. (Epimeron of 4th segment of pereion is figured, fig. 127). 
On dorsal mews, tergites have a covering of scales and also bear 
scattered spines. One of these spines consists of a central seta 
surrounded by a sheath, basal part of which is expanded on each side. 
Scale-setae are present on lover edge of lateral bonier* of aegmente. 
Scale part of one of these scale-setae is Invad and sul).triangular, with 
sides curved out and apex sharplz. pointed. 
Pqniono4s. First leg (fig. 128)s- Carps is broadened 
dorso-ventrall7 so that its lower border is curved outwards. Propodos 
is not broadened; its upper and lower borders are almost straight. 
Most of spines on leg eaoh. consist of an outer sheath and a central seta. 
In all but one of the large Opines along under surface of log, apex of 
sheath is divided into 4 points. Spine nearest distal end of oarpos 
differs in having its sheath divided into a greater number of points, 
at least 14 altogether, which are arranged sip:metric:04 on each side 
of its central oats. Spinas on under surface of meros and carpos are 
too scattered to appear as a brush. Spatulate acales occur on under 
surface of =pots, near its distal end, and an area on anterior surface 
above them is covered with long setae. Simple spines occur on peoxtral 
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part of under surface of propodos. Anterior Surface of carpos, (with 
exception of setose area), and that of propodos, exhibit a covering of 
large, projecting, bulbar:Ay-sloping scales. A smeller area of such 
scales occurs on tinier surface of soros. DaolVios bears several long 
settee, aid end' in a broad terminal claw with a such narrower accsssory 
slaw bolov it. 
(tarpon of 2nd leg is only slightly broadsned dorscaventrally. 
In 3rd to 7th legs, **nos is not broadsned, hence its upper and lower 
borders are not curved. The rulti-pointod spine, epaulette **ales end 
area of sots* at distal and of carpos, and the simple spimee on urder 
surface of propodos, are not repeated on 2nd to 7th legs. Areas of 
large, backwardly. .eloping scales occur on meros, carpos and propodos of 
2nd leg and on carpool of 3rd leg, but are lament from 4th to 7th legs. 
)4aale pyken. Conaial in outline with its spec sub-acute. 
Its two duets rennin distinct and open urder a flap on its dorsal 
surface. 
122211* length (along sdAt-lino)i 1.70 us.; breadth (across 
3rd sogment)e 1.80 sm. Pleon is abruptly nu-rower than pereiOn. 
Pion= of 3rd to 5th segments are very small, acuts, and produced 
backwards; they are visible in dorsal view. Tersdnal segment is 
triangular with its latorol, borders not incurred eux1 its apex bluntly 
rounded. Dorsal mese* of pleon is emooth. Tergites bear scales and 
spines like those on pardon, but scele-lietem are not present along 
their lateral borders. 	• 
Vasa. First pleopod (fig, 129):- Outer side of 
protopodite is produced to form a large oval lots. Etopodito im 
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with its posterior border slightly incurved and its apical angle sharply 
rounded. Cotbaike groups of setae occur on and near imier border, 
and there are a few :Opines on posterior border. 
Fourth pleopodt.•lobe on protopodite is much shorter than 
in 3rd pleopod, Eropodite is sub-quadrangular. 
Fifth pleopodt. Lobe on protopodite is very small. 
Bzopodite is an 	angular with its apex sharply rouoded. Comb-like 
groups of setae occur on both lateral border* and also fora a band of 
setae acrosa dorsal surface near apex. There are a few spines on - 
outer border. 
=WA. Frotopodits'enstenis beyond apex of terminal segment 
for about 1/5 of its own length; there is lo'ngitudinal groove down its 
outer surface. Insertion of emlopodite is anterior to that of exopodites 
distance separating insertions of exopodite and endopodites 0415 mm. 
Both null are conical, both bear scattered :opines and end in a tuft of 
long setae. There is a longitudinal groove down outer surface of 
exopodite and another down inner surface of endopodite. Greatest 
length of protopoditet 0.55 =4 length of remit exopodite 142 tam4b, 
endopodite 044 me 
• Female. 
length of largest specimens 10.0 tam.1 breadths /..8 tam. 
Female differs from male in the following structures:. 
Perelopodes. Carpos of lot and 2111 legs is not broadened 
011 1st leg, rvIti.pointed spine, opatulate scales 
and area of setae at distal end of carpos, and sirkple spines on propodos, 
are present as in 1st leg of rale, bat there axe no areas of large 
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backtardly-sloping scales on meros, carpets and propodos. Such scales 
are also absent from 2nd and 3rd legs. 
First pleowel (fig. 131)1. Exopodito is edb-tzieuviLar with 
its outer border shallowly incurred, although the inward curvature is 
more pronounced than in 1st exopodite of male, and its apex sharp
runded. Its anterior border exhibits a fold near outer angle. One 
or 2 spines occur on outer border near apex. EndopodLte is not 
developed. 
Second pleopodt. Exopodite is sub.triangular with its outer ,  
border almost straight and its apex more bluntly rounded than that of 
2nd =moat° of male. Comb-like groups of setae occur along its 
inner border and there are a few spines on outer border near apex. A 
sub-triangular lobe, projecting back from timer posterior corner of 
protopodite, possibly represents an andopodite. 
Third and fourth pleopodst. Posterior borders of exopodites 
are almost straight and their apical angles are more hilmtly rounded 
than those of corresponding exopodites of male. 
, 	Tvne loottliWt. This deocription is based on specimens found 
under stones and among fallen leaves, mostly of eucalypt and dogwood, 
on a damp hillside at Notley Gorge, west of the %%mar River. Specimens 
were collected on the following dates:. 26th Ney, 1956, 4 males, 
3 females; 26th December, 1956, 3 females; 16th june, 1957, 1 male, 
5 femalet; 9th August, 1957, 42 males, 57 females. 
Other localities:. Other specimens were found among damp 
fallen leaves around the base of a eucalypt at Proopect, near Launceston. 
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Varlations.  
The intensity of pigmentation varies so that in some 
specimens the tackgreund colour of the dorsal surface is almost 
uniformly dark. In some specimens the true hymn coloration en the 
dorsal surface is replaced by orange-brown on the epinera of the 
porreion and the pleura and terminal segment of the plow. In °there 
the background colour of the dorsal surface is entirAy orange.brown. 
Plvmochilospig sictLe 	nap. 
Fig. 125. 	Distal part of right maxilliped s ventral view. 
Fig. 126. 	Daft epimera of 3rd to 5th segments of pereions 
dorso-lateral view. 
Pig. 127. 	Daft epimeran of 4th segment of pereion s dorsal 
views showing gland pores. 
Fig. 128. 	Distal part of left let leg of male s anterior VISV. 
Fig. 129. 	Right let geopal of male s dorsal view. 
Fig. 130. 	Distal part of endopodite of right let pleopod of 
males ventral view. (Position of papillae =dorsal 
surface is indicated by dots). 
Fig. 131. 	Right let pleopod of female s ventral view. 
. 	 131 
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Zimblkus ulverstonensis nap. 
(Figs. 132430. 
Length of largest specimens 6.6 mm.; breadths 3.1 mos 
• 	 Colotir. Background colour of dorsal surface in live azdmal 
is light brown except for 3 longitudinal bands of dark tam on pereion, 
one in mid-lines and one on each side above bases of epimera, and for a 
bard of dark broisi on each side of plow:. Dark band down mid-line of 
pereion is muted by small =pigmented patches. There is a line of 
larger tutpigmented patches dote each of the two lateral dark bands, and 
other larger patchee on *plasm together form another row of spots down 
each side of pension. Cephelon, areas between dark tends on pereion, and 
middle region of pleon, are mottled with irregular, finpigmented patches. 
gulags. Surfs** of vertex is smooth. Frontal lino is 
not developed across middle of cephulon, but at the sides it is 
evident as a ridge in front of each es*. Supra-antennal line is 
present. Antenna: tubercles are sual, not visible in dorsal view. 
Wes are oval, compound, each compoeed of 19-22 ocelli. 
First antenna. Triartioulates 3rd article is conical and 
has several coarse setae on its inner surface and 2 long, coarse setae 
on its apex. 
amaigAggis. length of peduncles 3.05 mat.; length of 
5th article of patinae: MO sm.; length of articles of flagellums 
1st 0.55 sest., 2nd 0.40 tee., 3rd 0.53 an. Oi posterior surface of 
antenna, a longitudinal groove extends along lergth of 3rd to 5th articles 
of peduncle and all articles of flagellums. On distal border of each 
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of 2n1 to 5th articles of peduncle there is a large spine formed of 
a central seta and an outer sheath, split at the end into several points. 
All articles of antenna bear rove of shorter spines. Third artiole 
of flagellum ends in a long process formed of partly fused setae. 
Itgaags. left erodible:— Incisor process consists of a 
largo bifiol tooth with 2 simple teeth placed above it. racial*, bills 
ands in 3 teeth, lobe behind 3acin4a mobille has a dense covering of 
simple eetae and also bears 2 pencils of setae. 0120 other pencil 
occurs behind lobe. Molar portion is represented by a tuft of plumose 
eetae set on a common basal process. Right vandibles. Incisor process 
consists of a large bifid tooth with 2 simple teeth situated above it. 
Apex of lacinia mobiLto exhibits a pointed process on each cide with 
uneven ridges between the twa processes. There is one pencil of setae 
on saws lobe and one pencil behind lobe. liolar portion in like that 
of left mandible. 
First rAirals. Outer lobe ends in ID teeth forming an outer 
group of 4 simple teeth and inner group of 6 teeth, of which the 5th 
is simple and the rest are bifid. On ventral surface there are 2 
spines below bane of 4th simple tooth. Outer border of lobe is curved 
outwards; curved portion and margin distal to it are fringed with 
groups of setae. Inner lobe bears 2 thick setose processes; there is 
a short spine on its outer apical angle. 
See 	 Apex of maxilla its divided into 2 pub- 
rectangular lobes. Base of inner lobe is defined by a But= line. 
Apical region of Inner lobe has a dense covering of setae; that of 
outer lobe, except for a clear area in inner apical angle, ha() a sparser 
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posterior angles are bluntly pointed* Seventh epimem do not extend 
back beyond 4th segment of pleon. 
Dorsal surface of pereion Ss 61300th except for a longitudinal 
groove near lateral border of each epimeron. Number of gland pores 
opening into each groove lies between 3 and 6. Pores occupy,. 
anterior. third of groove and ate absent from its posterior two-thirds. 
There is a tow of spinets above inner edge of groove. (Epimeren of 
4th tere.te is nomad. fig. 133). Dorsal surface of tergitee hate 
a dense covering of scales and also bears scattered spines. One 
such spine consists of a central sett and an outer sheath. basal part 
of which is expanded On each aide. Scale-setae occur on lover edge 
of lateral temders of Segments. 'Scale part of one each sets (fig. 134) 
is sub.triangular, not especially broad, and has its sides curved out 
and its apex harply pointed. 
Reteloroods• First leg (fig. 135)t- Carpos and propodoe 
are not btoadened dorsowventrally, hence their upper and lower borders 
are scarcely curved. Majority of spines on 'leg each Consist of a 
central seta surrounded by an outer sheath. In all but one of large 
Spines on under surfacte of leg, apex of sheath its divided into 4 pants. 
Spine nest distal end.of earpoe differs in haVing its sheath divided 
into a greater number of points, at least 8 altogether. vilicia are 
arranged symeetrically on each side of itS central seta, Spines on 
under surface of Evros and carpos are too scattered to appear as a brush. 
large epatulath Scales occur on under surface of itarpos..near its distal 
end, and there is an area covered by long setae on anterior etutace 
abcrve them; simple spines occur on under surface of proximal part of 
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propodos. Areas of smaller, projecting, hyaline scales are Present 
on under surface of tyros, under and anterior surfaces of carpos, and 
anterior surface of propodos; these spines slope slightly forwards 
towarls distal end of article. Dactyl** bears several long setae, and 
west in a broad terminal claw with a much narrower accessory claw 
below it. 
Carpos and propodos of 2nd and 3 -r1 legs are not broadened 
dom.-ventrally. Multi.pointed spine, spatulate scales and area of 
setae at distal end of carpos, and simple spines on under surfed* of 
propodos, are not repeated on 2nd to 7th legs. Areas covered by 
projeeting !valise scales occur on =roe, earpos and propodcs of 2z4 
leg. on meros and car as of 3rd leg, and on zeros of 4th log. but 
are absent from 5th to 7th legs. 
Mama. Condeal with its apex Subacute. Its two 
duets remain distinct aid open under a flap on its dorsal sweats, 
ntana, length (along mi4-line)4 1.60 roc.; breadth (across 
3rd segment)s 1.65 mm. Pleon is ahrtkptly narrower then pereion. 
Pleura of 3rd to 5th segments are very smal1. acute and produced baclaarlas 
tbay are visible in dorsal view. Tormins1 segment is triangular with 
its lateral borders not incurred and its apex forming an obtuse angle. 
Donal surface of pleon bears scales and spines like those on melon, 
but scale-setae are not present on lateral borders of segments. 
ntallilit• First Ple0P3d (fig. 336)1- Outer side of 
protopodita is produced to form a large oval lobe. Bompodite is 
sub-triangular sd.th its outer border deeply incurved end its apex 
aub-aoute; its anterior border exhibits a fold near outer angle. 
II 
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Comb-like groups of setae are present on and near inner border, and 
spines occur along posterior border. 
Fourth pleopods. Jobe at inner posterior corner of 
protopodite is very short. EXopodite is sub-quadrangular. 
Fifth pleopodt. Inner posterior corner of protopodite is 
scarcely drawn out to. form a lobe. Exopodito is sub-triangular 
with its apex sub-acute. Comb.-like groups of setae occur on both 
lateral borders of exopodite and are also present on an area of its 
dorsal surface near apex. There are a few spines =outer border. 
Mkuga. Frotopodite projects beyond apex of terminal 
segment for about 1/5 of its oun length; there 10 a longitudinat. groove 
down its outer surface. Insertion of endopodite is anterior to that 
of exopodite; distance separating insertions of exopodite and 
endopodites 0.1 min. Beth rant are conical, both tear spines and have 
a terminal tuft of long setae. There is a longitudinal groove down 
outer surface of exopodite and another down Inner surface of endopodite. 
Greatest length of protopodite; 0.56 mm.) length of ramis exopodite 
2400 mm., •ndopodite 0.53 sm. 
leap 
length of largest specimens 746 mm.; tavedtbs 3.6 UM6 
Female differs from male lathe following structures:. 
Fereiopodst- On let leg, multi.pointed spine, large spatulate 
scales and area of setae at distal end of carpoe, and pimple spines on 
under surface of propodos, are presentee in let leg of male, but there 
are no areas of smaller projecting, hyaline scales on meros, carpos and 
propodos. Such scales are also absent from 2nd to 4th legs. 
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First pleopod (fig, 139)t. Exopodite is sub-triangular with 
its outer border deeply incurved and its apex sharply rounded; its 
anterior border exhibits a fold near outer angle. There are a few 
spines in outer border near apex. Errlopodite is not developed. 
Second pleopodt* ibmpodite is sub-triangular with its outer 
border slightly ineurved and its apex sharply rounded but not markedly 
elongated. Comb-like groups of setae occur on its inner border and 
there are a few spines on its outer border. A rounded, sub-triangular 
lobe* projecting backwards from inner posterior corner of protopodite, 
possib4r represents an endopodite. 
Third and fourth pleopodst- Exopodites have their posterior 
borders only slightly incurved, and their apical angles are less 
elongated posteriorly and less sharply rounded than those of corresponding 
exopociites of sale. 
Sabit44. 
Zzajagalits. This description is based on epecimens found 
iinder stones and among plant dobris on the ground ireediately inland 
from a beach at West laverstone, Specimens were collected on the 
following deaf:. 30th 14sy• 1956, 37 males, 59 females; 26th January, 
1958. 25 males. 53 females. 
Oftr loc4itiess. Other specimens were found under trailing 
plants growing on a tank above the el bore at Roaring Beach, South Arm, 
in soutb-eastern Tasmania. 
Variati9ns. Background colour of dorsal surface in some 
specimens is a moderately dark brown, hit the three bands on the 
pereion rezain distinctly darker. In some apecimens zany of the 
unpigmented patches =the lighter brawn regions are confluent so 
that the unpigmented areas are very extensive: In some specimen0 
the true brown pigmentation of the .0 	surface is replaced by 
orange-brown on the epimera of the pereion and on the pleura and apical 
part of the terminal segment of the pleon4 
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Plynoshilgoola ulzmta_ne2Lsiz nap. 
Pig* 332. 	Distal part of left namtllipedt ventral view.. 
Fig. 133. 
Fig. 134. 
Fig. 135. 
Fie. 136. 
Right opiraeron of 4th segrent of Damien* dorsal views 
aiming gland pores. 
Scale-aota on lateral border of let segaent of pereion, 
dorsal view. 
Distal part of left 1st leg of na1e, anterior view. 
Left lot pleopod of mac e dorsal viev. 
Fig. 137. 	Distal part of endopodite of left 1st pleopod of w , 
ventral view. (Position of pap  1c  on dorsal surface 
is indicated try dots). 
Fig. 138. 	left 2nd pleopod of male, ventral view. 
Pig. 139. 	Left 1st pleopod of female, ventral view. 
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The characters of the family axe defined by Edney' (1953, 
11. 76) au follow's. 
olarce animals with compOuni eyes and pseudotracheae. 
Epimera very well developed and often expanded laterally and posterior3,y. 
Flagelluaalamys with two distinct segments, head often with welt-
developed lateral and frontal lobes. Rami of the uropods usually 
visible from above though the endop3dites maybe neatly totally 
concealed by the telson, which li often strongly produced - 	-; the 
exopodites way different in shape from the cailopodites. Animals 
adapted to live in drier conditions than the Oniscidae or Trichoniscidae.' 
GOMIS Letwat2 latreille 1804. 
The characters of the genus are defined by Sara (1899, p. 176) 
as foLlowas. 
*Body malt more or less depressed* with the lateral parts 
lamellarly expanded. Cephalon partly flanked by the side-.plates of 
the let segment of mes000me, lateral lobes well developed, frontal 
lobe sore or less projecting, and distinctly defined from the epistorxi. 
Metasome not abruptly contracted, epimeral plates of 3r1 to 5th 
•egments prominent and recurred; laot segment conically produced. 
Eyes, as a rule, wall developed, oubdorsal. Antennae moderately 
slender, with the flagellum composed of 2 articulations only. (Ira 
parts norma1... Tags gradually increasing in length posteriorly, last 
pair in bale sometimes differing from that in female. °permler plates 
of the 2 anterior pairs of pleopoda, and sometimes also of the 3 
succeeding pairs, provided with distinct air-cavities. Copulative 
organs of male of a t34rAiltir structure to that in Ziaup. Uropoda 
•distinctly projecting, outer rams lanceolate, inner much emaller, 
linear, and originating far in front of the former." 
It is noted that Verhoeff (1917, p• 213) restricts genus 
Force3.1io to species having pseudotracheae present only in the let and 
2nd pleopods. Verhoeff Is subdivisions of Po;vel.lio Latreille are 
retained as distinct genera ty Vardel (1945), but are ranked as 
sub-genera 'kr Edney (1953)• As genus ZweaM2 is not native to 
Tasmania, I do not propose to try to assess these differences of 
opinion, but prefer in the present paper to recognise the genus in its 
wider sense, as it is defined by Sam 
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jugstat9P 	gjaase 	Latreille 1804. 
(Figs. 140-141). 
81212-Neg• Poke°Ailt MAWS Niers 1876. 
Further froonyezr is given by' Budde-Lund (1085 pp. 129-330 
and Richardson (1905, pp. 621.622). 
yorcellio mita is a cosmopolitan species which has presumably 
been introduced into Tasmania. Tasmanian specimens are therefore 
not described in detail in ths present paper. Descriptions of 
R. sceber are given in previous litemture, e.g. Blidde-Lund (1885, 
pp. 129-131), Sara (1899, pp. 2.76-177, pl. 77) Richardson (1905 
pp. 62144). 
The following account of characters which ray be examined without 
dissecting the antral, is given here . to enable Z. ember to be 
distinguished from other species of Oniscoides represented in Tasmania. 
Length of largest male specimen; 13 mm.; breadths 6 nu. 
Length of largest female specimens 12.5 mm.; breadths 6 :am. 
Dorsal surface of live animal is dark grey except for lighter 
grew epimera of pereion and pleura of ploon. Anit1a is not able to 
enroll. 
Frontal line of cophalon (fig. 240) le produced into 
median and lateral lobes. Median lobs is sub.triangular with its 
apex bluntly rounded; lateral lobes are sub-quadrangular with corners 
rounded. Vertex is covered with large irregular tubercles. Wes 
are compound. Second article of peduncle of 2nd antenna (fi g. 140) 
is markedly dilated on inner side. Flagellum is biarticulate; 
172 
length of articles: lot 0.63 cm., 2nd 0.67 tat. 
Epirasea of coral= axe large and lamellar. Posterior 
borders of each of 1st to 3rd epipera exhibit a deep, curved indentation; 
those of 4th to 7th opimera are not deeply' indented tut slope backwards 
in a shallow curve. Posterior/al:v:1es of all segment: are sub-acute. 
Dorsal surface of pereion bears numerous large, irregular tuterclea. 
neon is not abrupt4 narrower than perelm. Pleura of 
3rd to 5th segments of Aeon are large, lamellar, and directed backwards; 
those of 3rd segment are sub-crascentiC in shape, those of 4th and 
5th Dogmata are sub-rectangular. Terminal oegomat (fig. 141) is 
dub-triangular with its lateral borders deop17 incurval and apex 
sub-acute. Its dorsal surface has a shallow,longitudinal indentation. 
All segmente of pleon bear tubercles which are smaller than those on 
cephalon and pereion. 
Pseudotracheae are present in exopodites of let and 2nd 
pleopods. Exopodite of =pod (fig. 141) to lanceolate, 'terminal in 
its position on protopodite. Endopodite is sub.oAindtieal and is 
inserted on inner side of protopodite near its base. In female, rant 
of uropod are shorter in relation to protopodite than in male. Lengths 
in a male specimen: protopodite (along inner border). 0.75 mm., 
exopodite 1.57 mm., eadopodite 0.75 um. Lengths Ina female opecimen: 
protopodite Wong inner border), 041 ut,. exopodito 2,00 ntle. 
endopodite 0.68 Ea. 
Habitat. 
These oteervations are based on apecimens collected on 22nd 
March, 1956, frcounder pieces of crumbling sandstone on the face of a 
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&walla& cabor iatroilio. 
Fig. 140. 	0apha1ons 2nd antennae amd 1st ooGment of porolon, 
dorsal view. 
Fie. 141. 	Fifth and torminal ac ants of plc= and nropods of 
male, dorsal 140116 
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Farn 	ligeaf 
The characters of the family are (Zefined Edney (1953, 
p. GO as follow:- 
*Body stronAr convex, integeront usually smooth; capable 
of rolling into a tall. Frontal lobe or ocutellum of head very 
strongly developed. Frontal and postscratellar earl= present either 
Dimly or together. Antemao short, the flagellum of two oegments. 
Anterior margin of the endopodite of the raw411 4ped . ncro-ci1iatedo with 
a number of stout, dentiforra processes. Eimera well-doveloped but 
not avanded laterally at alls, thooe of the lot segment strongly 
produced anteriorly ao islar as the anterior targin . of the head. Outline 
of the pleon contingous with that of the pereion. UroPods short, not 
projecting beyond the telson, their ondopodites greatly expanded laterally 
,so that they and the telson form a convex covering round the pooterior 
end of the animal, continuous laterally with the optima; the ordopoditos 
slightly expanded, usually Completely' bidden from above by the tolsone- - - . 
Legs rather short, lot two pair° of pleopods with paeudotracheae. 
Nu le genitaliu not very different from thooe of the Oniacidae • though- the 
endopodites of the let pair are often otrongly divergent posteriorly, 
' or the tips are butt out Jards-. - - 
Presumably the stater.ont 'their ondopodites greatly expanded 
laterally" etc., applies illatead to the exopoditee of the uropoie. 
The two glmera oroaaity AriiidiUi1tithe repreeented in 
TLIemania ray be distinguished as follows:- 
Eyes corvound; posterior angle of 1st seetacat of paroles' 
(*ire, not aort 	 . •■•• - wUUid&u11 Branit. 
Eyes simple; posterior =ale of let segment of pereion 
cleft   gam Budde—lund. 
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GOM26 	gdiMgaie Brandt 11333 . 
The characters of the genua are defined by Sara (1899, 
p. 188) as follows:- 
"Body oblong or elliptical in form, very canvos, and capable 
of being rolled up into a perfect ball. Cephalon with the front 
dietinctl.y marginate, lateral lobes rounded, and aha.rply defined at 
the taw. Bpistome vertical, forming above a triangular shield, 
advancing more or leap beyond the frontal edge. side-plates of let 
segment of mesosomo large, aecuriform, not incised behind. tietaaome 
semicircular, with the edges continuous throughout; lost eegment 
quadrangular or triangular in form, not extending beyond the limits of 
the epimeral plates of the penultimate segment* Byes distinct, lateral. 
Antennula,e with the terminal joint but little produced. Antennae, 
as a rule, not attvining half the length of the body, penultimate 
peduncular joint scarcely longer than the 2nd; flagellum biartionlate. 
Opercular plate:: of only the first 2 pairs of pleopoda with air-cavitioo. 
Uropoda vezy short, with the basal part broad, lamellar, outer rams 
spatulate inner narrow, cylindric.* 
It is noted that Edney (1953, p. 88)- in defining genus 
&Mai11$g--42, states; "Wes conVouni." 
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• keLIX Mae vulAare ( iatroilie lax) nune-adtazda 2240. 
(Figs. 142443). 
amszEr. 	 Latreille 1804. 
...4al4tain 0A:dent:stun: Haswell 1882, 
Further erynonyuy is given Iv Budde-Lund (1885, pp. 67-68). 
ftwAllatsi magg2 is a cosmopolitan species which has 
presumably been introduced into Tasmania. Tasmanian specimens are 
therefore not described in detail in the present paper. Descriptions 
Of A. lam are given in previous literature, e.g. Budde-Lwx1 
(1885, pp. 66-68) Sara (1899, pp. 189-190, pl.. 82), Richardson (1905, 
pp 666.668). 
The rollcrwing account of characters which Day be examined 
without dissecting the animal, is given here to enable A. mgam 
to be distinguished from ether species of Oniscoidea represented in 
Tasmania:- 
Length of largest rale specimens 33 DU; breadth: 6 lem. 
Length 	largest female spools:ens 15 imu.j. breadths 7 mu. 
There is a etexual difference in colour of mature animals. 
Dorsal surface of live male specimen is black, that of live female 
specimen is !settled in dark and light brown. 
Body. is strongly convex dorsally, and animal is able to enroll. 
Dorsal surface of cephalon and body is not Gatos*. 
Vertex of cephalon (fig. 142) is broad and flattened. 
Frontal line is produced into small, right-angled, lateral lobes. 
Antenrary lobe on each side is ra.i.sed into a ridge which is visible in 
pg 
0 
I 1,4  0 
.43 
10 wales and 5 feealee were obtained. 
Other specimens were found in gardens in Launceston, under 
stones on Queen's Domain and in the University Park, Hobart, and in 
debris on ledges of a cliff above the shore at Tinderbox. 
Bemis& 
Haswell (1882, p. 279) includes Tasmania in the distribution 
of his new species, hinallajag sutdentatum. His descriptien of 
this species is brief and is not accompanied by figures. However, as 
the only species of Armadillidium which I have found in Tasmania is 
A. vuleare, and the characters of this species agree with the 
information on A. subdentatum given by Haswell, I consider it very 
probable that At stagatalma Haswell is a synonym of A. xagsm 
(latreille). 
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Arratdillidixag mama (Iatreille). 
Fig. 142. 	Cephalons 2nd antennae and 1st segment of pereton, 
dorsal view. 
Fig. 143. 	Fifth and terminal aegments of pleon and uroPods, 
dorsal view. 
a 
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Genus EWA Budde.lard 1885. 
=sum. gam Budde.lund 1879, 
The characters of the genus are defined *Collin& 
• 	 (1922, pp. 103-1010) as follows. 
*Body oblong.ovate, strongly convex, setose, and closely 
and minutely punctured. Gephalon strongly marginate, with median and 
lateral lobes; epistome with sloping dorsal portion and keeled. 
Eyes (simple, very small. Antennulae small, 3.jointed, terminal 
joint conical. Antennae somewhat short, fla 	bkaticulate. 
Pleural plates of mesosomatic segments 2.7 slightly excavate 
anteriorly, ventral margin indentate on segments 240, truzate on 6-7. 
Coxopodite of first segment separated from the pleuron and farming 
a notch on the posterior margin. Telma triangular, width greater 
than the length, not extending beyond the nropoda. Uropoda short, 
extending slightly b-ond the W=1 basipodite robust, thickened, 
antero.dorsal surface expanded, articulating ventro-anteriorin 
exopodite flattened, expanded, laminate; endopodite etyliform, 
elongated.! 
181 
szalejug (i1ier° 1877) Collinge 1917. 
(Figs. 144446). 
22Emaz. Maaaldka cao3.atuxaMen  1877. 
Elura alEIZESIMA Buddb-lund 1879, Atra*Bld• 
Egus jammsera Budde-Lund 1885, 
According to Coiling° (1922, pp. 105-106), the distribution 
of Um sags includes French Guiana, sons Western European 
countries, Algeria, certain Atlantic Iolanda' and the Nicobar Iolanda. 
I have seen no record of the °ream from the Aw3tntlian region. 
As ay Tasmanian specimens of Z. caelatum were found in or near populated 
areas, it seems likely that the species has been introduced into 
Tasmania. Taetaxiian specimens are therefore not deecrited in detail 
in the present paper. Descriptions, of j. =gam are given in 
previous literature, e.g. Budde-laud (1885, pp. 48-49), Collings 
(1922, 	10,4406: pl. 8),  EdnaV* (3.953, 1:4?. 94-95, figs. 161.344). 
The fallowing account of characters which ray be examined 
without dissecting . the animal, is given here to enable I., paea na  
to be distinguished from other species of Oniscoidea represented in 
Tasmania. 
/math of largest male epeeimens 9 m.; breadths 4 ram. 
length of largest female (specimens 10.5 zmug breadths 4.5 mis. 
Dorsal surface of live animal , is clerk pinkish-brown except 
for lighter pink epim.sra of pereion axxl pleura of pleon. Body is 
strongly convex dorsally and animal 10 able to enroll. Dorsal surface 
of cephetlon and body has a dense covering of setae. 
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position on protopodite. Endopodite is subcylindrimal k slightly 
constricted at its basal end,. and is inserted on inner side of 
protopodite near base of the latter. 
Habitat.  
These observations are based onspecimens found under stones 
on Queen's Domain, Hobart. Examples were collected on 4th June, 1956, 
and 19th July, 19561 a total of 12 males and 12 tension being obtained. 
Other specimens .were found among decaying vegetation in 
gardens in Launceston and Hobart, under atones in the University Park, 
Hobart, and at Collinsvale,and in debris on ledges of a cliff above the 
shore at Tinderbox.. 
&mg/glitz) has not previously been recopied from Tasmania. 
/maim. 
Budde-Lund (1885, p. 49) suggests that his species, HJ Im 
_gramma, is perhaps not different from imisag mlatieg 
Niers 1877, but he is not prepared to consider the symomywe these 
tr.e speces as definite. This synonymy is confirmed by Collings 
(1917a, 	115),(1922) . 
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Elam ast&lim (Miers). 
Fig. .114. 	Cephalon, "2nd antemme and lst segment of pereion, 
dorsal view. 
Fig. 145.' 	left ()Ammon of 1st segment of pereion, dorso-lateral 
view. 
Fig. 146. 	Fifth and terminal segments of pleon and uropods, 
dorsal view. 
144 
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Falai ly 	 
Members of family ArmadilLtdae exhibit the following 
characteres. 
Body capable of being enrolled. Cephalon very short and 
broad. Flagellum of 2nd antenna biarticulate. Pseudotracheae 
present in exopodites of first four pairs ot all five pairs of 
pleopods. Terminal segment sub-quadrangular with its lateral borders 
incurred. Interval between terminal segment and 5th pleuron of piece 
on each side occupied by a lobe of protopodite of uropod. Exopodite 
of uropod reduced in size and situated on, or tolards inner side of, 
lobe of protopodite. 
The two genera of family Arnadi3-1idae represented in Tasrania 
ray be distinguished as follows:. 
Posterior angle of let epimeron of pereion entire * not 
*left; lobe on =der surface of let epimaron completely 
separated from epimeral border 	- 	Brandt,  
s.str. after Verhoeff. 
Posterior angle of let epimeron of pereion cleft; inner 
lobs, formed by cleft, continuous with lateral border of 
Opimerc)n, 	AO MO OW ASO ■•• 	. - 	atmajlig Verhoeff. 
185 
Genus 	Branit 1333, sistr. after Verhoeff 1926. 
WeSag" .32.2.-4112 Varhoaff .1926. 
jamal ago section VI, Budde-Ixmd 1964. 
• 
	 ? Megjast, section VIII, Budde-lunti 1904 an WO. 
Buds-Innd (1904) groups species of Arcadillidao in tut) 
genera, abgE1112 Dana 1852 andbmaillig Brandt 18331 at the eame tams 
he alters the limits of both. He divides asWELLUainto thirteen 
sectionsandUsscial into seven sections., He refers to each one of 
sections II, VI mini of Madjalig as Cubaris Brandt (in part). 
He (p. 97) designates %ma= maw Br.' (= .9.,, Mala Brandt 1833) 
as the type species of section VI of  
Verhoeff (1926, pp. 251, 259) considers thASpherillo and 
jimgdAllg can not be clearly separated on the characters which Budde-Lund 
(1904) uses to distinguish them. In bar) to genera of ArradilLidae 
from Neu Caledonia (pp. 252-258) he restricts 4MO2.19, igbadatili 
(which he (pa 250) prefers to spell as Agbaulag) and Maga Budde-Innd 
1913, and establishes nine new genera. He states (14 259) that all of 
these genera except 	Verhoeff 1926 belong in the group which 
he refers to as %Emma 4.10043a2a2 B.L. He su_gests (pl. 256) 
that three of his new genera, and1112, jodalajall 	and Itmajeak, 
should possiblq be grouped as sub-genera.ofitzags in the wider sense. 
Verhoeff (pp. 275-276) compares his new genus Nesoilllo with . 
Ihidds-Inndls (1904) sections of likalagt and refers it to section 
VIII. Of the nine species comprising this section be places four in 
other new genera; wt. bifrons, (Budde.Iand MO in baluilialiak 
Verhoeff1926 (p. 274). andfth. Apili,§Ada,nerkinai (Dollfus 1900)1 
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• and albs inaLtUg Budde-Lard 1904 in  xaiii10 Verhoeff 1926 
(p. 256). Ho etatee that the remainders i.e. alb. speeiaans 
(Dana 1853)1 §1b* WM-4Mb iElla litieViso Dana 1853; la. asaklaadku 
(Wade-Lund 180) and latiaigmagek Budde-lund 1904, probably, but 
do not definitelys belong in Ilespdillo. Verhoeff considers that of 
the nine apecies of §gadag established ty llahrberg 49224 only tip, 
Sjat limeade and at.  rgonkaeg, can poitilt4 be included in 
2212=2. Verhoeff aseigns to assZtiajg nine species which he 
designates as nom 
Herold (1934 p. 319) states that Miliaria gam Brandt mot 
be included in au= Verhoeff, and he names it as figsgagasa mina 
(Brdt.). 
Jackson (1933a. p. 90). (1933, pp. 157-199) identifies 
pesodiljo azaa Verhoeff 1926 with gatzta =Us Brandt and (p. 159) 
states that the genial 3esodi1419 rust therefore be abandoned in favour 
of Cubarie Brandt. Thio is necessary as Q.  garla is the type species 
of the only one of Badde.kuld*s sections of ikmidia& which is still 
associated with Cubans. 
Verteeff (1938 p. 12) at first accepts Jacksonso eynoamy, 
althouGh he incorrectly retains the gmeric max= Ihmallg. and refers 
tog. maga sag. Emangs. atevers in postscript to this same 
paper. he (pp. 13.41) rejects the synagym7 of the tuo species and 
retains 11. jasdim as diatinct froral. =Am. 
Jackson (1941, p. 3) otates that as Domaine* lvVerhoeffis 
(1930) admissions contains Q. =jab then iliagalalia and Cubaris are 
synonyms, and adds that genus Worts is thus cleari,y defined by both 
Brandt and Verhoeff aid mast be used only in this restricted sense. 
Referring to Verhoeffos claim that 9,4 nal& and I. maim are distinct 
Jackson (pp. 16-17) states that an examination of =emus specimens of 
the former in the British Mose= suggests that Verhoef6 points of 
difference axe not eufficiently constant to justify separation of the 
species. lie th.erefore retains his earlier synolvair. 
Vaniel (1945, p. 254) refers to genus gulaiEUI as stalkSai 
(= Nesod4134 Verhoatf)", but adds that the genera =u].
BuddsIend and Liagagglig Verhoaff may perhaps be joined with this 
genus. I propose to follow Jackson (1941) in classing Ilwagas and 
jitulanalit, and also ikeeijodillo Verhoeff, as genera distinct from 
Dubaris, e.str. 
Verboeff (1926) defines as0,1112 by peens of two keys to 
genera of Arreelillidae. In older to set down the generic charactors 
ein a more compact form I propose the following diagnosis of Cubarie 
sostr. (= Nesodilio) which is based on information on Newell° given 
by Verhoeff in his key (pp. 252-256), 	(pp. 256.458)• key to 
sub-families of Ameadillislae (pp. 263-264) and renarki on the genus 
,(pp. 275-277). 
ri2a242.11aataiii• 
Frontal line of cephalon forms only a low ridge which is 
straight or curved, but is neither drawn out into protuberancee 
(cf. agejactiala Varhoeff 1926) nor longitudinalkv furrowed in the 
mid-line (cf. =am pride-Lind 19)3, Verhoeff 1926 sastr.). Second 
antennae are slenderly built with their greater part projecting out from 
cephalon. Dorsal surface of animal is araooth, rugose or tuberculate, 
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t 34,01zo ciplz30. Pont or bottlers of lot to 6th ooGoonto of 
paroion are coro or loop 4eep3,y 12ICUTV0d on each oi,do, that of 7th 
oogcont to otraight or ()hallo* incurred on each aid°. Pootorlor 
angle of let ogdnoron =tiro, not aloft. if a onall lobo or tooth 
is pr000nt on undor surface of lot opinoron it is not vioiblo from 
the outor side s, curl it does not fora a continuation of ogdmoral bordort, 
t t totlistinctly ronovod frown boreer. If a irnris lobe or tooth is 
prooent on under surfaco of 2nd epinoron it does not project beyond 
opinoral bordar. Pronotua io broad, attoinW 1/5 to .1/4 of length of 
entire Unita. Tor-Jima cogrint is oithor conotricted in the rzdale 
or not Constrictod. Doroal surfaco of to: 	is not kosiod 
(of. amaaaactUa Vorhooff 1926). Posterior' bordor of torzaina3. oorv_ent 
• Jo bluntly rounded or otraight or ohallouly incurved in the Centre, but 
is not doop3y incised in the Did-line (cf. Schism/MI° Vorhoeff 1926 and 
Laatingligliag bifrons  (Budde.lund 1C85) Vorhoarg 1926). PacoPoda 
occupy considerably EOM than 1/3 of breadth, of pleon. rzopoelitoo 
of all ploopodo p000000 wousiotrachoae. atopoditoo aro not dividod 
into layers (of. dbatUnimala 1410113018w 1932): Brocdth of anterior 
border of wotopodito of =pod* 52 eater than long% of outer border 
of grotopodito, is not noro than 5/4 tires the lattor (cf. 2pjaaUdiasz 
Verhooff 1926). /math of banal =race of proctor/oat) occupies not 
noro than 3/3 length of entire protopodito. Inner Under of grotopodite 
is incurved • but not anadarly indented near incertion of =potato 
(of. =big). Outor olple of protopoidito io not pemSaced outtardo to 
fora a triangular lobo (cf. MgEbWala Vorhooff 1926). Egopodito of 
uropod varies in 1e46,7ths bit if it to wry abort (loop than half breadth 
of lobe of prototodite), then the free lobe of protopoclite, 'mound 
on its inner bolder up as far as lateral indentation of terminal 
seven% is longer than it is broad across the ad.ddle 	ADEVAl2 
Brandt 1833, Verhoeff 1926 sate.). lanpodite is inzierted on dorsal 
surface of protopodite and is distinctly removed from Inner border of 
latter. Surface of protopodite is not elevated posterior to exopoditc. 
(of. Acarrtodillp Verhoeff 1926). 
ansava• aista =a Braun 11333* 
When Verhoeff states that the terminal Dement is n3t keeled, 
interpret a keel as being a sharply defined ridge, such as he (1926, 
fig. 74) figures for Itlaegalta larldrbersti Verhoeff 1926, and not a broad, 
blunt elevation, extending down only a part of the length of the 
segment, such as occurs in the Tasmanian species which I assign to 
2a1411 satr• 
All species assigned to balistla by Verhoeff (1926, 1928k. 1936, 
1938, 1944, 1946), Jackson (1930, 1931) and Herold (1931) are 
automatically included in Cubaris s.str. It is noted that Verhoeff 
(1946) designates as new I. lama, E.rag suldasta and E. gpjalagaVEg/ 
sub. pp. mailligg. However these are already established in 1946, as 
a kw which distinguishes 1. lama and 2, tenssasarinats from other 
species assigned to beggitak, and a comparison of A. suculawzd 
sub. Sp. Wigs& loith E. isisUsaged Verhoeff 1924, are piablished 
in an earlier paper (Verhoeff 19421). 
The species of Uhlajag which Verhoeff (1926) suggests ray 
belong in Nesodillq mtzst also be considered here. Chilton (1910b, p. 290) 
lists flak judamage (Budde-land) as a arynonym of bba, igisajaa Dem. 
190 
Information given in the =Leine descriptionsof §jaba, =Wm* 
pjakt. magolamit (Dana) and lab. kaagamat Budde.lArd is net sufficient 
to justify the transference of these species to aikab 126 leti,terris 
Dana (1853, es 724 	47, rig. 44) is described and figured as having 
a rectangular notch in the inner border of the protopodite of the uropod, 
sixi is therefore excluded from ZaliaeM coati*. I agree with Verhoeffls 
suggestion that 	Emma& Wahrberg and §26 zufonieer Wahrberg 
may possibly be included in Resodillo, and consequently in Cavite a.str. 
Besides species originally placed insitagja. Jackson 
(19410 pp. 16.17) include. in Cuberpi s•da% the folloodng species ie. 
ki  Aglaia (Escbscholts 18:0), I. JAMMU (Dais" 1880 ard  
ga. Wawa Stebbing 19001, Tbe sYmme7W i• Utak! -and re• 
(Verhoeff 1926), doubthaly suggested t7 Verhoeff (1926; IN, 357), 
appears unlikely, and Jackson keeps these two species distinct' Jackson 
also groups with spates of Zeta& 'oasts"' Q. 111/11 Stabbing 190014 
a. Wad Chilton 19151 and 9. idasd Chilton 1917s., but states in a 
footnote that these three opecies do not belong in Made soitr. but 
are related to gebasidare Verhoeff ].9a6.. 	to original 
descriptions *holm that in each of these species the posterior angle of 
the let epimeron is cleft" 
I have collected exemples of four Tasmanian openies which I 
assign to gekiza salty". These can not be identified foith species 
included in the restricted germs by previous authors, tut before tht7 
can be regarded as rev it is necessary also to compare than with the 
other established speoies assigned to Wijarja ...lat. which, may remain 
in Cubaris s"str,. The lumber of species in ft/WU saat. is 
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considerable, especially since, as is pointed out try Jackson (1933k* 
p. 349), s0110 authors use this nano to replace bmadflig. I have 
seen no reference to any comprehensive attempt to detersdne which of 
these Speciee stY be retained in Wad& sate'. Jackson". (1941) 
attempt covers only species found in Oceania. Verhoeff (1938* 19421, 
1946) palmists in using the name Egasiag, although Marie has priority. 
I have traeed spades of ZIElle ty consulting Budde4undle 
(1904) revision and the Zoological Records for the years 19014954. 
have then obtained information on the species from revisions r Budde.Innt 
(1ge% 1904) * Barnard (1932) and Van Name (1936* 1942), and from the 
Original descriptions of species it included in these works. 
Budds-Innd (1904) refers to each of hikt.seotions II, VI ant 
VII of AgRealulg as Weage Brandt (in pert). In a later paper 
(Budde-Zunda 1909* p. 54) he classes these sections as sub-genera of 
bagli1a2. He names section XI as Aassmint Brandt and section 
as MAW (newv-ing)-gevas). He retains in steb.genus Cubeiris Brandt * 
which has.C.. Boa Brandt as its type* only the species in his (1904) 
Emotion VI and one other species * A, simenitms Badde.Inni 1904* which 
he originally places in section VII. 
Barnard (1932) classes Di 	
J. 
Aethalus, and Mad& as 
genera. He excludes from petNtus two species* baidjalti kalimaLlaig 
ant A. demon, * Dollfus 1896s, which are placed in section VII hy 
Budde-Luni (1904). 
Yen Name (1936) extends ,Cubs.ris to completely replace 
Auggliag s•lat. He divides the speoies which he includes in genus 
Zama into five groups. He assigns his gupsZ ant U to sub-genus 
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glataislast Varhoeff 19281, -which has ao its torptl, (1) Agagga 
(Budds.lund 1885), a opiates 'which. is included in Budde-Lunite section 
II of uggfax. Yftgagazg is classed as a genus to Verhoeff (1933, 
v. 101). Van Nase regards the epocies in his group at as doubtfut 
members of Venesillo. As the species in this last grow all bear opines 
or arils-like tubercles on the dorsal. surface and, according to naubros, 
have the lobo on the lot azxl 2nd spkaant ProJectirla heYend the ePiDeral 
border, they aro in any case excluded from cubarlos soft*. Of five species 
cubaria dealt vita iv van Have (1942) in a supplement to his earlier 
work, two belong in his amp X and three in his az'oup II; therefore 
they ray also he assigned to 3favislakt. 
Other species which have been teemed front Maria to other 
genera amt. 
• 	Speciaa. Goma. 
,.... 	.. 	, 
According to 
9.• dollfust., Stabbing 1900 , letablaist Verhoeff Verhoe. 357ff 1926, 
1* itatigair Stebbins 3.900b S 	Verhoeff Verhoeff 1926, 
p. 296. 19 	non Spherillo 
&au 1852) 
9.1  slaw Collings 19111 t 	Badde.land Barnard 1932, 
pi, 315. 909 
2. barnardi. Coiling* 1920 Betpalus Budd_ a7.1Aind 
1909 	' 
Barnard 1932, 
p. 317. 
Agsateg Jacks= 1924 leglanft Buci.de4Arrd Barnard 1932* 
1909 p. 316. 
g. ovarmoensp Barnard 1924 =mamba Brundt 
11333 
 Barnard 1932,
p. 328. 
• 
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Chilton (1910b, pp, 239.290) uses the =we fatide for the 
Ilet/ Zealand species which Budde.Lund (1904) includes in Stahrilin. The 
belonging in section V111, ht. gja&sag, Apl a pon.olinus and Ath 
tarangensis, have already been discussed. The reminder belong in 
other sections of Adadjag front which Verhoeff (1926, pp. 275.276) 
•dissociates apag12. 
Species of Cubaris suppressed due to syrtonyttv are:. 
Specie. 	. sYnovra of;.- 	I According tot- 
Le imam ar4u3dt 1833 
la• cubes:1sta de 84W1301re 1857 
9... gaga Brandt 1833 
Q. MOM Brandt 1833 
Richardson 1905, 
p.645. 
Budde-Lund 1 	50 
p. 28 . 
Budde.lund 1885, 
p.28. 
Budde.Lartd 1894, 
p* 603. 
Van Nam 1936, 
p.381. 
Jackson 1933g, 
193310 1941. 
Barnard 1932, 
p. 377. 
Barnard 1932, 
p. 374 
Vandal 1945, 
p.252. 
Jackson 1941, p.1, 
Barnard 1932, 
pi" 308. , 
Barnard. 1932, 
P. 308, 
13armrd 1932, 
L. 'Innis Niers 1677, non g. gaga Brandt . 1833 
(Dana 1854) 	0 	3 
Q. lamitEAU. (Daltua 3269) 
I.- boaellii (Dolifus 1894) 
I. xzrin Bnndt 1833 
2. maga Brandt 1833 
Q. maw (Verhoeff 1926) 
g. akerm4 Co3.14xtv 1920 
9.. vuirina Brandt 1633 
ci,. lama Collings 
Q. augm Collings 1920 
191r 
2. toad Collings 
29. 1031= Jackson 2.935 
1917k 
I. imstes Arcangeli. 
1934 	 . 
- Armadj.1.10 	ii____.!,_ v.... 	7,11_:= 2* °Molnar Stebbing 
1900k, non &merest 1825). 
I. reti_culatus Collings 
(Buddea-Lund 1912 ' 	 
,Betba1us.I.__.-.2 
1917b 
I. lortrxicauda Collings 
(Budde-Lund 1885) 
al._!. 
1917b 
• coning) .I.W.2—Xtii 
(Bdife4auld-3085) 
DiploectivapkversOlnia 
19171 Brandt 	. 
- . 
v. 343. 
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In addition Budd°.lona (1904, p. 320) include° in a hat species 
which are c3.o3e to 20 awas, cuzi 'which tiog be idantical with it, another 
three epeeists, C. pkving Brandt 1833, g. qa1bineus (Eschscholtss 1823), 
and C• 22322/21MBLEIE (DoDIU, 189612). 
litudde-lund (1885, p. 28) lista aragillaja conelobator , Budde-lund 
1879 as a synonym of R. salmi However, in 1904 be does not list 
ragkaika aa being close to R., =lass oleo Lie (p. 125) d000ribee 
the former apecies me having a carina on the wrier =face of the lat 
epirleron, a character whicb distinguiehee it from C, Elam which baa 
no such carina. 
Deacriptions of the remaining epecies in Zatidg s.3a.t. lave been 
and compared 4th the gene4o characters of ikagla s•str. 
None of the species in Elndde-Itutts (1904 section VI of 
.Azagatiag, nor A. =atm Budde.liund, can be exaluded on arty character 
from gaa42 sestr. The other two species in section VII which do not 
belong in athagg, LL. .tigaajamtato and A. EgalataBlep Dolltus, likevise 
can not be =Waded. 
Among the species of Mirk' from India and islands in the 
Indian Ocean established by Collinge (1934, 191412, 1914.2, 1915, 1914, 
191614, two, armata Coning° 19164 and 4bolate  
19161?, are probably excluded from gabigig esstr., as in the figures of 
the let pereial epivera of these epecies (Oollinge, 19169,,, pl. 50, figs. 
4, 5), (1916b, pl, 18, fig. 8) the lobe on the under side of the let 
epimeron appears to be connected til.th the *pinata border. The other 
epecies can not be rejected from Gilberto salts. I am doubtiNal as to 
whether j• 2103311.Collinge 1915 should belong here as the form of the 
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uropods in this species (see CoLl(nge 1915, pl. Us fig. 10) is 
rather different from that exhibited kr other members of the gems, 
but Verhneff Is limits do not exclude it on this character. 
Barnard (1932, p. 377) describes g. ,w2Eat coninge 19171j as 
haVing the margin of the 1st eptiseror grooved. However his figlares 
(f ig. 764 show that the ridge forming the ventral edge of the groove 
is a continuation of the lobe on the under surface of the epimeron and 
it does not meet the lateral epimeral margin. Barnard (pp. 378-379) 
notes that 2. .jamst resembles g. gas (Bu.ddco-Land 1904) and other 
species in section VI of Amej1il2 as regards the condition of the 1st 
epimeron. Thus boa& should evidently be included in Wend 
Presurably the same applies to 2, mg2.44 Barnard 1937, 
sfecimens of which are previously regarded by Barnard (1932, p. 378) as 
a variant of sa 
Of the species which Van Name (1936) places in his group IV of 
Cubtiriss only one, C. cinchona  Van Name 1936 8 is not included in 
Budde.liand Is section VI of AniVillo; this speciee is not excluded 
from Cuba4s s.str. Van Names group V 'of guinda comprises 
• D4LLiald. Egg= and 4. depressvo (Dollitts), which have already been 
discussed. Van Name lists four emotes, g. masa (Nicolet 1849), 
g. affinis (Dana 1854), g. magmejausw ita (Bilimek 1867) and 
g.• gamma (Budde.laux1 1885), which are insufficiently described 
to be placed in one of his groups. The identity of these species is 
uncertain, 
The re 
 
g species in Wads cast. are excluded from ClaWta flY 	I 
 
s.str. on the following characters:- . 
Frontal line of cephalon incised in the centres- 
•I . 
g. einotutue (Kinahan 1859) Stebbing 1900, C. helmsianus Chilton 1916, 
C. spencer). Borne* 1934. 
Lateral margin of let epimoron thick; posterior loargins of 
anterior segments almost transverse:. C o images Gerstaecker 1813. 
First opimeron with its posterior angle cleft:. 
C. connens4144, I. gamu t Baker 1913; g. clavtonensis Chilton 19171, 
Q. ratalensist CoLtinge 1917k, gi =sits Co"Lingo 1920, g6 kagazia 
Searle 1922, C. zgratml, Collinge 1942. 
Pxonotum narrow, occupying 1/9 . 3/10 of length of segment: .- 
9.• hareadienats, =Mar Barnard 1940* 
Terminal segment cleft posteriorly:- g. 1.Pence4 Barnes 19344 
Body provided with spines; basa1 surface of protopodite of 
uropod occupying considerably more than 313 of length of protopodits; 
free lobe of protopodite broader than long:. 1. wilemorei Nicholls 
and Barnes 1927. 
I have not yet seen a description of 9,0 igitaki Areangoli 1934. 
Barnard (1932, p. 318) suggests that g. vilsmorti should probably 
be transferred to genus ansmag CoLlinp 1919. A companion of 
Box-nest (1934) description of 9,. peepcerj,  with Budde.Lundis (1885, p. 38), 
(1904, pl. 8, Mee La) description and figures a the type specie*, 
AustiloliodiAlo bLfron (Budde.Lund 1885), nislica,tes that g. pianceri, 
probably belongs In genus ketaggailag Verhoef 1926. Other species 
of (Inborn: which do not belong in gatada soitr. Dust =mixt in Mai 
•.2at. until they can be ro.examined and placed elsewhere. 
Thus, as far as I can dotormino from the 
 
tion of MI 
 
literature, puboris s•etr• uy contain the following established 
species:. 
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Species pIaced inCubaris sostr. or gektedit by previous 
authors:. C. andas Brandt 1833 (type species); 2. Imams 
(Bschscholts 1823)1 2. jagua_us' Stdbbing iwol) 2. Amigo 
c• analia1U, c• lonfleornia• =tab c• 1040,• 2. lalaatab 
C. uronifensis, C, aptic, (Verhoeff 1926)1 go 1,2123,2daftrat, 
2-2E9ABON4Averhoeff 192840; 8* malt 2• stureatr,tet 2- lataLUels 
(JackOon 1930)1 2. verheeffi , (lcrold 1931)1 is i0D00ii  (Verhoeff 1936); 
• bats 2. 111129.414 (verboeff 1938); • Imam. 2- lamsOnag. 
(Verhoeff 19421)1 is? triiorntus (Wahrberg 1922) (ton Collings 1914), 
wags21 (VaLaterg 1922). 
Other °poetess. g. cinerea Brandt 1833; 2
. 
9.42=2,2 
Co ractELWM, (ftdde4Und 1894)1 C. tenuitauctatusit C. ilep,essse, 
(Dollfas 189401 C. flvobrunne40 (Dollfus 1894)1 Co albires, 
irg*tat (Dolitus 1898); 9, AMWSAW,, Cs ptIlaidAli (Budde-Lund 
1902)1 _gs DWI, maisaalsvb 2. Atamtity 2. ma, c• conniolxvtar.  
2.tiaLaugafigib 2. aiscuarsdramPm• DA MAIM (Budde-land 19010; 
g. awmaida„ co robustai Co/lingo 19341 2.fm..._afgag Calinee 1934; 
2. watakaws coninge 19342) 2. sioliduluso 9. Dam, Q.zugag&W, 
Coiling) 19151 2. Areveiti ., g. mama, 2. stura, 2. towline,  
2...,bamesszkaug, 2. tgrag, 9,. mumm y 2. ;Lobes-ills,* coning() 1916,12; 
c o burnui couinge 1934$ 0. anchanao Van klans 1936; C. stam..42 
Barnard 1937. 
I can not be certain that all of them epecito definitelr 
belong here as the descriptions of some do net give information on all 
of the characters mentioned in the generic diagnosis, but I have found 
no reason to exclude any ofAhem. It is also possible that some 
species may prove to be synonymous, particularly as the authors of 
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those originally placed in Nesodilp do not compare them with the 
older species in Cubans. 
Three species in the list, g. inorea . zattam and 
12. ammagem, are close to, and possibly synonymous with o la.nagiges, 
The original descriptions of two species, g. =Wale and C. zglasta, 
(Budde.lund 1902), are too brief to characteriae them satisfactorily. 
Budde-Lund (1904, p.125) states that detailed descriptions of these 
two species will be given in the Proceedings of the Zoological Septet, 
of London, but I have not been able to trace these descriptions. 
None of my four Tasmanian species of enbarie s.str. can be 
identified with any of the other species in the list and are therefore 
Considered to be new. Although most authors use sildur combinations 
of characters to distinguish their species of Cubarie, gape in the 
information on sone prevent the differentiation of these new Teamed= 
examples by means of a single key. For convenience, they are therefore 
distinguished from other species Wellborn satr. tv moans of three keys. 
Key I deals with species which are assigned to gaga Sistr. or to 
• 	 Nesodillo by previous authors, kny 2 deals with species established 
Budde.Lund, DollfUs and Van Name, and key 3 deals with species 
established by Collinge and Barnard. 
1. Posterior bonier of tcaninal aegatuit incurved in the addl.° 
..   2. incisuot C. pronsfensis.0. pkaticus_, 
Q. limmai, (Verhoeff). 
Posterior bonier of terminal segment straight or curved 
otituards 
2. Terminal cement not constricted, its bweadth bane constant 
or decreasing posterior to it central incurvature 	3.- 
Terminal Dogma:it constricted so that its breadth inemases 
posterior to its central incurvature - 	- AO 4avo 0. 	 5. 
3. Pereio4 lackine tUbercios - OP SO Aiwa 
	2. Igliojiga Stebbille$ 
2. Maid, 2. 19aglarigib erorhoorth 	131,11roatrio (raokoorl)• 
Pereion tuberculate 
   
-4. 
   
4. Exopodite of uropod reaching posterior border of pcotopodite 
su.roniner (Wahrborg). 
Bxopoclite of uropod not reaching posterior border of 
pratopexiito 	 - biramni flop. 
5. Seggonta of pemion each with a transverse row of tuborele3or 
=flings on each aide of the mid-line 
	4. slam Brandt; C. FAe34pnber4 	fritechelo 
(Verhoeff). 
Secr.enta of poreion without such an arrangement of tuboroles or 
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swellings 
 
4.• UM NM IOW 	. 	.. • OW 41110 	1Nt -6. 
 
(I as uncertain of the position of 2 4, jonesii (Vorhoeff) here, 
as Verh.oeff (1936. p. 102) °totes that only indications of the 
swelliners exhibited te 2. echellenberci are apparent in this 
apeciea. I assign it to the second altenuttive in order to 
demonstrate its distinction from the Tao-au:den specie on other 
characters). 
6. 	Ventral surface of let epimeron exhibiting a ridge in front 
of lobe 	 7. 
Ventral =face of let epimeron with no ridge in front of 
lobe - 
 
▪ No, Oa Ner em. owe - 8. 
 
7. 	length of 2nd article of flagellum of 2nd antenna leap than 
twice length of let article — - - - -g. canalensis  
(Verhoeff), 2.? =maim (Waluterg) (non Collinge). 
Length of 2nd article of flagellum of 2nd antama three times 
length of let article 
 
	 ,2.212E2Lifis n•sp. 
 
S. 	Segments of pereion each with a transverse row of small holes 
in front of posterior border 	0. iacustris (Verhoeff). 
Segments of pereion without mall holes   -9. 
9. Exopodite of uropod reaching posterior border of protopodite - 
	  C.  usenet, (Jackson). 
Exopodito of uropod not reaching poaterior border of 
protopodite - 
10. Second epimeron '4th no lobe on its ventral surface - ••• MO 
	  C.  re.cificus (Verhoeff). 
Second epimeron with a lobe on its ventral surface 	— - - 11. 
lobe on ventral surface of 2nd epimeron connected with epiraoral 
border 	C. bocki (Vevhoeff). 
Lee on ventral surface of 2nd epimeron not connected with 
•pimeral border - 	ea 	0. alp NO- OW se. ow sib 4g. as do No. Am, MID WO WO .00. 	 12. 
12. 	Frontal line of cephalon not raised on a ridge 	 
▪ =laza& (Herold). 
Frontal line raised on a ridge, at least at sides of 
cephalon  	 en. MP 	 403,3 • 
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Frontal line depressed in the middle 14. -- -- 
Frontal line not depressed in the rditidle 
14. Semen:to of poreion smooth-  ■ ■ ■ 	 _ • garawauji 
(Verhooff), g. (mewls (Jackson), 
Soeuents of pent= each with a low tuborele on each side 
above base of opiceron 	  C. inoranionsis n.sp. 
15. Erdopodite of uropod narrowine distally with its apex 
sharply rounded 	 2. Ismail, 9.• Xuagatiaist (Veriloaf). 
Endopodite of uropod hroadenine distally with its apex 
bluntly rounded 	 9.• aQ=2na li•sP• 
Key 2. 
1. Second epimeron with no lobe on its ventral surface 	- - 
- C. evens (Budde-Lund; C. tenuivunotattusi 14, AREleme ) 
(Lblifts). 
Second epiceron with a lobe on its ventral surface 	2. 
2. Ventral surface of let epimeron exhibiting a ridge in front 
of lobe 	 3 . 
Ventral surface of let epimeron with no ridge in front of 
lobe — ............... all 41. 	 al• 
3. lobe on let epimeron with its apex acute - 
P.• 2P-9x, snigialma• Q. irilardast (Budde-laincl). 
lobs on let epimeron with its apex 'blunt 
4. lateral processes of olypeus oval; eye composedof 22 or more 
ocelli 	 C. UMW, conclobatori, (Budde-luna) 
lateral processes of Angus sub-trlangularl eye composed of 
15 octant  	 g. umutum neep. 
Eropodite of uropod reaching, or almost reaching, posterior 
border of protopodite 	810 	 2. 0212Miat 
2. nigroptridnektus, (Budde-laux1). 
Exopodite of uropod terminating distinctly in front of 
posterior border of protopodite 	 -- 6. 
6. Pereion with a series of prominent tubercles extending across 
each segment ..... - . - - - ... - - 	  7. 
Pereion without such a series of prominent tubercles 	S. 
7. Seconl to 7th segments of pereion with two tubercles on each 
epimeron 	 I* ON ••• SIP 	 ". 9.. oincilonse Van Naze. 
Second to 7th segmentes of pereion with one tubercle on each 
epimeron - 	 g. hickaani n.sp. 
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S. 	Second epineron deeply cleft carnet into two parts - 
•111, --/kjraug_pa(Budde-Lund),g, aibieep (Dollfus). 
Second epimeron not so deeply cleft s only with a small lobo 
on its ventral surface - 410. OM tam ■=0 	 moo a.* 4 04 04 4. 	 4. 9. 
9. Length of 2nd article of flagellum of 2nd antenna twice length 
of lot article 	C.  emunitus (Budde-Iund). 
length of 2nd article of flagellum of id antenna 5/2 times or 
more than 5/2 times length of let article 	10. 
10. Serpents of pereion each with a low tubercle on each elide 
above taite of epimeron 	Ow Dlo OD Asp - 2. .tmaaasmia 32•310. 
Segments of pereion without ouch tuberolee 
of cephalon 
11. 	Frontal line /depreosed in the middle - 114 414 
Frontal line not depreosed in the ulddle 
iamb& (Doliftw 
411, 	411 NEI 40 
 
g palcifronis n.sp. 
 
Ventral ourface 
lobe . so, a*- 
of lot epimaron exhibitirig a ridge in front of 
air Aso Ai. ma Aro- ars••■•- -- AMIW NM ay ass. *a 1111. Oa ft. O. OD U. IRV MO OW 7. 
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1. 	Posterior bordor of terninal segoont (according to Collings, 
19244 p1. 35, fig. 10) incurved in the nac1°. O. AM 
g. amadasa 003.lintp. 
Pooterior border of tersinal segmont straight or curved 
outikords 
 
.110 OM OW 
 
  
Exopodite of uropod reaching posterior border of protopodito 
 g• caeruleu,g•  /111221M4 g• ackveraosark. collinge• 
Ezopodite of uropod not reaching posterior bordor of 
protopodite ... .40 1110 al. Ow • • • • • ----- • -- 3. 
	
3. 	Length of 2nd article of flagellum of 2nd antenna tuico or 
less than twice length of lot articlo — — C. oo4dultyis 
C. ;wrung C. grxvolii. C. magma g. 	 ue2flua,  Collinge. 
length of 2nd article of flagellun of 2nd antenna 5/2 tines 
or noro than 5/2 times length of lot article — 4. Os. or go - 4. 
Terninal peasant not constricted, its breadth being constant 
posterior to its central incurvature 	--g. hicknani n4op. 
Terminal oegaent constricted so that its breadth increaoes 
posterior to its central incurvaturo 	OM SW ON In. WO 0. 	 Igo 5. 
5. 	Segmento of persica each uith amoral tubercles on each side 
of the nid-aino 	 robust% g• Daragalitt Colince. 
Segriento of pereion without ouch an arrangement of 'tubercles — 
Ventral surface of lot epinoran with no ridge in front of 
lobe .. WO MN 410 	4110 ...... 	... 	 IMO ea .0. 4114, ...PT MO 	110• 
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7. 	Dorsal surface of body granulate - - 	a. =miasma, 
i• lamas collinge; Su'1onQol Barnard. 
Dorsal surface of body not granulate — - -a. ,tamsreneie n.sp. 
a. 	Endopodits of uropod narroidng distally with its apex sharply 
rounded 	 2• brunneocaudatus,  £. Jablilaa, 
Q. lobatue, Collings. 
Endopodite of uropod broadening distally with its apex bluntly 
rounded 	C. tapalkensip s, g. esapstrrovinapp.  
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247-161) 
nib (fig. 147). 
Length of largest speciment 640 mm.; breadth: 2.9 Egt. 
Colour. Dorsal surface of live animal is ratted with dark 
brown, orange-brown and Yellow. 
gapkg2B (fig. 148). Surface of vertex is uneven. In the 
centre it is crowed by two transverse ridges; there is a curved ridge 
to inner side of each we, and behind this ridge, on each side of 
vertex, there is an oval tubercle. Vertex bears scales and scale-setae 
like those which are described from Terelon. Frontal line forms an 
uninterrupted ridge which is curved backwards towards vertex and which 
ends in a blunt angle on each side of cephalon. Surface of from is 
shallowly depressed on each side to receive 2n4 antennae; there is no 
deep groove anterior to these depressions. Lateral processes of 
alypeus appear right-angled in anterior view and are sownmaly produced 
upwards. Eyes are rounded and compound, each composed of 1143 ocelot. 
1DaLmmitmaga Triarticulate; 3rd article has a group of 
coarse setae near its apex. 
Second an,tentst. length of peduncles 1.95 ma; length of 
articles of flagellum let ff 0.1 PUN 2nd Oda mm. Oa distal border 
of each of 2nd to 5th articles of peduncle there is a large seta which 
has its apex split into several fine points. An articles of antenna 
bear numerous sharply pointed setae. Second article of flagellum ends 
in a long, narrow process which appears to be formed of partly Awed 
1 
Co: • 
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amaalggi (fig. 153). Epipodite is narrows shorter than 
basis, and has an acute apex. Basis has spiry ;setae scattered on its 
ventral surface and fine setae present along its inner margin. It is 
broad compared Vith ez:dopodites which occupies only the inner half of 
distal bonier of basis. Ischion is the only article of endopodite which 
is distinct; there are 2 large spines on its ventral surface., 
Remainder of erdopodite is sub-conical in outline; a division into 2 
ventral 
articles is indicated to an oblique suture Line across/surfacei beyond 
which endopodite becomes abruptly narrawer. There are 2 sets of Setae 
on inner border of first of these articles, basal set consisting of one 
large and one smaller seta, distal set consisting of one large seta 
and 3 Espalier setae. Three setae occur dray on outer border of 
endopodite s one on let articles situated in the angle of a pencil which 
is itself free from setae, and 2 on arl article. Apex of endop3dite 
ends in a tuft of. setae. Endite is sub-quadrangular in outline; its 
apex is shallowl,y indented. TUO large spines are placed to ventral 
side of this indentations and there is a small spine on each side of 
apical region. A few spinules occur down outer border of endite. 
Endo. First epimera are sharply rounded anteriorly and 
produced forwards past eyes so that cephalon is sunk into a depreesion 
in let segment. Outer side of 1st epimeron is revolute s so that 
dorsal surface of epineron is concave; its lateral margin is simple s 
lacking a marginal furrow. Posterior angle of let epimeron is oharply 
rounded and not cleft. On ventral surface of epimeron s in front of 
posterior angle s there is a wan., rounded lobe which has no connection 
with lateral margin (see fig. 154. Surface anterior to lobe is not 
grooved or ridged. Posterior angle of 2nd epimeron is rounded and net 
cleft. On ventral surface of 2nd epimeron there is a small, rounded 
lobe, blunter than that on let epirezon, situated tell in front of 
posterior angle and not connected 4th epimeral margin (see fig. 154). 
Ventral surface of 3rd epimeron is alightly thickened near its anterior 
border. Epimera of 3rd and 4th segmento are trapezoidal cad rounded 
posteriorly, these of 5th to 7th segrents are vadrangular with their 
posterior angles sub-acute. Epimera of all segrente are directed 
boatards at an angle it; posterior border of mi.ddle region of their 
middle 
respective tergites. This/part of posterior bolder is alsroat straight 
in let to 4th segrents, in 5th and 6th magmas it is produced into 
a median point, in 7th aegment it has a large median point with a 
smeller point on each side of it. 
Ratio of length of pronotum to length of entire tergite 
(measured in the mid-line) is ls 4.4 in 2nd segment, and approximately 
ls 4.0 in 3rd to 7th segments: lengths in 2nd cements pronotum 0.20 mm.; 
entire tergite O. mm.; lengths in 3rd raegment:pzionoimm: 0.24 rim., 
entire targite 0.94 me. 
Dorsal surface is tuberculate. Pour pairs of large tubercles 
on each segment together form 8 longitudinal rots down pereion. On 
let sent there is a median eminence in front of the central pair of 
tuberclea. On each side of pereion a wall rounded tubercle is 
present to inner side of 2nd large tubercle on all segments, and 2 
narrow tubercles occur between 2nd and 3rd large tubercles on lot to 6th 
segments, with one each tubercle in this position on 7th segcerrh. 
Tubercles forming the outermost pair are not very pronounced on 4th 
segment; on 6th and 7th segmants they project beyond posterior border 
of tergite. 
Dorsal surface of tergites has a covering of rounded scales 
aid also bears =emus scale-setae. Sciaie-seta (fig. 155) has a broad, 
V-shaped scale portion, apex of which is produced to form a narrow 
fold into which a short seta projects. 
Esmiaga. First legs. Each of the large spines on under 
surface of leg exis in a small amber of points which divide off from 
spine at different levels. Spines on under surfaoe of meros and carpals 
are too sparse to appear as a brush, lag also bears numerous simple * 
sharply pointed setae. An area on anterior surface at distal end of carpor 
has a dense covering of fine setae. Short, simple spines occur along 
under surface of basal half of propodos. Dactylos has a broad * blunt 
terminal claw* balmy which there is a slender* pointed accessory claw. 
A long ,simple seta is set in ane between tames of claws. 
The area of seta* on carpas and the simple spines on propados 
are not repeated on 2nd to 7th lege. 
0241c.  Corgi.cal in outline. Its two ducts remain 
distinct and open separately under a flap on dorsal surface of organ. 
Dan. Outline of pleon is semicircular, continuous with 
that of pereion. Pleura of 3rd to 5th segments are large, expanded 
laterally* and strongly curved backwards. They are sub -recUngular in 
shape* sd.th 4th aid 5th pairs successively narrower and more rounded 
than the preceding pair. Posterior boater of each of let to 4th 
tergites forms a blunt median angle which ie progressively sore obtuse 
in each succeeding segment; middle of posterior border of 5th tergite 
is nearly straight. No tubercles are present on let to 5th segments. 
• 
There are no lobes on ventral surface of 3rd tO 5th pleura. 
Terminal Segment (fig. 156) curves inwards on both sides at 
about the middle of its length.. Posterior half of segraant is 
subquadrangular with its posterior border straight and corners bluntkv 
rounded; its breadth is constant at 0.49 ma., not increasing 
posteriorly. There is a pair of oval tubercles on dorsal surface in 
centre of broader basal half of segment; surface behind tubercles is 
raised into a wide, convex, medianjongitudinal ridge, which, however, 
does not extend to posterior border of segment. 
Dorsal surface of tergites bears scales and scale-setae 
similar to those on pereion. 
eManack.• Pivot pleopod (fig. 157)1.. Protopodite is 
produced on its outer side to form a large oval lobe. litxopodite ie 
pear-shaped. It is divided into an inner laminar part and a souewhat 
mailer, outer • tracheal parts A few spines occur on ventral surface 
near posterior border of laminar part. Endopedite is stqliform, with 
its distal her curved outwards. Its basal half is provided with oblique 
muecles. There a narrow chitinous thickening down outer edge of 
its digital half. On dorsal surface, a ridge, ormaraented vd.tk email 
maim, =teals do wi centre of distal part of endopoditel this ridge 
La directed Livonia ant surface to inner .side ot . it is indented, thus 
forming a gzvove. A row, of spinules is situated between ridge and inner 
border of endopodite. 
Second pleopod (fig. 158)s. Exopodite is sub-triangular, 
verY =toll and elongated posteriorly, with its apex sharply rounded; 
its outer margin is indented. Tracheal part occupies outer anterior 
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region of exopodite and is limited posteriorly by ti a indentation. 
Inner margin of exopedite is bord 	with short setae. There are a 
few spines on ventral surface of laminar part * near its outer margin. 
An area covered with fine setae begins at apex and extends forwards 
for some distance on ventral surface of exopodite. Endopodite is 
biarticulate; length of articles: lit 0.22 mh o 2nd 0.95 au First 
article is quadrangular in outline; there Si et curved ridge on its 
ventral surface. Second article is narrow alai elongsiAd. It exhibits 
a chitinous thickening down inner edge of its basal 5/E6 beyond whish 
article becomes very narrow and flagellifoxs. length of flagelliform 
portione 0.37- mm. 
Third pleopode. Xxopodite is sub.-triangular with its outer 
margin indented; its distal region is elonsated bit to a lesser degree 
than that of 2nd exopodite. Tracheal part occupies a position 
slar to that of ard planed, On ventral surface of "exopodite 
there are a few spines near outer margin of 	 trtov• part* aid comb-like 
groups of setae occur on and near inner margin. On dorsal. ;surface, a 
short, scale-covered ridge extends backwards from irmer anterior angle. 
Fourth pleopod is siadlar to ,rd. 
Fifth pleopodt- Itopodite differs in shape from that of 3rd 
pleopod, being a more regular triangle with its outer margin scarcely 
indented. Both of its lateral margins bear esomb-liba groups of setae. 
Tracheal part otecupiee an area in its outer angle. 
and 	156, 159). Basal surface of protopodite is 
broad and oblique, visible in dorsal view of uropodp in wilt& view it 
occupies approximately lb of length of entire protopodite. Its 
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breadth is less than length of grotopodite. length of basal 
surface; 0.22 tom.; breadth of 'basal surface: 0.47 mm.; length 
of entire protopodite: 0.62 Cla• Beyond basal surface, inner border 
of protopodite is deep/y and evenly incur:red so that free lobe of 
protopodite becomes suddenly narrower posteriorly* Posterior margin 
of lobe is obliquely rounded. Greatest length of lobes 0.50 ram.; 
length of posterior margin: 0.24 WU Area of protopodite viable 
to outer side of terminal :segment, when uropod is attached, is longer 
on its inner side than it is broad; length (along inner edge as far 
as indentation of terminal segment)* 0.30 asa.; breadth (in a line 
across insertion of exopodite)s 0.22 ses. Exopodite is inserted on 
dorsal surface or lobe, a little removed from its inner margin. It 
does not reach to posterior border of lobs. Above base of exopodite, 
protopodite is raised into a sub-triangular prominence, the oharlAY 
rounded inner angle of which overlaps inner :margin of lobe. ibcopodite 
is sub-cylindrical, bears a few spiny setae, and ends in a tuft of 
long setae:. Endopedite is inserted on ventral outface, near inner 
border, at Use of protopodite. It is sub-cylintoical, convex on outer 
side and narrowing distally with its apex sharply mated; it bears 
tuuserolus sharply pointed setae and ends in 3 long setae. Endalodite 
does reach to posterior border of terminal segment. length or rants 
exopodito 0.12 	endopodite 0.32 Ms 
Dall* 
length of largest specimens 6.0 am.; breadth: 1.0 
Female differs from aisle in the following structures:— 
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First pleopod (fig. 	Exopodite is sub-oval, very short 
and broad. It is divided obliquely into an inner laminar part and 
an outer tracheal part, the two being sub-equal in area. Endopodite is 
not developed. 
Second pleopod (fig. 	Exopodite is sub-triangular, very 
short and broad, sdth its outer margin indented and its apex sharply 
rounded but not markedly elongated. Tracheal part occupies an area 
in its outer angle. There are a few spines on ventral surface of apical 
region of exopodite, and comb-like groups of setae occur down its 
inner margin. Endocodite is not developed. 
Third pleopodt. Exopodite is similar in shape to that of 24 
pleopod of female, and time has the apical region less elongated than 
in 3rd exopodite of mile; there is no scaly ridge on its dorsal surface. 
Fourth pleopod agrees with 3141. 
Fifth Pleopods. Exopodite is Similar in shape to that of 
5th ploopod of 21210,11d there is no scaly ridge on its dortial surface. 
1321.220aat. This description is based on specimens found 
on 7th October, 1957, r logs and among debris lying on the ground 
in a forest of eucalypts end treater= at Zarraleah; 51 males and 29 
females were obtained. 
Specimens were previously collected from this locality by 
Professor V.V.Hicksan in Jimmy 1954 aid January 1957. 
gtherjaggia&as- Um female specimens sere found under a 
eucalypt log at "Wayatinah. 
Re19921;00  
2hio o 	s to named after Frofeesor V.V.Iliolzan i who 
presented no with the ezauples from bio collection ard thereby drew 
rty attention to the species, 
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MITA& Naanail n•aP• 
Male specimen, dorsal view. (Cephalmn and pleon are 
foreshortened due to curvature of animal). 
Cepbalons anterior view. (Antennae and mouth parts 
have been removed). 
Distal part of left mandible s dorsal view. 
Distal part of right mandible s dorsal view. 
Distal part of outer lobe of right let maxillas 
ventral view. 
Distal part of inner lobe of right let maxilla, 
ventral view. 
Distal part of left maxilliped s ventral view. 
Right epinera of let and 2nd segments of pereions 
ventro-lateral view. 
Fig. 147. 
la. 
Fig. 149. 
Fig. 150. 
Fig. 151. 
Fig. 152. 
Fig. 153. 
Fig. 154. 
Fig. 155. 	Scale-seta on dorsal surface of let segment of pereions 
Fig. 156. 
Fig. 157. 
Fig. 158. 
Fig. 159. 
Fig. 160. 
Fig. 161. 
dorsal view. 
Terminal segment and uropodss dorsal view. 
Lett let pleopod of males dorsal view. 
Deft 2nd pleopod of males ventral view. 
Right uropods dorsal view. 
Daft 1st pleopod of female s ventral view. 
Right 2nd pleopod of female s ventral V14%6 

gUhla& taSTIVA"14.6 13411P• 
(Pigs. 162471). 
ggs.,(fige iika) • 
length of largest specimens 6.3 is4 breadths 3.1 sm. 
Colour., Background colour of dorsal suri%ce in live Antal 
is purplisb-broma. Cephalon and pereion exhibit unpignented patches 
which represent macular insertions. Protepedites of uropods are 
orange. 
kabala (fig. 163). Surface of vertex is smooth except 
for a pair of very low tubercles situated immediately behind frontal 
ridge. Frontal line forms a ridge which is curved bac 	towards 
vertex and is also shallowly depressed in the midf-linej ridge ends 
in a blunt angle on each side of eephalon. Irons does not exhibit 
a transverse groove below frontal ridge; it is indented by Us 
shallow depressions for 2rd antennae. Lateral processes of elypeus 
appear right-angle:1in anterior view and are scarce.lot produced upwards. 
Byes are rounded, compound, each composed of 1244 ocelli. 
yirst_antawa. Trierticulata, iiith articles rather short and 
broad. Third article bears a group of coarse setae near aPalgo 
Sipearsi murtorms. length of peduncles 244 mm.; length of 
articles of flagellums lit 0.15 ma.. 2nd 0.45 ma. 0hi distal border 
of each of 2nd to 5th * 	of peduncle there is a large seta* 
divided towards the end into several points. £31 articles of antenna 
bear spiqy setae. Second article of flagella ends in a process 
formed by partlor Armed setae. 
23.7 
I 
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olightay thickened near its anterior margin. Eparaera of 3rd and 4th 
seguanto are trapezoidal and rounded posteriorly; those of 5th to 
7th sogrzents are quadrangular with posterior angles alma right.angled. 
Epimera of all 8061:33714 3 are directed backwards at an angle to rd.ddle 
region of segments. Across middle of body, waterier borders all 
tergites run straight. 
natio of length of pronoun to length of entire tergite 
(measured in the mid-line) is 11 54 in 201 segment and approximately 
ls 4.5 in 3rd to 7th segments.' kngths in 2nd segments pronotwo 
0.20 inn., entire tergite 1.08 mu; lertiths in 3rd segments pronotwe 
0.25 'elm, entire tergite 1.13 rm. 
There is a shallow, semi-circular move in middle region of 
anterior half of 1st tereAta, On all segoonie there is a very low 
oval tubercle on each side above lases of epimeria.:; thew tubercles 
together form a line down each side of pereion. There is a slightly • 
rag000 area situated to the inner side of each tubercle* otherwise 
remainder of dorsal ourface is (moth. rbergites have a covering of 
rounded scales and also bear scattered ecale-eetae. Scals-aota (fie. 167) 
has a short, broad scale portion which is produced posteriorly in the 
centre to form a club-shaped fold into which a short Pets projects. 
Yereionods. First legs- Bach of the large spines on log has 
its apes divided into several points. Humorous touch spines are set 
oloee together to form a brush on under surface of both mews and 
earPoe. Stijile, epiny setae occur on all articles. An area at 
distal end of anterior [surface of carpos is covered vdth long, fine 
setae. There is a line of short, simple spines on under surface of 
propodos. Dactyl.os has a broad terminal clam, below which is a 
narrower, sharper accessory claw. A long eeta is set in angle between 
class. 
The area of fine setae on carpoe ard line of simple spines 
on propodos are not repeated on 2nd to 7th legs. large spines on 
urder surface of sores become progressively less nismernis. 
rele orean• COIthull in outline. Its two ducts remain 
distinct and open separately under a flap on its dorsal surflisco. 
,Pleon, Outline of pleon is semicircular, continuous with 
that of pereion. Pleura of 3rd to 5th segments are large, expanded 
laterally, and strongly curved beekiards; they are sub-rectangular in 
shape with 4th and 5th pairs each narrower than preceding pair. First 
to 5th segments are moth dollishly; between pleura their posterior 
borders axe evenly curved. There are no lobes on. ventral surface of 
3rd to 5th pleura* 
Terminal segment (fig. 368) curves inwards on both sides at 
about middle of its length; beyond this narrowing its breadth increases 
again considerably, breadth across central constrictions 042 Map; 
maximum breadth of posterior parts 0.68 sum Posterior border of 
segment is almost suisight with its corners bluntly rounded. Dorsal 
stutaee of terminal segment is raised into a broad, blunt, median, 
longitudinal ridge, which, however, does not extend to posterior 
border of segment. 
Tergites of plion bear scales and sicale-40tae $imilar to those 
on pardons, 
l_LE2ai. First pleopod (fig. 169)t— Protopodite is produced 
on its outer side to form a large oval lobe. Bxopodite is 
:sub-triangular with its apex bluntly rounded; -spines occur on its 
ventral surface near apex. Tracheal part occupd.es approximately the 
outer half of eacopodite. Endopodite is styliform with its distal 
half curved outwards; apical tip of Latter is still further curved 
outwards at a slight angle to the rest. Basal half of endopodite is 
provided uLth oblique moles. There is a narrow chitinous thickening 
on outer edge of distal half. A ridge, which is directed intards and 
ornimented with small scales. extends down centre of dorsal surface 
of distal half. Surface to inner side of this ridge is indented, the 
groove so formed being limited on its inner side tv another, less 
prominent ridge. There is a row of spinnles on dorsal surZace of 
distal half of endopodite, near its inner border. 
Second pleopods.•Exopodite is =b.-triangular with its outer 
margin incurved and its apical region greatly elongated. Tracheal 
part occupies the outer lobe of exopodite which is limited ter outer 
arm of this incurvature. On ventral surfaCe, spines are present near 
outer margin of laminar part, and an area covered with fine setae extends 
forwards for some distance from apex. Inner margin of =polite 
bears short setae. Endopodito is biarticulate; length of articles: 
1st 0.28 on.. 2nd l.23 Esa. First article is quadrangular in outlines 
there is a curved ridge on its ventral surface. Sword article is 
narrow and elongated; there is a chitinous thickening do= outer edge 
of its bawl 5/8, beyoni sfaich endopodite becomes very narrow and 
flageLliform. length of flagelliform portions 0.46 time  
Third plsopodt. Exopodite is sub.triangalar with its outer 
border indented. Its apical part is elongated but to a lesser extent 
than that of 2nd exopodite. Tracheal part occupies most of the outer 
lobe limited tt, outer arm of the incurvature. On ventral surface 
spines occur near outer margin of laninr part and comb-liloa groups 
of setae are present across apex aid on inner margin. On dorsal 
surface a shorts scaly ridge extends backwards from inner anterior 
=gin. Fourth pleopod is similar to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopods. Exopodite is tore regularly triangular than 
that of 3rd pleopodo as its outer margin is scarcely indented; both of 
its later:al margims beer comb-like groups of setae. 
Growl (figs. 168, 3.70). Basal surface of protopodite is 
broad and oblique, visible in dorsal view of uropod, in which view it 
occupies approximately 1/3 of length of entire protopodite. Its 
breadth is less than length of potopodite. Length of basal surfaces 
0.22 rmi.; breadth of basal surfaces 0.52 ma.; length of entire 
protopoclites 0.67 sm. Beyond 'basal surface, inner border of protopodite 
La shallowly and obliquely incurved so that free lobe of protopodite 
gradually begone considerably narrower posteriorly. Its posterior 
margin is obliquely rounded. Greatest length of lobes 0.55 01611 
length of posterior margins 0.09 tom. Area of lobe visible to outer 
side of terminal segment, when uropod is attached, is longer on its 
inner side than it is broad; length (along inner edge as far as 
indentation of terminal segment)s, 0.35 mm.S breadth (in a line across 
insertion of cosopodite): 0.22 um. Facopodite is sub.cylindrical 
and has an' apical.  tuft of setae; it terminates considerably in 
front of posterior border of protopodite. Exopodite is inserted on 
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dorsal surface of protopodite, awmy from inner border of latter. 
Anterior to bass of =polite, surface of protopodite is railed 
into a sub-triangular prominence. Utenuropod is attached, the 
sharp inner angle of this prominence overlaps lateral border of terminal 
segment. Endopodite .is inserted =ventral surface, near inner 
border, at base of protopodite. It is sub-cylindrical, broadening 
distaikv, with its apex bluntly rounded; it tears numerous spiny setae . 
and one apical spine. Endopodite terminates far in front of posterior 
border of terminal segment. Length of remit exopodite 0.32 006, 
endopodite 0.24 VDU 
Length of largest specimen: 6.8 mm.; breadth: 344 nu. 
Female differs from male in the follewizg structureev- 
Pereiopodst. large spines =under wurfewe of meros and 
carpos are less numerous than on corresponding legs of sale. 
First pleopal (fig. 171),- Impolite is sub-rectangular, 
vmry short and broad. Its inner laminar part is almost as large as its 
outer tracheal part. Spines are present= ventral surface of laminar 
part, near its posteriormaren. Endopodita is not developed. 
Second pleopoth. Empedite is sub-triangular, very short and 
broad, with its outer margin incurved, and its apex sharply rounded but 
not greatly elongated. Tracheal part occupies outer angle of exopodite. 
Spines occur =ventral surface near pos 	or llargin of laminar part, 
and there are short setae on inner margin. A condc la process, which 
projects tack from inner side of protopodite,probatay represents an 
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endopodite. 
Third pleopodt- Exopodite is similar in shape to that of 
2nd pleopod of female and is therefore less elongated posteriorly than 
3rd exop3dite of rale. There is no scaly ridge on its dorsal surface. 
Fourth exopodite is similar to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopods- Exopodite is E34 VII 1 AD in shape to that of 
5th pleopod of male. There is no scaly ridge on its dorsal surface. 
/14/tat.  
2029.19satko- This description is based on specimens found 
among debris on ledges of a cliff above the shore at Tinderbox. 
Collections were made on the following dates:- 25th thrchp 27th 14ty, 
4th August* 19th November, 1957. A total of 11 males and 25 females 
was obtained. 
iajarjassas. Othor specimens were found under stones 
at East Riadon. 
Variations. 
In some specimens, pereion and pleon are mottled with 
additional unpigmented patches which do not represent muscular 
insertions. Ptotopodites of uropods of eons specimens are coloured 
parplish•brown like the rest of the dorsal surface. 
Cubizza,s tasmaniensis n.sp. 
Fig. 162. 	Male specimen, dorsal view. (Cephalon and plean 
are foreshortened due to curvature of animal). 
Fig. 163. 	Cephalan, anterior view. (Antennae and mouth 
part, have been removed). 
Fig. 166. 	Distal part of inner lobe of right 1st maxillas 
ventral view. 
Fig. 165. 	Distal part of right maxillipedt ventral view. 
Fig. 166. 	Right epimera of let and 2nd segments of pereions 
ventro-lateral view. 
Fig. 167. 	Scale-seta on dorsal surface of let ,segment of 
pereions dorsal view. 
Fig. 168. 	Terminal segment and uropodeo dorsal view. 
Fig: 169. 	Let let pleopod of males dorsal view. 
Fig. 170. 	Right uropod, dorsal view. 
Fig. 171. 	Left let pleopod of female, ventral view. 
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93kadia sulcifrons nop. 
(Figs. 172.180). 
Length of largest specimen: 9.0 mm.; breadth:4.5 mmo 
9.21m. Dorsal surface of live specimen is greyieh.brown 
mottled with unpigmentad patches, of which only some represent 
susculsr insertions. Protopodites of uropobare orange. 
•ggagn. (fig. 172). Surface of vertex is smooth except 
for a pair of very lou tubercles situated immediately behind frontal 
iidgs. Frontal line forts an uninterrupted ridge which is only 
slightly curved backwards and which terminates in a blunt angle on 
each side of cephalon. Prone is indented by a deep groove running 
parallel to frontal ridge. Region of frons lying between this groove 
and depressions for 2nd antennae forms a sub-t4angu1ar prominence. 
Lateral processes of clypeus are produced upwards to form large, acute, 
triangular lobes. Eyes are rounded and compounds each composed of 
12.14 ocelli. 
First antenna. Triarticulate; 3rd article bao a group of 
coarse setae near its apea. 
Second antenna. Length of peduncle: 2.92 mm.; length of 
articles of flagellums let 0.21 mm., 2nd 0.53 mm. On distal border 
of each of 2nd to 5th articles of peduncle there is a large seta, 
split at the end into several fine points. AU articles of antenna 
bear numerous sharply pointed setae. Second article of flagellum 
terminates in process formed of partly fused setae. 
MCndiblei. left mandiblem. Incisor process consists of 
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3 simple teeth, the central tooth being larger than the others. Lacinla 
mobilis ends in 2 widely separated teeth. A lobe Ishiel lacinia 
mobilis has a dense covering of long, simple setae and also bears 2 
pencils of setae. One other pencil occurs further tack: ontandible. 
Molar portion is represented a tuft of plumose setse,set one, comma 
basal process. Bight sandible:. Incisor process consists of a large 
bifid tooth anti a 
 
er simple tooth. Lacinia rotate is 114 
 
irregular in shape. There is one pencil of setae on setoee lobe 
and one other pencil behind lobe. Maar portion is like that of 
left mandible.- 
naLmIllu Outer lobe ends in 10 simple teeth, made up 
of an outer group of 4 large teeth aid an inner group of 6 more slender 
teeth. On: , ventral ourface there is a small spine belowrtase of 4th 
large tooth. Outer margin of loto is tent outwards Ina blunt curve, 
which,together 4th rargSzt distal to it, is fringed with groups of setae. 
Inner lobe (fig. 173) bean 2 moderately long, ehargr pointed eetose 
processes. Apex of lobe to outer side of these processes is rounded 
and bears groups of short setae. 
Sumua)jaistaaa. Apical part of maxilla is divided into 2 
sub-rectangular lobes, with outer lobe approximately twice as wide as 
inner lobe. On dorsal surface of maxilla, bole of inner lobe exhibits 
eV-shaped band of chitin. Distal region of inner lobe is densely 
coy red with setae, that of outer lobe bears shorter, finer eletae. 
Two coarse setae are set on dorsal surface of outer lobe near the angle 
of notch between lobes. 
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(fig. 174). Epipodite is narrow, shorter than 
bolds. and Lao a eharply rounded apex. Basis is much broader than 
endopodite; on its ventral surface it bears sharply pointed mtge. 
Ischion is the only article of endopodite which is distinct; there are 
2 large spines on its ventral surface. A division of remainder of 
ondepodito into 2 articles is indicated try a faint, oblique suture line 
across its ventral surface, and by a sudden decrease in its width above 
this line. On inner border of first of these articles there are 2 
groups of setae, basal. set consisting of one large seta and one smaller 
seta, and distal eat of one large seta and 4 smaller setae. Three setae 
occur singly on outer border of endnodite, one on 1st article, situated 
near base of a pencil which itself lacks eetae. and 2 on 2nd article. 
Apex of endopodite ends in a tuft of setae. Endite is sub-quadrangular 
with its outer distal corner rounded off. There are 3 spines on its 
ventral surface near apex, the inner most: one being larger than the others. 
Inner corner of apex exhibits a oral indentation in which is set a 
short, blunt spine. 
fereion. First epimera are oharply rounded anteriorly and 
produced forward° pact eyes so that cephalon is sunk in a depression 
in 1st segment. Oater side of lot ex)ineron is =volute, making dorsal 
ourface of o.. a --ron concave; its lateral margin is simple, lacking a 
marginal furrow. Posterior angle of lot epimeron is sharply rounded 
and not cleft. On ventral surface of epimeron, in front of posterior 
angle, there is a mall, rounded lobe which has no connection with 
lateral margin (see fig. 175). Surface anterior to lobe is not 
moved or ridged. Pooterior angle of 2nd epimeron is rounied and 
not cleft. On ventral surface of 2nd epimeron there is a mall, 
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rounded lobe, blunter than that on lit epimeron4 situated well in 
front of posterior angle: l and not connected with epdmeral margin (see 
fig. 175). Ventral surface of 3rd epimeron is slightly thickened 
near its anterior margin. Epimera of 3rd and 4th segmerds are 
trapezoidal and rounded posteriorly, those of 5th to 7th segments 
are quadrangular, with posterior angles almost right-angled on 5th and 
6th and subacute on 7th. Epimora of all segments are directed 
backwards at =angle to middle region of segments. Between epimera, 
posterior borders of all tergites run straight. 
Ratio of length of pronotum to length of entire tergite 
(measured in the mid-line) is 1m 4.2 in 201 segment and approximately 
1: 3.6 in 3rd to 7th segments. 	lengths in 2nd segment: pronotum 043 
entire tergite 1.40 me.; lengths in 3rd segment: pronotum 0 041 mm., 
entire tergite 1.50 mm. 
There is a shallow semicircular groove it:addle region of 
anterior half of lst tergite, otherwise dorsal surface of pereion is 
almost smooth, tergites being only slightly rugose on each side above 
bases of epimera. Tergites have a covering of rounded scales and 
also bear scattered scale.setae. Scale-seta (fig. 176) has a short, 
boxed scale portion which is produced, posteriorly in the centre to 
form a club-shaped fold into which a short seta projects. 
Vereionods. First. leg:.. Bich of the large spines on leg 
has its apex divided into several points. Numerous such spines are 
set close together to forma brush mourner surface of both mews and 
tempos. Simple, spiry setae occur on all article.. An area at distal 
end of anterior surface of carpos is covered with long, fine setae. 
There is a line of short, simple spines on under surface of propodos. 
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Dactylsos hao a broad troinal claw, below vhich is a narrower, 
sharper accessory claw. A long sot is sot in anzlo betwoen clause 
The area of ars setae on cargos and line of simplo opines on 
propodos are not repeated on 2nd to 7th logs. large spines on under 
surface of mono become progressively low nurorous. 
WiLiagoa. ConAdal in outline. Its two &Iota romin 
distinct and open separately andor a flap on its dorsal surface. 
Ploon, Outlino of ploon is semicircular, continuous with 
that of poreion. Pleura of 3rd to 5th segmonto are largo, expanded 
laterally* and otrong4 curved bacinarls; they are sab-reotascular in 
shape with 4th and 5th pairs each succeooively narrover than preceding 
pair. First to 5th segments are smooth dorsally; between pleura their 
posterior borders are evenly curved. There are no lobes on vontral 
surface of 3rd to 5th pleura. 
Terminal segment (fig. 177) curcree inwavls on both aides at 
about middlo of its length. Beyond this central narrowimp breadth 
of segment increases again slightly. Breadth across control 
constrictions 0.70 mrs.; maximum breadth of posterior parts MS mm. 
Posterior border of sent is straight, with its corners bluntly 
rounded. Boreal surface of terminal segment is raised into a broad, 
blunt median, lonj.tudinal ridge, which, however, does not extezi to 
posterior bordor of soment. 
i'orgites of 1eon bear similes and scalo-setao similar to those 
on peroion. 
WAWA. First p.leopod (fig. 170)s. Protopodite is 
'produced on its outer side to form a large, oval lobo. ExoPeate is 
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sub-triangular with its apex bluntly rounded; there area few spines 
on its ventral surface near apex. Tracheal part occupies outer 
half of exopodite. Srdopodite is storliform. Its basal half is 
provided with oblique suscles. Distal half is curved outwards and 
has a narrow chitinous thickening down its outer touter. it ridge, 
which is ornamented near its basal end with spines and more distally 
with scales, extends down middle Ct. dorsal surface of distal half 
of endopodite. This ridge is directed inwards, and surface to inner 
side of it is indented, thus forming& groove. Near apex there is a 
shorter ridge on each side of central ridge. There is a row of spinules 
on dorsal surface near inner border of ondopodite. 
Second pleopod:- Exopodite is sub-triangular,with its apical 
region greatly elongated, and its outer raarginincurved. Tracheal 
part occupies area of exopodite situated anterior to outman' of this 
incurvature. Spines occur on ventral surface near outer edge of 
elongated laminar part. Alec* on ventral surface, an area covered with 
fine setae begins at apex and extends forwards for same distance. 
Endopodite is tdarticulata; length of articIess 1st 0.33 imi.,2md 
1.32 mm. First article is quadrangular in outline; there is a curved 
ridge On its ventral surface. Second article is narrow aid elongated; 
there is a obitinotul thidlomix4; down inner edge of its basal AN 
beyond which endopodite becomes very narrow and flagelliform. length 
of flageiliform portion' 0.46 mm. 
Third pleopodt- Butpodite is sub-triangular with its outer 
border indented; it is elongated posteriorly tut tea lesser extent 
an 
than 2nd exopodite. Tracheal part occupiee/area in outer angle of 
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exopodite. On ventral surface, spines occur near outer edge of 
laminar part, and cobb-like groups of setae are present across apex 
and on inner margin. On dorsal surface, a short, scaly ridge extends 
backwards from inner anterior angle. Fourth pleopod is similar to 3241. 
,Fifth.rpleppods- Exopodite is more regularly triangular than 
that of 3rd pleopodo as its outer margin is scarcely indented. Both 
of its lateral margins bear comb.alke groups of setae. 
Uropod (fig., 177, 179). Basal surface of protopodite is 
broad and oblique, visible in dorsalviewof uropod, in which view it 
occupies approximately 2/3 of length of entire protopodite, Its breadth 
is less than length of protopodite. Length of basal surfaces 0.31 us6; 
breadth of basal surfaces 0.65 mr6; length of entire protopodite: 
0.90 Erh Beyond basal surface, inner border of protopodite is vellr 
shallowly incurved so that free lobe of protopodite gradually becomes 
narrower posteriorly. Its posterior margin is obi/y.4y truncate 
with its corners bluntly rounded. Greatest length of lobe: 0.70 mm.; 
length of posterior. margins 0.25 M. Area of protopodite visible to 
outer side of terminal segment, when uropod is attached, is longer on 
its inner side than /tie broad; length (along inner edge as far as 
indentation of terminal segment): 0.53 mm.; breadth (dna line across 
insertion of exopodite)s 0.39 rom. Exopodite is sub.emnioal and very 
short, and ends in a tuft of setae. It is inserted =dorsal surface 
of protopodite, away from inner border of latter, 'Anterior to 
insertion of exopodite, surface of protopolite is raised into a 
sub-triangular prominence which covers base of emopodite. When uropod 
is attached, the sharp inner angle of this prominence overlaps lateral 
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border of terminal segment. Ezdopodite is inserted on ventral surface, 
near inner border, at base of protopodite. It is submicylindrical, 
broadening distally, with its apex very bluntly rounied; it bears 
smaeroue sharply pointed setae and one apical spine. Erdopodite 
terminates far in front of posterior border of terminal segment. 
length of remit exopodite 0.09 lam., 0240i:oat. 0.35 mu 
length of largest apecimans 8.4 lartol breadth: 4.2 
Female differs from male in the following stru.cturess. 
Fereiopodas. Large spines on under surface of memos and 
°expos are lees 31111169110121 than on corresponding legs of sale. 
• First pleopod (fig. 180)s. Exopodite is sub-rectangular, very 
short and broad. It is divided, into an. inner laminar part and an 
outer tracheal part, the two being sub.equal in area. There are a 
few spines on ventral surface of lad= pert, near its posterior margin. 
Endopodite is not developed. 
Seconi pleopodt- Exopodite is sub-triangular, very abort anti 
broad, with its outer margin shallowly incurved, and its apex sharply 
rowxled but not marked3y elongated. Tracheal part occupies an area 
in outer angle of exopodite. On ventral surface of laminsryart, spdmes 
are present near outer border and on apex. A narrow, conical process, 
which projects backwards from inner side of protopodite, probably 
represents an endopodite. 
Third pleopods- Exopodite is similar in shape to that of 
2nd pleopod of female aid thus has its apical region less elongated 
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than 3rd exopodite of male; there is no scaly ridge mite dorsal 
surface. Fourth exopodite is similar to 3rd. 
Fifth pleopods. Exopodite is similar In *Maps to that of 
5th pleopod of male; there is no scaly ridge on its dorsal surface. 
AattttiA• 
Tvve locality*. This description is based on specimens found 
on 8th Ettrch, 1957, enrolled and buried in damp, sandy soil at the 
base of a cliff same high tide level on the shore at Roaring Beach, 
South Arm; 74 saes and 63 females were obtained. 
Other .ocalitiev. Specimens were found in debris en ledges 
Of a cliff above the shore at Tinderbox. 
Mama. 
In small specimens, the lateral processes of the elypeus are 
relatively shorter and blunter than those of mature specimens, however 
the cephalon of the former is still distinct due to the transverse groove 
the 
on the from. The slight rugosity on/sidee of the pereial tergites 
is a little more pronounced on smaller specimens: 
Oabaris sulcifromp flop.. 
Fig. 172. 	Cephalon, anterior view. (Antennae and mouth 
parts have been removed). 
Fig. 173. 	Distal pert of inner lobe of left let maxilla * 
ventral view. 
Fig. 174. Distal part of right caxillipol* ventral view. 
Fig. 175. 
Fig, 1761 
Fig. 177. 
Fig. 178. 
Fig..179. 
Fig. 180.. 
Hight epimera of let and 2nd segpento of pereion* 
ventro-lateral view. 
Scale-seta on dorsal surface of let segpent of 
pereion* dorsal view. 
Terminal segpent and uropods* dorsal view. 
Right let pleopod of pale * dorsal view. 
Right uropod, dorsal view. 
Left let pleopod of female, ventral view. 
'Mr.' 	NE 7- 
0
 cf, 
4 ind210. left manlible (fig. 182)1. Incisor process is 
3.pointed, being formed of a large, strongly bifid tooth with a smaller 
simple tooth situated above it. . Both apical angles of lacinia nobilis 
are produced to form a blunt tooth, lobe behind lacinia mobilis has 
a dense covering of simple setae and also bears 2 pencils of setae. 
Another 2 pencils of setae occur behind base of lobe. Molar portion 
set 
is represented tv a tuft of plumose setae/fon a 00BRINgl basal process. 
/light sandills . (fig. 183);.. Incisor process is 3431,nted s being formed 
of a large, more weakly bifid tooth with a or:tiler simple tooth 
situated above it. Dian's mains' 	is irregular in shape* Betas* lobe 
behind laoinia mobilis bears one pencil of setae and there are 3 other 
pencils of setae 'behintl lobe. Molar portion is like that of left 
lijamkjimillak, Outer lobe ends in 10 simple teeth forming 
an outer group of 4 large teeth and an timer group of 6 more slender 
teeth. On ventral surface there are 2 short spines placed next from 
each other below base of 4th large tooth. Outer margin of lobe is 
Curved outwodss apex of curve and margin distal to it are fringed 
with groups of setae. Inner lobe (fig. 184) bears 2 fairly short, 
thick, blunt setose processes., Apex of lobe to outer side of 
these processes is rounied. 
SageAmillila. Distal region of maxilla is divided into 
2 sub-reetangular lobes, with outer lobe approldmatiali twice width of 
inner lobe. These lobes are distinctly separated at apex of maxilla, 
and further back the division between them is indicated tu a nature 
line. On dorsal surface there is a IT-sbaped band of chitin at base 
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of inner lobe. Distal region of inner lobe has a dense covering or 
setae; that of outer lobe has a sparser covering of finer setae. 
Millajogi (fig. 18a. Bpipodite is long and narrow but 
shorter than basis; its apex is sharp3y rounded. Basis is much broader 
than entlopodite. On its ventral surface basis exhibits scattered spiny 
setae. Ischion is only article of endopodite which is distinct; these 
are 2 long spines on its ventral surface. Remsinier of endopodite 
is sub-conical in -outlins; a division into 2 articles is indicated try 
a faint, oblique suture line. There are 2 groups of setae on inner 
bolder of first of these articles * basal set consisting of one large 
and one smaller seta and distal set of one large seta and 4 smaller 
setae. Three setae occur singly on outer border of endopodite s one 
on let article, situated near base of a pencil which itself lacks setae, 
and 2 on 2nd article. Apex of endopodite ends in a tuft of setae. 
&ditto is sub-quadrangular with its outer apical angle rounded off. 
On its ventral surface near apex there are 3 large opines which decrease 
in length from innermost. one outwards. A shorts blunt spine is set 
in a depression at ismer apical angle.- 
Perpion. First epimera each form an acute anterior angle 
and are strongly produced forwards past eyes so that cephalon is =WC 
in depression in 1st segment. Outer side of 1st epimeron is revolirbs 
so that dorsal surface of epimeron is concave. Actual lateral border 
of epimeron is poderataly sharp.. Posterior angle of lit epimeron 
is rounded; its borders are entire, not interrupted try a cleft. On 
ventral" stutece of epimeron (fig. 3.86) there is a prominent* sharply 
rounded lobe which terminates a little in front of posterior border of 
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segzent and reaulte in the forration of a moderately deep figazeto 
on wrier side of epimeron. The sharp outer edge at this lobe is 
continuous with a low ridge which extends forwards on under surilace 
of epimeron and which gradua14 become obliteratelin anterior third 
of seven% Ridge IS not connected with outer border of epimoron. 
Second epimeron is trayesoidall its posterior angle is rounded. 
On ventral surface of 2nd epimeron (fig. 1864 well in front of 
posterior angle, there is an oblique, Sharply rounded lobe which results 
in the formation of a moderatekv (Veep fiesure on toiler side Of epimersn• 
Anterior edge of this lobe is connected 4th anterior border of 
epimeron by a ridge, lobe does not project boron' borders of epimeron. 
Ihrler attribute of 3rd epimerozt is slightly thickened neer its anterior 
border, Third and 4th epimera are trapesoidal and roweled posteriorly. 
Fifth to 7th opium are quadrangular lith their posterior angles 
forming rounded right =glee« EpAmera of all segments are directed 
backwards at an angle to middle region of their respective segrents• 
Across middle of body, puterior borders of all Unites run straight. 
of length of pilallOttUll to length of entire terejle 
(measured in the midpangs) is Is 44 in 2nd ilegment and +approximately 
3•7 in 3241 to 7th segments. tengthe in 2nd element; pronotum 
048 tau s entire tergite I•58 tritui lengths in rd segments mouth= 
0•44 ma«, entire tergite 1.65 mg 
There is a very al:allow, serioiroular move in middle of 
anterior half of 1st tergite, and on all tereles there is a slightly 
rums* area on each side above bases of epiraeraj rerairder of dorsal 
Surface of pereion is meth. Tergites have a covering of rounded 
scales and also bear =ems scattered scale-seizie. Scalecteetao 
(fig. 307) has a broad tasal scale tart which is =Ted istokwaido 
on each side and is joined in 'this middle to a long sheath, pointed at 
its apex; a seta projects into base of shiatb• 
ritades*. First legs- Each of the large spines on leg 
is divided near its apes into several points which separate Of at 
different levels. Nurarous such spines are set close together to 
form a brash on under surface of both meros and congas Singe, spiny 
setae are present on all article. An area on anterior surface at 
distal end of claws is covered with long, fine setae. Short, singe 
spines occur along under surface of basal ;art of propodos• Dactylos 
has a broad terminal claw, below yaoh is a; mph narrower accessory claw, 
a long seta is aot in angle between clam,* 
The area of setae at distal end of oarpos and line of simple 
opium on under surface of propolos are not repeated on 2a1 to 7th legs. 
large spines on under Bureau* of soros ant carpos tvoone progressively 
sparser* 
liaajam• Conical in outline; its two ducts retain 
distinct and open separately under a Map on its dorsal surface. 
Me. Outline of pleo.0 is semicircular. continuous Vith 
that of pardon. Pleura of 3rd to 5th segments are large, expzu4ed 
lateral ant curved backaards; they are sub.reotangular in shape 4th 
4th and 5th paint each narrower than preceding paire, Posterior bottlers 
of let and 2n1 segments are evenity curved; between pleura, those of 
3rd to 5th segoants run straight,: Dorsal surface of lat to 5th 
segments is anooth.,, There are 	3.obes on ventral surface of 3rit to 
5th pleura. 
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Terminal segment (fig. 320)curves inwards, on both eddee at 
about middle or its length; beyond thie narroving its breadth 
increases; again coneidembly. Breadth across central constrictions 
0.90 nu; maxi= breadth of posterior rarts 1.12 ma: Poeterior 
border is straight 4th its corners bluntly rounded. Dorsal surface 
of basal part of terminal segment 10 olightaiy missed into a broad 
median erainearse. 
Teroites of Aeon bear scales and scale.fsetass like those on 
pereion. 
Pleopodo. Firet pleoml (fig, 189)s- Outer  We at 
protepodite 10 produced to form a large oval lobe. Bropodite 
eub-titarigulav 4th its apex bluntly munied and its outer border 
incurved. It la divided into an inner lertivir part and a somewhat 
=slier, outer trachea part. Spines occur. on ventral surilace of 
apical angle. Endopodite te sityliform 4th its distal half curved 
outwards Its basal balf IS ;avoided siti.th oblique MOUS. There Le 
a narrov chitin= thialmning down outer edtp or distal half. On dorsal 
surface a ridge, vhich is ornamented 4th ecals,eottends down centre 
of distal part of endopolite. This ridge is directed irstards and 
surface to imer side or it is indented, time forming a groove. There 
La a shorter, lose prondnent ridge to outer side of central ridge. 
A row of opines* is present on dorsal surface near inner border of 
extdorodite. 
Second pleopodso, Emopodite is.oub-tziangular, very narrow 
and elo.nastacl posteriorly, 4th ite apes sharply rounded; its outer 
border is deeply incurved• Tracheal part occupies the outer lohe of 
exopodite which ii bordered tu outer arm of We incurvature• An 
area covered with fine setae exterds from apex forwards for sane 
distance on ventral surface of exopodite. Spines occur on ventral 
surface near outer border of laminar part. Brdopodite is 
biarticulate; length of articles, 1st 042 nut find 1052 wm• First 
article is quadrangular ti outlines there is a curved ridge on its 
ventral surface. Second article is narrow and elongated. SUM Ls 
a chitinous thickening down outer side of its basal 5/6, beyond which 
article become0  'seer/ *arrow ard flage3.11form t length of flagelliform 
portion, 0•54 rap 
Third pleopods- Bxopodite is sub-triangular and elongated 
posteriorly but to a leaser degree than 2nd exopodites its apex is 
etarpky rounded and its outer border is deeply incurved • Tracheal 
part occupies the outer lobe situated in front of outer arm of this 
incurvature• On ventral. surface, comb-like group; of eetae occur 
on and near inner margin, e.nd spines are present near outer margin of 
landner part. On dorsal surface a short, scale-cornered ridge extends 
beclouds from near inner anterior anefle. 
FotTith pleopodt.- Rzopodite is lose elongated posteriorly 
than 3rd exopodites otherwise 4th pleopod is similar to 3rds 
Fifth pleopc33- Exopodite differs in shape from that a 314 
pleopod in being sere regularly triangular with, its outer border only 
slightly indented: Comb-like mows of setae are present on both 
lateral borders of exopodite. 
Irma (flga. 184 1%). Basal surface of protopodite is 
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broad and oblique, visible in dorsal view of uropod, in which view it 
Occupies approxitately 1/3 length of entire protopodite. Its breadth 
is less than length of protopodite. length of basal *niece; 0.31 me4 
breadth of basal surfaces 0.65 En6; length Of entire protopOdite$ 
0.85 mm. Beyond basal surface, inner border is shallowly incurved 
so that free lobe of protopodite gradually becomes narrower posteriorly. 
Its posterior margin is straight, slightly oblique, and has its corners 
bluntly rounded. Greatest length of lobes 0.62 mm.; length of 
posterior mrgin: 0.21 mm. Area of protopodite visible to outer side 
of terminal segment, when uropod is attached, is longer on its inner side 
than it is broad; length (4.orkg inner edge as far as indentation of 
posterior segment)* MI mm.; breadth (in a line across insertion 
of eorTodite): 0.40 mm. Exopodite is very short, sub-conical and 
ends in a tuft of setae. It is inserted on dorsal surface of 
protopodite away from inner border of latter. Anterior to insertion 
of exopedite, surface of protopodite is raised into a sub-triangular 
prominence which Over* base of exopndite. When uropod is attached, 
the sharply rounded inner angle of this prominence overlaps lateral 
border of terminal *segment. Endopodite is inserted on ventral surface, 
near inner border, at base of protopolite. It is sub-cylindrical, 
broadening at first, then slightly narmArw again posteriorly, with 
its apex moderately sharply rounded. Endopodite bears Spiny setae 
and one apical spine. It terminates distinctly in front of posterior 
border of terminal segment. length of remit exopedite 0.11 um.; 
endopodite 0.38 nat. 
bag!. 
Length of largest specimen: 11.5 mm.; breadths 5.0 nss. 
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Fezale differs frau mac( in the follouing structures:. 
Perelopodst. Spines pn.. under surface of news ard carpos aro 
less numerous than on corresponding legs of male. 
First pleopod (fig. 191):-. Exopolito is sub-rectangular, very 
short and broad. Its inner0Jam 4 nnr, 	 part is &moot as large as its 
outer, trachealpart. spines occur on =Anil eurface of lnrinnr part, 
near its posterior margin. Endopodito is not dovaloped. 
Socond pleopod (fig. 192)1d4 Exopodito is oub.triangalar, 
very short and broad, vaith its outer - border lacurved aid its apex 
rather bluntly rounded; it Is not carlosdly elongated postsri:orly. 
Tracheal part occupies an area in outer angle of exopodite. On 
ventral Surface, spines occur near outer border af lm n'  part aid 
on apical angle. 4 condbal procese, projeating backsardS **la inner' 
aide of protopodite, probably represents an endopodite. 
Third pleopx11. Exopodite is similar in shape to that of 
2nd pleopod of ferule, and its apical region is therefore much loss 
elongatad posteriorly than that of 3rd exopodite of Dalai thero is no 
scaly ridge on its dorsal surface. 
Fourth pactopods. £p. of exopcdite is more sharply rounded 
than in 3rd exopodite of ferule; otbarvise 4th pleopod is planar to 
3rd. 
Fifth pleopods. Ezopodite is similar shape to that of 5th 
ploopod of rale; there is no scaly ridge on its dorsal surface. 
habitat,  
Izegairattcs. This description is based on specicens 
collected on 27th &comber, 1957, fron among (lasts under grass tussoolm; 
growing immediately inland from the shore of the Tamar River at Swan 
Point, West Mazur; 7 males and 21 females were obtained. 
akmagalatut. Other specimens tore fowl under stones 
and plant debris on the gmuni immediately inlani from a beach at 
Vest Ulverstonee 
ymidame 
In some specimens, cephalon, pereion and pleon are Insttled 
with additional unplamented patches, distinct from those representing 
insertions of muscles, 
In one specimen the outer lobe of the left let maxilla 
exhibits only $ inner teeth, whilst that of the right let maxilla 
has 7 inner teethe 
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awl§ 	til•f3P0 
Fig. 181. 	Cephalons anterior view. 	Antennae and maath 
parts have been removed). , 
Fig. 182. 
Fig. 183. 
Fig. 284. 
Fig, 185. 
Pig. 186. 
Distal part of left mandible, dorsalvicm. 
Distal part of right mandible, dorsal view. 
Distal part of inner lobe of right let rn7411n1  
ventral view. 
Distal part of left rax$114ped, ventral view. 
Right opimera of let and 2nd serpents of pereian, 
ventro.lateral view. 
Fig. 187. 	Scale-seta on dorsal surface of lot segment of 
pereion, dorsal view. 
Fig. 188. 	Terminal oegment and uropodo, dorsal view. 
Fig. 189. 	Left let pleopod of male, dorsal view. 
Fig. 190. 	Bight uropod, dorsal NISW 
Fig. 191. 	Right lot pleopod of female, ventral view. 
Fig. 192. 	Right 2nd pleopod of female, ventral view. 
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Gems St4:merino Verhoeff 1926. 
(non Spheral° Dana 1852). 
EM,Bx.141* . fted2112 Harold 3931. 
afingillaa Herold 1931. 
=alga Verhoeff 1937. 
kabgripo, section xrrt, Budde.1.und 1904 (in part). 
Dana (1854 p. 301; 1853, PP. 715, 119) gives very brief 
definitions of his genus &mak. /n 1853 he describes four new 
species of itualg. 126 ponolinta, Snh vItpuscis. fah. jaimp_apig 
and Wu, Maw. but does not designate any °Pe of them as the type. 
In a later per (Dena 1854), he establishes another species, baba, lailUs 
Budde-lund (1904) extends the limits of Spheral° to include 
sixty-five species. He groups these into thirteen sections within the 
genus and nominates a type for each motion: He transfers at. iiniaa 
Dam to his section II of AzudiaVa. but retains all Ann. of Dinah' 
original species in aggada2. 
Verhoeff (1926. pa 250) considers that finkallaii as it is 
treated by Budde.laind, is an unnatural genus.- He prefers to spell 
the name of the genus as 221=111g. In lows to genera of 
ArcadiLUdaeyerhoeff (pp. 232458) restricts Etiglala; he (p. 295) 
Mann the restricted gems as otabortjag (Dana) sotr." But none . of 
Dana's original species ofjjahltaja belong in Itamilja as it is 
limited by Verhoeff. 
Jackson (1941. p. 2) considers that Verhoeff Is plimai slia 
contains the species placed by Budde.lund in his section XIII of 
Spherillp; this section does not include any of Danaoe species. He 
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noted that Verhoeff (pp* 258, 296, 301-303) makes several reference* 
to a species 1r the name of ovitIstuss, bit no species is described 
under this none* On v. 302 he states:. °Die Propoden besitsen 
(1m Vergleish mit denen des Antratia, Pig. 65) — -11 $ Verhoeffts 
fig* 65 is labelled so a droving of the uropod of 2212 t. stigaggla 
(Steb'bing)* On P. 357 he states Weds jeduipaleg Stebb. 
gdasztelat NtittAtul Verb* in Litt'', Thus all referezuses to Ivittatie 
should be applied to ark* ,s1pbapi4o3!. Verhoeff (p* 30) states that in 
alt. 044 nolitue the groove from the cleft in the let epimeron 
extends toreario: to the anterior angle of the epimeron* This 
contradict* the limit for fighlullast *et in his keys to genera * 
Verhoeff (1928i, pip 209) establishes another mew species of 
glalitdaas 1424 (Wh.) MUM. 
Herold (19334 p* 321) transfers fighi, Eattams Verhoeff 
1926 to him new genus jakislalgo noting that he has found that this 
Speciee possesses lobes on the under side of the pleura of the pleonj 
the px•esence of such lobet is a character of the getup* In the 
same paper Herold erects another tw genera * Drpadill9 and 	i41 is'  
in both of which lakes are abisent from the under side of the 7th 
eidivera of the perelon and the pleura of the Aeon* Herold (pp* 314 
335) states that in amitijaa the inner lobe of the 1st epimeron Si 
short and does not reach the posterior border of the outer lobe, but 
remains con:adorably removed from it * vh.erosui in Cholomedillo (see 
pp* 316-4349) the inner lobo of the let epimeron is long reaching 
about to the posterior border of the outer lobe. In his gbanta 
diagnosis of asasaWjag he O. 3499 states that the cleft in the 
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reaching to the waterier: border of the outer lac" and adds that in 
these two Gosoft. the aloft in the opimeron continuos ac a Groove vhicah 
duo* becomes usaixir antoriorly and which/ e.g. as in att. ap114co3.or, 
reaches about to the Wale of the lateral borde? of the ()Amman. 
But Uoro3d (1931, P. 349) state° that this Groove in Chelostkiknq 
extends to the antorior anufle of the epiteron. In this (1936) kw to 
genera Verhoeft rogues Ignagag laerold so a separate Gonna, diottuo4 
from aganzialt. 
Verbooff (19441, p. 96) plactroi in hisigalag a Species ditch 
he names as Npillaorillp (§agegglik) raontivamcnisp." It can be 
assumed from this that Verboeff Is Species is not the (we as githfaajag 
costkTarif (Butt4a4=4 IWO Duacio-zuria 3.904 vbioh belongs in eeotion 
Ian of #4244142# aid shich is rod by &axon 4944 p. 21) as 
Vollaeript? vt, . ) mantivamsa (T3udde44a4)4 0 Vardel (1945, 
p. 252) refers to witja94412 1022201 Verhoett (sea rontivagus 13-4). 
A comparison of the characters of Verhooft is species with those of 
Duddia4ondis spociesp as described by Budde-Ient (145, pi 35)0 oorxixte 
that those to species are distinct. 
Vorhoeff (1944, p. 165) etates that ho mos intorpmts 
.9.1123011:1122,42Cadial aid ,W03-1.9, A 001)"03scvs of Zakaalliakt• In 
a kw to the sub-genera he rotors to galatagag as *sub-Genus agaggaia. 
Verb*( 	g.03212 Her.).' He m olaSses 0be1oradil4 Herold as a 
club-cons distimet from sub-eon:0 P Divrarnigu vorbtat claim that 
the inner lobe of the let opimeron mains far in front of the posterior 
border of the oplueron in the subitenortkatsgzaka and UAW& 
vhilst in coutrast it alma or exactly reaches, or even exteals beyond, 
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the posterior border in gkekadjalick anda2012242. In tontraeting 
&Oak to eub-mnue Sph,70041,111 he note° that the cnitor border of 
the let epiveron in Hi1idi13o le thickened and similar to that of 
;Cestqdillot whereas in §pAggielast thie border is =row atrl 01=m-edged* 
According to Verhoetf (3.944, IN, 268) eub-gems adgegilja now 
includes, in ad,dition to liezoldio (1931) nine species of Itaaj,2,2 4 
the following 	blao =WM APIs Walt bk. saasse4 
figk, tialti1VIS Verhoofft and a now epecies)§26 Imlay& Dut 
according to hie original descriptions of the speaeso the inner leap 
of the let opinoron in gda. ZEGgragi Und 1211,. gage projees 
'bzoksiards as far as the outer cooterior angle of the epitieron, (at 
least When it is you'd from the outer eide of the spimeron). These 
speoiee therefore do not complr with the limits of sub-genus §Aseglato 
which Verhoeff sets &mu on p* 365 of this same paper* 0,326, cantivetru0 
Vorhoeff aidbk. Agmagai both conflict with Irorhoeffis (3938) 
limit On the lobo of the 2o1 opine= in having this lobe oomplotely 
separated from tho optimal border* 
It to apparent from this; account of genus gglatala 
Vol-00T 1926 that Irerhoeff causes a groat deal of confusion regazdinc 
the Unita and wow, of the genus* He 4926) nisi 	to the 
relationehip of his P9h4corille with poherilp Dana* Ho given no 
true diarpoeis ag pvb04440 but alwari defines its units 17 means 
of keys* In 3.926 he rostrints the extent of the move continuous 
4th the aloft in the let epimoron for the genus ae a whole then, 
in the same paper* he includes in the genus a epooics which belongs 
outside thie reetriction* He (1930 later sinozynises with 
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pthavillao sp. genus which likse falls outside this restriction. 
IS* limit on the bashari extent of the inner lobe of the let 
•pi:apron in relation to that at the outer posterior angle, as let 
down for genus abagalja in 1938, is in direct opposition to that 
est down for the typical sub...ma lialugalla in 1942/4 The same 
applies to the synonymy or distinction of gbagadjaja, and PrTeallo  
which is dependant on this ohmmeter* In 1942 hat retgine in 
aub-genuat Bohvjer41e imp species which conflict with its 4mtts as 
he detinee them in that poor. Having restricted the character 
of the lobe on the 201 *plum= In 1938 he  grubOVent37 Places In 
4Dtzerjapa two species whioh do not comply with this restriction* 
Probably this complicated situation partly results from the fact that 
a satisfaotory type species has not been designated for gums 
blass1044. 
Terhoeff (1926) natUrnAl does not minate one of his 
speciel as the tin)* of ktyanaka as he does not zvgar:1 the gamuS be 
be nelt• 
hekson (1941 0 pp* 24) considers that if a foe IS Nought 
for Section MI of agbezIplaa, it appears that Sohonill_e  ANN1 
Heller 1868 snot be nolothatedi he (pi, 19) liter slaw taksaillaileasa 
as the type speciee of SobpriLla Yerhoeff* This procedure is 
contrary to several eections of Article 30 of the Rules of Zoologieal 
Nomenclature (as reproduced in &ohm* and Mutter: (1934 PP. 310-30. 
Budd...Ind (1904, p. 33) designates agb mama (Buddemaiznd 
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as the tyre Of hie section XII; auxt molt designation should not be 
subject to change, (see sedtion I, a, po 31). In any case , 
Age should be excluded from consideration as the type of section 
flu, as it is dotaytikauF placed in this section by- Ettlidewlund 
(1904, II. 93), (see section Ili y, p44)* fiat Qat Is not 
referred to Maildiall by Valve& 49264 ioi• it is not 
under the generic MIRO at the time of it original rublicution, and is 
therefore Witeluded from consideration as the type of this genus, (eft 
section xi, e. ak, p• N). Therefore Jacksonte designation of iglu 
Ana as the type of autoztlag Should. not be sustained. flab iLigatassa 
(Buddeaktunt) can not be regarded as the imp of Sohaeiallo for the 
SOO roe on. Thus the genus to date hae no satistaotery type epodes. 
Of the eix species placed in germs Modal/ tcr Verhoeft 
(192E) three belong in sub.gseus leeksillago One of the twee 
originally included in isub-genue MAITIEWa, 	InialagNah IS now 
placed in another genus. ga Ales Ls not inical as it possesses 
=pods of a Itind characteristic of Agesl ogawiestr• rather than of 
1052.4112aa, (see Verix•eff 1926, p. 258)* The remaining speeies, 
gat. ,Nstama, uhich also has page preeedenee aver the others, is thus 
the obvious choice for a toe.. 3: therefore designate aplagdast 
arrinnaeus Verheett 1926 as the type species of genus gaigeajota 
Verhoeft 1926. 
As previously noted, %trivet (1926, 14 296), in his original 
description of Egli, riviunaeute, states that the inner lobe of the let 
epimeron in this species projects 'backwards as far as the outer posterior' 
angis of the epimeron.. Thus this character in the type species 
complies with Terhoeftle (1938) restriction on the inner lobe of the 
let •pimeron tor genus litagrao. exd contradicts his (1942k) later 
oharacterisetion of subionua 3phaç1.U, Even if Verhoeffis 
(1938) restriction for the genus as a whole La rejected* if subitellera 
are to be distinguished en this feature of the lit epimeron, the 
typical subgenus 8pbee4i,1,2 not be characterised by the condition 
exhibited by the type species, and should therefore include only 
those spades in which the inner lobs of the lit 0021=1 projects 
backwards appraximetcly as tar ar t or further then, the outer ixesterica. 
angle. Thus Verhoeffts (3.942b) synonymy of azgaja alg with sub-genus 
Sphavivl.lo San not be upheld. Also Waive/tom (1944, fig. 19), 
(1914, figs 1) figures of the lit epimeron in hilt, mama 
VerIxoeff and 16. Amu= both show the inner lobe terminating tar 
in front of the posterior angle. These species can no longer be 
included in sub-gersvs abliallaR4 
The question now arises as to whether it is preferable to 
accept Verhooff le (1938) restriction on the inner lobe of the lit 
opium *14 t4 reinstate azgalagsnd Rivi.1430 to their original 
rank of genera distinct fromfiubeer4101 or to formally remove this 
restriction so that the species laving the inner lobe terminating 
Considerably in front of the ixoterior angle, which are included 
in Soheortile by Verhoeff (19421), oiled not be rammed from the genus 
because of this character. Verhoeff (1924, p. 209), in listing 
characters co=on to ifigh. pwsgeseus arid ft. jam votes that the 
inner lobe of the let epimeron in these species does inieed project 
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•backlardS as far as the outer posterior Ewa° liben the epimeron 
is viewed from the outer side, but 04,40 that when it is son from 
the inner side the inner lobe terminates a little in front of the 
crater &neg. lb illustrates the inaer view in his lien* (AC. 8) 
of. gt..14,:massi. Certainly the distance which the inner lobe faii 
short of the posterior angle, as Shown in this agate, is. not 
considerable% unlike the condition shown in Herolits (1931„ fig. 85) 
figure of the lit apimeron in kaal tatkilzged which he (p..345) 
notes as being characteristic of genus ittadjalist, and Verhoeff sa 
(1937. fig. 14) Mae at this etructure in Riaslillo, tagagaig. 
Tbue the distinction betueen sub-Onn0 ,Spbaerillo aidPrid,410, 
However, in view of this later qualification of Verhoettis 
oral description otjaalk ,t3To aim* I prefer not to accept the 
(1938) restriction of the genus on this charaeter of the lit opine= 
ltd.thont having an opportunity' to Mane Specimens of the type specie*. 
With remrd to the other ammeters in doubt, the original 
description of U. jcitoligge 181 not of any assistance, as their 
condition in this _Species is not noted. However lirerhoeff (19281, 
pa 209) states that laka *wen* is vex', closely related to fijab %ssunal, 
but ins comparison of the two species he does =A section the extent 
of the groove continuous 4th the curt in the 1st epimeron)or the 
ennneat4oetArr-otherv3ie of the lobo on the 2nd episseron 4th the 
•pimerel border. It therefore seem reasonable , to awn= that 
Oulu:am reeisahles bia• smug in these characters. Awarding 
to Iferhoeffts (1924s, fig. 8, 9) drawing. of &IA lamb this groove 
in the 1st 01:630r011 to 	tea a vonsiderablo distance behind the 
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anterior angle of the opt:moron, aura the lobe on the and opimoron is 
connected Luta the epizeral boreer. This supports Ve .rheaff to (1926) 
restriction on the foraer charaer and. his (19,20) rsstriction on 
the latter, 
However I an not convinced that it is advisable to confine 
Bnp,aerill9 to theca narrower limito. With the diecrepancy reprding 
the typical etate of the inner lobe of the let opirieran aottled, the 
chief cause of confusion is removed, and it would result in fewer 
comi?lioations regarding the position of individual speciee to employ 
the wider limits on thee° two characters as vall• 
I therefore recognise the liato of genus Apbajakt as 
given by Verhoeff (1926, pp. 252458), (1930, pd, 7) with the exceptions 
that the groove continuing forwards from the cleft in the let (vizor= 
L ay extend to the anterior angle of the epimeron, the inner lobe of the 
let epiraeron may terminate considerably in front of the outer posterior 
mole of the epimeron, and the lobe on the 2nd epinieron ray be separated 
from the epireral border. This allow epeciee origSyvvlly placed in 
&WWII* gialiadiala and Ii$41,2142 to main in sczbait.,2a. 
in his (1938) kw to genera, Verhoeff twos his reotriction 
on the lobe of the 2nd opiceron in Magtdala to dietingubh this gems 
iron AIMS= Verhooff 1933, in which this lobe is oeixtrated from 
the epimral border," However, in an earlier comlearison of the two 
genera,he (1933, p. 9a) ni3too that iii=2=2 also differs iron 
&WWII in that the inner lobe of the let opt seron in the former 
is not visible from the outer side of the opimeron, and the fora of 
the uropcde differs,' %lie, with the rectriction on the 2nd opireoron In 
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Itapsitajg romoved,this gonna b still distinct from agzsdaja• 
Au Vorhoeff to definitions are ontirely given as portions of 
keys, I propose the following diagnosis of COMM Sphaoripo Verhoeff 
1926, based on the information on the genus 01.ven lv Verhooff (1926, 
pp. 252.258, 20.2(4. 295), (1936, p. 7), bat amonded on the points 
discussed. 
ramasLuaggalig. 
Dorsal am-face of animal is °moth, moose or tuborculate. 
but Isola opines. Second antennae are olezxlerly 'built with their 
greater part pro3ectin3 out from °elision. First torcite of poreion 
does not exhibit a wellodoveloped central eminence :, (of. arajag 
Verbena 1926). Posterior borders of 2nd to 4th peroial tergitos are 
either not incurved or only slightly incurred on each side. lateral 
bordor of let epimeron is either narrow and oharp.edged or thickened 
underneath. Posterior angle of 1st epistler= exhibits a deep cleft 
resulting in the formation of an inner lobe which is continuous with 
lateral ePimsral border and is visible from outer aide of epimeron. 
Inner lobe rxty project backds approximately as far as or further 
than, outer posterior angle of epimorons or it ray terctinato contidatablY 
in front  of posterior snafu If a. Noove continues forwards fron 
cleft in posterior ang3.0) it may extend to anterior angle of epiraeron 
or may terminate before reaching this anglo. Lobe on 2nd opineron 
may be connected with, or soparated from* opineral border. lb lobos 
(nnylacomerenn of Vorhoeff 1930 are present on undor surface of 7th 
opizera of lx3rolon or 3rd to 5th pleura of lawn. Dorsal sueace of 
to/spinal segaont is not keeled (cf. „iitagiaak Vorhoeff 1926). 
1 a 
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Seems advisable to compare the oharacters of all speuies assigned to 
it with this diagnosis to determine whether a' of them must now be 
re 	The original descriptions of these species have been 
examined accordingly*. 
Verhoeft (1944* o* 97) states that the last pleuron of the 
pie= in fhb' mtamagilterhoeff has a lobe on its =kir surface.. 
This excludes the species fromPaserillo, according to the limits which 
I recognise* However, as Verhoeffos description is brief s an attempt 
to place the species elsewhere on this alone appears inadvisable* 
The position ()tab. pqativam Verhoeff therefore mains in doubt. 
Your of the species included tryHudde.lund (1904) in his 
oseuunlini of wawa* adadaalgazza (BuddA44nd 1885)1 akt 
ladue• .042b- Awasko 	alidamb Budde-lanit 39041 exhibit 3.0bee 
on the under surface Of the 3rd to 5th pleura of the Aeon s (according 
to HuddeoLund (1908, N 271) in the case of Was „Emma)* These 
species are therefore excluded fromjamaja; they may possibly 
belong in 	or 112-4011Q19* 
The terminal aspect eat* Imag, :Dudde4und 1904 is 
slightly keeled on its dorsal surface * The exopodite of the uropod 
in3pja* mai (Dollfus 2898) is completely atrophied. The 
protopodite of the urored WM* ligiaggagg (Dollfus 189a) is very 
short and broad* Thus these species may be wrongly placed in 
Sphferillo. The original description of §,2h. ;Jaw 1e2ler 2868 is 
very inadequate and makes no mention of characters of let epiteron* 
Wahrberg (1922, p* 233) states that two of his new species, 
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Soherino Nberoses and §als 11Upaggge, belong in Budde-Lurdss 
section XIII of 102,41k. &h. tuberoses is excluded from Snhaeril lq  
on the form of the uropods. Verhoeff (1926 2 p. 270) recognises that 
the characters of this species agree with those of his new genus 
kathiss. According to Wahrberg (p. 249) an inner duplicatere 
is represented as a thickening on the 5th to 7th epimera of the pereion 
in it. telsoAerosees. As lobes are absent from the under side of 
the 7th epimera inWaglast, the position of agba, Wawa= in 
this genus is doubtful. 
As tar as can be ascertained from the information given in 
the original descriptions, the characters of the reuaining species 
assigned to Sefitexipa, including those of Mi. vdaellue (Budde-lAur1)„ 
do not conflict 4th the diagnosis of the genus proposed in the 
present paper. 
As far as sub-genera are concerned, I am not certain of the 
relationship of Bal1ojaM141 with club-genus aggitzgag. With the 
latter restricted to species having the inner lobe of the let epimeron 
projecting backwards as far ae, or further than, the outer posterior 
angle, as I suggest, Herold!s species of 9kj igag.W2 agree with it 
in this regard. However Herold (1931) does not note the condition 
of the lateral border of the 1st epimeron in these species; i.e. 
whether it is narrow and sharp-edged as in sub-genus Aglivaal, or 
thickened as in Le.g.Wjaa. I therefore recognise the speeies 
originally placed in glekagalal2 as belonging in genie figlautallgo but 
do not classify them further into a sub-germ,. 
Genus Aitaulalja Verhoeff 1926 therefore appears to contain 
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• the following opeciesa. 
Species not included inDadde.landls oection XIII of galp.duir. 
gavadw, Um:LW =ma Verhoeff 1926 (type species); WI, (gpLi.) 
Insane, Verhoeff 1926; kab. (ut.) zaza verhoeff 19241 fiai, 
(waging.) selgigolor Webbing 19001); gaa. 	)11,09,Lizte 
(4.) =LIAM veztoefe 1926; 6.211. 	gams= (kokson 193,33); 
APIS Una.W121 ira2gini z4, ink. (ft.) 192ALIM12, 	(kt) WAWA, 
finks (px,) parzzaaa API• (its%) gidallaglatitato .9.211• (a4 lan.kegi• 
12a• (Lts) laftEStdi Liao (al) MOWASeatt•APIA (a.) asi=gatas 
(Herold 1931)1 fia. (Diudillo)takaag (Vorhoefr 1937); pal , ,0249,14129 
Ltaz taerlfrons4 ggh =WM, 	ni,....&06 (Herold 1931); pjaa 
aocietata's (acsagga 1932); ga. laggssi.Verhoeff 1942b. 
Species included in Buddeanndls eection nn of Apkagjas- 
gas tog (Heller 1868); gae gatiaragat Aube mit...221ath, bk. clam
(Dudde.lani 1885)1 fAhe MIMEO (D 11ra2 1886) ; bh• aUldareg' 
gat zsaurtimat la. jetkult (Dollfus 189S); 	sttaggio g211. nobilie t 
(Budde-Lunt 1904). 
The following additional cpecies of scotion XII/ of Waal& 
My belong in SnhgerA13.o * bat their deocriptiono give riso to pots 
doubt resarding 	gala Alta Maier 1860);  
gita.? lankleas (D011gUa 1890; ga.? brevis (Budde-Mand 1904); 
telqoaroggs (Wahrberg 1922). 
pontivarzas Verhoeff 1944 deco not correctly belong in 
gibuidlig, but an alternative ;coition for this speeieo can not be 
ougpsted. 
Tkaw the spates content of Genus gam= Witmer is not 
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greatly altered ty investigations. However it is hoped that 
these esw assist in stabiltscrig the position of the gents as a whole. 
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abuttals! jggalate (Budd..lond 11385) Jackson 1941: 
10121212ir Arma44.10 Aisiqut4 ntado4nal 1883. 
pplierill.o AIWA* (Budde-Lund 1885) Duckle-Imnd 1904. 
The position of abi, missal= in genui3 8plaga1la2 Verhoeff 
10 considered in the preceding discussion on the gem. 
it is noted that an English translation of Budde-Lusx1 6s 
Ms% p. 280 description given by Thomson (1893, pp. 7243) contains 
some errors. Thomson translates wtruncus utrizque ranifesto 
tubereulatus" asubody everywhere distinetlY tubercled." Burlde.landla 
atnulcusi obviously refers to the pereion as dietizet from his “caudae" 
which refers to the pleon. This phrase shomid 	pareion 
distinctly tubercled on each side. Th0130031 trallEaSteS 
scapi artionlo (pinto 'breviuo; nage= axvticulos ;dor atom triple 
vel aegis brevier" as Viesgallun 5-artion3ate shorter than the 
peduncle; first articulation of the flagellum rather shorter than 
the next three.* This should readt- flagellum shorter than 5th 
article of peduncle; first article of fiscal= three times or 
distinct3y shorter than the other. 
Buttc164a2r4 (1885. p. 285), (1904, P. 93) reccalls 8.Platrafil2 
jelialaii from Taman,. (In his 16(5 per he cals %mania ly its 
earlier name, Van Inerients land). Unfortunately he does not record 
the locality or conditions in which hie specimen was found. 
I have not so far collected specimens which can be seamed 
to fitsugaalag placti2ps (Etudde-lazd). 
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